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ÀBSTRACT

This thesis is a descriptive study which addresses the
gerreraì research question I How do f amil-ies perceive their
involvement in terminal care decisions? The study involved
in-depth interviews of families who had experienced the

death of a famiry member within the past year. Interviews
and field notes $rere analyzed using a method of content
analysis called constant comparative analysis. six catego-
ries were identífied that described the famiries' percep-

tions of their participation in the terminal care experi-
ence. These were !

1. The contror over decisions defined by who had the ma-

jority of decision control and the setting within
which this decision making occurred.

2. The information used as a basis for terminal care de-

cisions.

3. The meaning of the siÈuation based upon the families'
int,erpretation of inf ormation and experience.

4. Patterns and characteristics of family interactions
related to terminal care decisions.

5. The events, experiences, and decisions involved with
planning for the person's death.
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6. The effects of the terminal câre process on survi-

vors. The effects v¡ere in response to two properties:

(a) the congruence families experíenced between the

preferred decision control and the aetual deeísion

control in the care experience, and (b) the loss of

the family member.

The study describes and defines these six categories us-

ing excerpts from the interviews and field notes to illus-
trate the analysis. Implications for changes in health care

deliverly and suggestions for future research are diseussed'
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Chapter I

INTROÐUCTI ON

1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

There is a grov¡ing assumption in the recent riterature
that dying patients and their families should be involved in
decisions about terminal care (Gottheil, l-g76; verÈinsky,
Thompson, & uyeno, rg74), This assumption arises from the
conflicting results of several studies of consumer partici-
pation in health care decisions. The twofold belief, that
all individuals and families wish to partieipate to the same

extent in terminal care decisions, and that more participa-
tion will necessarily lead to improved health care outcomes,

may not be warranted. This study questions the undertying
assumption that all famiries should particípate to the same

extent in health-illness decisions and that more participa-
tion leads to better health for family members.

A more conservative assumption is that the degree to
which the families wish to participate may vary. The aim of
this study then, is to examine families' perceptions of (a)

lheir desired and actuar participation in terminal care de-

cisions, and (b) the degree of congruence between these two

va r iables .

1
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Decision making has been studied in many fields other

than health care. The application of the general decision

making literature to terminal illness situations presents

diffículties. The assumptions that arise in other fields of

decisíon theory, such as rationalíty, authority and freedom

to make decisions, do not necessarily exist in health-iIl-
ness situations. For example, Curtin (I979) and Donabedian

( 1973 ) suggested that sLructural components of the health

care system may affect the decision making process' In

1ífe-death decisions, families and patients often lack the

information to make rational decisions and may not feel they

have the authority to participate in decisions. As Freidson

(1961) noted, the physician in North American culture has

been seen as an awesome and powerful figure, with the resulL

that patíents have often accepted less than satisfactory

treatment. For example, Darling (1977 ) found that although

parents of children with Spina Bífída had numerous misgiv-

ings about their children's medical treatment, parents had

never complained to a doctor directly.
Many studies (Martocchio, 1982; Glaser & Strauss, 1965;

Bradley, 1978i Baldi, 1974; Bates, l-979) identífied the pohr-

er structure in the relationship between patients and health

care providers as significant to decision making' Murray

(1974) studied the decision makíng process related to psy-

chiatric treatment of inpatíents and outpatients' Her find-

ings índicated that uneven power held by patient.s and hospi-
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tal staff was the most critical aspect affecting decision
making communication.

A number of researchers (Degner, Beaton & Glass, r9g1;

Donovan, 1976¡ Graser & strauss, l96s) described the process

of decision making in terminal irrness situations as suscep-

tibre to communication problems. For example, symbors were

often used by hearth care providers to communicate care de-

cisions in terminal situations. symbolic communication in-
volved the use of certain words, sentences or flashers to
communicate information related to life-death decision mak-

ing. The use of symbolic communication led to difficurties.
"Patients and families t{ere excluded from understanding that
certain decisions had arready been made about the care"
(oegner et â1., 1981, p. 294). one of the most distressing
aspects of participation in life-death decision making for
family members was a lack of communication with health care
providers (oegner et ê1., 1981). It is recognízeð, then, that
there are imbalances in power and authority between individ-
uals involved in termina] care decisions. This power imba-

lance is skewed in the direction of health care providers
and physicians in parLicular" The literature also indicates
that the stressful nature of terminal- irlness may interfere
with crear communication. Given these factors, how do fami-
ries communicate their preferences about terminal care deci-
sions? It has been observed that families vary in the extent
to which they actually participate in decisions rerated to
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the care of a terminatly i11 family member (Degner et â1.,

1981; Sorenson, I974; Martocchio, 1982). Tt appears that

there are different obstacles to families' participation'

However, oo studies have described how families themselves

view their actual participation or their preferred partici-
pation in terminal care decisions. Before one can pursue the

assumption that family participation in decision making is

desirable, âD understanding of the process as seen by fami-

lies ís necessary.

The extent to which famílies prefer to participate in

terminal care decisions and the extent to which they acLual-

ly participate in these decísions may vary in degree of con-

gruence. How families experience this degree of congruence,

or, if in faet they ean articulate this variable has not

been explored. "Families do express frustration related to a

need for more information about terminal care events" (Beno-

Iiel, 1972, p. 199). Darling (1977 ) also described the anxi-

ety families identifÍed from not knowing more about the ter-
minal care process. Families felt handieapped by the lack of

time given them to consider decisions in which they v¡ere in-

volved. It appears then, that elements within the terminaL

care process and decisions related to this experience are

described as stressful " Stress has been described as an en-

ergy utilizing state (Selye, 1956). Decision making itself
requires energy use. It is reasoned then, thaL the sLress

that may result from an incongruence between families' de-
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sired and actual participation in terminar care decisions
will involve energy expenditure.

As nurses, vre are interested in the decision making pro-

cess as it affects energy expenditure and the health of fam-

ilies. Health is a process involving energy, that is con-

tinually evolving and changing with the deveropmental stages

and situatíonal stresses of man (Bruhn, cordova, williams, &

Fuentes, 1977; Dunn, 1959; Archer & Fleshman, I979; Schoo1

of Nursing, University of Manitoba, l-979) " Therefore, pro-

cesses that involve energy use, as in the work of living,
wirl affect the health of the individual or group. There is
substantial Iiterature to support the notion that the famiry
is invorved in, and responds to an irrness or deviation in
the health of one member as an interactiona] unit (weakland,

1977; Bursten, 1965). There is an increasing awareness in
recent years that human disease, in addition to a pathology,

also has an ecology. The patient's emotional involvement in
the famiry system constiLutes a major aspect of that ecology

which cannot be ignored (Meissner, 1966). It has arso been

ídentified that family members may experience symptoms or

deviations from ilrness when someone in the family is ilr"
These symptoms include both physiological and psychologicar

manifestations (xreitman, 1964; Henker, 1964). There is some

evidence, most simply, that interaction can and does ínflu-
ence bodily functions (weakland, rg77). There is knowredge

for exampre, that emotions often obviousry and markedry af-
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fect such bodily functions as blood circulation and hormonal

secret.ion (lleakland, 1977). The question of more Iasting and

profound bodily changes, such as are involved in dísease, is

a more difficult one, but again, both lay and professional

observers from Dunbar (1954) to Selye (1956), have been

seriously concerned with the significance of experience for

the gravest diseases. Herman (1955) Uelieves that. the fact

t.hat emotional phenomena accompany or lead to physical phe-

nomena is trndisputed. lt is also well known that factors in

the psychological pattern or events in the life of the pa-

tient have great influence on the progress or amelioration

of the disease state"

These writings focus on the relationship between emotion

or stress amd bodily functíons of the individual" Stress and

emotion all depend greatly on communication interaction
(Weakland, 1977), This may be only a difference of concep-

tion and phrasing, but the study of families must articulate

Èhis component. Thus, there is, usually under other names'

considerable and varied evidence that bodily functions can

be and are influenced by communicative interaction - one of

whích might be decision making.

The health of families in the bereavement period has also

been described in terms of the physical and emotional symp-

tomatology of grief (Kutseher, 1973), The bereaved person

often expresses a multitude of symptoms, âS Lindemann's

(1944) classic work on grief identified" Kubler-Ross (1969)
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and Graser and strauss (1965) refer to the fatigue experi-
enced by famiries having dealt with the death of a family
member. These writings indicated that there was a high per-
centage of somatic symptoms experienced by the surviving
family members.

A number of extensive studies have produced data which

indicate "a significantly higher morbidity rate among the

bereaved (particularry following the Loss of a spouse and

especiarry ín older age groups) and, more importantly even,

a higher rate of mortality during the first six months of
bereavement which gradually decrines" (Kutscher , r973, p.

15). Many writers describe the psychorogicar symptoms ex-
pressed by these individuals. The feelings expressed includ-
ed guilt, grief and resentment (Xubler-Ross, 1969; parkes,

r972; Clayton, 1969). The literature supports the notion
that the health of families who have experienced the death

of a member is affected. To what extent participaLion or

non-participation in decisions about the terminally i1r fam-

ily member contributed to impairment of the hearth of sur-
vivíng family members has not been identified.

As hearth care providers, we cannot alleviate the stress
of famiry participation without an accurate description of
this experience as seen by families. similarily, we cannot

determine the appropriate rore of family participation in
terminar care decisions without such a description. The pur-
pose of this sÈudy is to explore the first, part of this re-
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Chapter I I

REVTEW OF LITERATURE

2.T INTRODUCTTON

A review of the literature related to Iife-death decision
making resulted in the identification of several concepts"

The research was categorized into concepts that provided a

framework within which to view the riterature. studies re-
rated to terminal care decisions provided a perspective of
some of the issues related to the decision making process.

The notion of poÌ{er and contror over terminal care deci-
sions permitted an awareness of some of the structural fac-
tors that affect decision making. À third concept that
emerged was the definition or laber of the terminal care

situation by those participating in the process. rt was not-
ed that the definition of the situation was central to the

decision making process. The riterature also described a set
of findings classífied as patterns of dying, which identi-
fied the variation in duration and course of the terminal
process. The family dynamics in terminal care situations
was arso affected by the experience of participating in care

and decisions. The general impact of terminal cancer on the
health of the family members emerged in the literature as a

significant component of the situation. The writings related

9
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to the health of families led to an exploration in the Iit-
erature of definitions of health, The concept that surfaced

in this work was the notion of health as energy use, which

provided a theoretical undersLanding of the energy used in

the work of living with terminal illness" These seven con-

cepts provided the background within which the nature of

]ife-death decision making $¡as described.

2.2 TERMINAL CARE DECTSIONS

A review of the literature from Ì970 Lo the present indi:
eates that research related to families' particípation in
terminal care decisions is Iimited" The studies pursued in

nursing and health care have described the stressful nature

of decision making in terminal illness sítuations (Degner et

â1., 1981; Kastenbaum, 1976). The work has not examined the

elements of the decision making process that !{ere seen as

stressful by pat.ients and families.
A study of interest was one done by Degner et al,(1981).

They utilized a grounded theory approach to study the impact

of participation in curatíve and palliaLive care. The re-

searchers found that participation in the care of Iife
threatened índividuals was clearly stressful. The element of

accountability emerged in this work" It was found thaL aII
groups involved ín life-death deeisions felt a degree of ac-

countability for the decisions made" The notíon of account-

ability ín this study idenLifíes a particularly signífícant
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consideration in the study of the impact of decisions on

families in terminal care situations. Even though decisions
may be made without family input, famiries rnay nonetheress

feel accountabre for decisions made. This el-ement is worthy

of further study.

The variation in degree of involvemenL in decisions by

families was evident in the Literature. one study suggests

that many patients do prefer contror over decision making
(cassireth, zupkis, sutton- smith, & March, 1980). However,

serection bias may have resurted in an overestimation of the

proportion of patients desiring control. Degner et ar. (r991)

found that in many cases patients have no desire to partici-
pate in decisions about their treatment, and wilr steadfast-
ly refuse to do so even when the physician goes to great
lengths to ray out the options for them. other patients ex-
pect to participate at Least to some degree in decisions
about their treatment, and become frustrated if not arrowed

to do so. The variation in reported preferences in partici-
pation in terminal care decisions leads one to ask what ef-
fects the frustration ,of not participating has on those who

wourd prefer more invorvement. À}so, for those who do not
wish to have control over decisions, how does p.r-essure to be

involved affect them?
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2.3 POWER ÀND CONTROL IN DECTSION MAKTNG

In terminal care situations the interaction of a number

of individuals is usually the case. Those involved vary in

their degree of participation in decision making, willing-
ness to participate in decisions, ability and authority to
participate and beliefs about who participates (GIaser &

Strauss, 1968; Bradley, 1978; Bates, 1979¡ Degner et â1.,

1981; Freidscn, 1961). The reasons for the variation in fam-

ilies' involvement in decisions have been postulated as be-

ing partly related to structural Iimits in the situation,
sueh as differences in po$¡er and authority that exist be-

tween health care providers and families (Dar1ing, 1977i

Martocchio, 1982). Deficits in information has also been de-

scribed as an underlying handicap to more active patíent and

family participation in health-íllness decisions (Donovan,

1976; Curtin, 1979).

Demographic factors such as âgê, social class and educa-

tion have been identified as signíficant to the degree of

involvement in health care decisions permitted to famí]ies

by health care providers (Martocchio, 1982; Sudnow, 1967).

Ineffective communication processes have been descríbed as a

barríer to participation in decision making by families, Pâ-

tients and health professionals (Donnelly, Mengelo & SuLter-

ley, 1980; Degner et â1. , 1981 ) "

Much of the decision making literature ín health*í1lness

sítuations focuses upon decisions made by physicians regard-
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ing the extent of acLive treatment to pursue and decisions
to resuscitate or not resuscitate a patient (Drane , r975¡

Ðenger, r974i weightman, 1977¡ Darling, 1977). The involve-
ment of physicians in decisions rel-ated to irlness matters

brings legar authority to the situation. However, these de-

cisions are raden with ethical or varue considerations.
one phys ic ian, He-nteref f ( 1978 ) underscores the point

that ethical values can sometimes tend to confli CË"-i-n treaÈ-
ment decisions in the care of the dying. Basically, the val-
ue praced on life calls for rife-saving actions; the varue

praced on human dignity calls for restraint of futire as-
saults on failing bodies. "Decisions are often based on

medical prognosís which is not a matter of virtual certain-
ty" (Walton & Fleming, 1980, p. 59). The physician, nurse,

family and patient alr vary in religion, ethnicity, sociar
class, culture and knowledge. These factors contribute to
imbalances in decision making abirities and communication.

lnformed consent is discussed in the literature as an im-

portant guidelíne for hearth care providers to use in termi-
nar care situations" rnformed is undersLood to mean that the
patient has had a physician's interpretation of his condi-
tion, its risks, and the options for medicar intervention
put in terms which he can use as a basis for his decisions.
The consent is important in law; the informing is important

in the patient's human development (Henteleff, r97B). Hen-

tereff (rgzg) also berieves"that Lhe family, idearly, shourd
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be informed as well, in order for the patient to anticipate

the effects of his choice.

Other authors (Flaherty, 1982; BenoIiel, 1978) have ob-

served that physicians believe that they alone are ethically
and legally responsíble for the totality of the health and

illness care provided to patients; they fail to recognize

that the health care Èeam includes patients and their fami-

lies, nurses and other health professionals. Àn imbalance in

power between health professíonals and patients and families

is a reoccurring theme in the literature. The studies gener-

ally l"ooked at who made decisíons and considered structural
factors in this light. The dynamics of the process were not

explored.

Martocchio (1982) studied the social context of dying pa-

tients in hospitals and observed that in health-ilIness de-

cisions not a]1 actors negotiated from equal positions of

strength, Generally, health eare providers had greater

strength than patients and familíes in negotiations. She

found that t,he sources of pov¡er that provided stronger nego-

tiating positions ineluded information, prior experience and

continuity and duratíon of interactions.
These structural and internal processes affectíng the

health team, patient and families' decision making may re-

sult ín dífferences between how índividuals prefer to par-

tieípate ín decísions and how they aetually partieipate, Any

íncongruence between desired partícipation and actual par-



ticipation may be frustrating for families. There may

be other components of the decision making process that
ilies experience as stressful. An understanding of

components is important to health providers involved in
decisions.

(a ) closed av¡areness - the individual does not
recognize his impending death, (b) suspicion
avrareness - involves a patient who does not know,
but only suspects with varying degrees of certain-ty that the hospital personnel believe him to bedyíng, (c) mutual pretense exists when patient
and staff both know that the patient is dying but
pretend otherwise, when both agree to act ás if he
vrere going to liy", then a context of mutual pre-
tense exists, (d) open avrareness - occurs whenéver
both staff and patient know that he is dying, and
acknowledge it in their actions (Glaser ã Sfrauss,
1958 ) .

15

also

fam-

these

such

2.4 DEFTNING THE TERMINAL CARE SI TUÀTI ON

A third theme that arose in the literature vras the pro-
cess invorved in defining the situation as terminal. Glaser

and strauss (1965) described types of awareness contexts of

those interacting in the situation. Awareness contexts are

"what each interacting person knows of the patients's de-

fined status, along with his recognition of the other's
a!{areness of his own def inition" (p. 10). It is the context
within which these people interact while taking cognizance

of it. Plainly, that context is complex, and it may change

over time, especiarry as the patient's condition worsens and

as explicit or implicit messages of his condition get

through to him. The types of awareness contexts described

í nc Iuded:
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It is clear that individuals wiIl vary Ín their awareness

contexts of a situation which will affect the decisions and

actions they take as a famíIy. How is family consensus about

the definition of the situation achieved? The communication

and interactions of family members would appear to be cen-

tra] to this defining process.

The significance of defining or labeIling Lhe terminal

care situation has also been identified by other researchers

as basic to the interactions of those involved. Martocchio

(1982) found that there was no well-defined place ín time

when the person was initially labelled as dying by all in-

teractors. Crane (1975) found that physicíans' definitions
of salvageable patients was affected by their judgments of

patient's ability to assume a soeíaI role. Darling (L977)

found vast differences between physícian's and parents' def-

initions of the birth care of a child with spina bifida" Be-

noliel Ã972) deseribed t,he impact of a Iife threatening

disease in a ehíld as eaÈastrophie for parents. Kastenbaum

(1976) tound four different personíficatíons of deaÈh de-

scribed by individuals that reflected signficant variation

in the meaníng of death. Fle also suggested that, there was a

cultural definitíon of death that influenced the meaning of

the experience for people"

Weisman (L979) deseribes a range of definitions of a ter*
minal sítuation that cancer patients express" He aeknowl-

edges that denial may be a phase of coping that defines the
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situation for patients and families. Weisman (tglg) also
identified the phenomenon of middle knowledge, the mixture
between awareness, acceptance and deniar, which means know-

ing and not knowing at Èhe same time.

The comprexities and dynamic component of defining the
patient as terminar are imporÈant to realize when one is
studying decisions made during this period. It is rikely
that the interactors in a terminal care situation will de-

fine the context differently. Therefore, theír communication

and involvement in decisions made within these contexts will
be effected.

2.5 PÀTTERNS OF DYING

The literature also describes different Lypes or patterns

particípant observation toof dying. Martocchio (1982) used

different input into decisions if Lhe disease is fast prog-

ressing, in

cline.

identify patterns, processes or quarities which typify the

situation of and surrounding dying persons. she identified
four patterns of living and dying. These vrere described as:

(1) Peaks and Valleys in the course of the ill-ness, (2) oescending plateaus that represented
general deterioration with periods of no change,(3) Downward Slopes where thé disease was progres-
sive and deteriorat,ing, and (4) Gradual SÍantsthat reflected a more slowly moving, even descentto poorer health (Martocchio, l9BZ, p. 69).

The differences in these patterns is significant to the

decision making process. patients and famiries will have

comparison tô a more gradual and expecÈed de-
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Glaser and Strauss (1968) also described the pattern of

dying in terms of dying trajectories. Dying trajectories oc-

cur over time: they have duration. Also, a trajectory has

shape: it can be graphed. These are perceived properties,

Èherefore dying trajectories are perceived courses of dying

rather than the actual courses.

The pattern or Lrajectory and the events within the

course must be understood then, in terms of how the process

is perceived by those involved. The element of time is de-

scribed in the literature as significant in defining, under-

standing and partieipating ín terminal care decisions. Dar-

Iing (1977) found that even when given truly informed

consent, families felt handicapped by the lack of time to

consider their deeisions fuIly. Griffin (fgZS) identified

the ímportance of enough time for families to understand the

events in the terminal care siluation in order to work

through their guílt and anger. Therefore, âDY study of dying

must Lake into aeeount the fact that dyíng takes time (glas*

er & Strauss, 1968).

2 .6 FÀ,MI LY pJNèlqE_q

Another theme present in the liLerature was the percep-

tíon of the family as an integral subsysÈem in t.he larger

soeietal order" Numerous writers in the fields of family

therapy, social work, nursing and more reeently medícine are

acknowledging the signifieance of understanding the family
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dynamics as they relate to an illness episode. Richardson

wrote a book as earry as 1948, patients Have Families, âc-
knowledging the famiry as a unit of illness with patterns of
functioning, deviations in equilibrium, and a rore in treat-
ment. There was emphasis on crinical data placed within a

generar systems theory. He stated, "the doctor who treats
the patient for a chronic disease may be observing one

aspect of a reciprocating system of which he may be ar.¡are if
he inquires into the health of the famiry" (Richardson,

1948, p. 97). The notion of inquiry into hearth of the fami-
ly, also led to more direct observation of families. How-

ever, information about the internal processes and rife cy-
cles of families is stilr limíted. Longtitudinal studies
based on observation of the family have not been done. only
self-report surveys, in which family members are asked about

their lives are avairable, and they have proved to be highty
unreriabre. what other information vre have is based upon

families entering Lherapy when they are in troubre, and so

we have observed different stages in the famiry cycle with-
out knowing what came before or what naturally forlows (Ha-

luy, L973)" It appears that there is a need for information
about how f amilies as a unit respond to normal. event,s, as

welL as stresses such as terminal irlness and the processes

within that experience.

support for a broader context in which ilr-ness in one in-
dividual is viewed comes from Grornick's (Lg7z) review of
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the Iiterature on a family perspective of psychosomatic fac-

tors in illness. He concluded that the family functions as

a system in relation to a physically ill member. An out-

break of illness has an active feedback with the family sys-

tem. It may stabilize it, resulting in nedical attendance

patterns of chronic illness, of feedback may further unset-

tle things, resulting in psychosomatic outbreaks or other

dysfunction in other members, Richardson (f948) stated, "It
is not so much the kind of disease as its duration and seri-

ousness which....disturbed the family eguilibrium." He con-

ceptualized feedbaek cycles between the somatic and psychic

within and among members of the family.

Haley (f973) Uelieved that the arena of human passion is

ordinary family life. He stated that it is becoming more

evident that families undergo a developmental process over

time, and human distress and psychiatric symptoms appear

when this process is disrupted. Milton Erickson (1973) also

betieved thaL symptoms of illness appear when there is a

dislocation or interruption in the unfolding Iife cycle of a

family or other natural group" The symptom is a signal that

a family has difficulty in getting past a stage in the life
eycle. It would seem then, that the study of psychological

health has moved from an indíviduat focus to a study of in-

teractions between two individuals (mother and child), to a

consideration of the whole family as a socíal unit.
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weakland (L977 ) uelieved that once an irrness exists, in-
teraction in a family may be relevant to its course and out-
come, for better or worse. such an influence might be di-
rect - that is, one form of interaction might interfere with
the body's functions of resistance and healing, while an-

other might facilitate these. Less directly, yet perhaps

equally signifÍcantry, interactive factors might function to
help or hamper the useful apptication of. medical treatment

for a given problem. To take a simple example, the success

of current therapies for cancer depends greatry on whether

the disease is recognized and treated early or not. As

shands (1970) and others have noted, fairure of recognition
in many cases appears to invorve avoidance or deniar, not
just the overtooking of minor signs; certainry interaction
might be important to thís,

Another study of interest was one by otto (rgg0) to exam-

ine the use of family strengths in the social work treatment
process. The definition of famity strengLhs used in the

study was "those factors or forces that contribute to famiry

unity and soridarity and that foster the deveropmenÈ for po-

tentials within the famiry" (otto, 1966, p. gg). This study

together with an extensive search of the riterature, cover-
ing a twenty-year period resulted in a tentative framework

of famiry strengÈhs. one of the strengths identified was a

family's abirity to communicate with each other. This in-
cluded the abirity to express a wide range of emotions and
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feelings, âs lreIl as communicate ideas, beliefs, and values.

Communication was seen as verbal expression as welI as sen-

sitive listening. The study ident,ified consensual decision

making based on open communication as a family strength.

The study also labelled a family's ability to use a crisis
constructively, âs a strength. For example, Ioss of a fami-

Iy member can result in a united and supportive attack that

can bring a family closer together in understanding and af-
fection for each other (Otto, 1966).

The Iiterature also described, Lo a lesser extent, the

famíIy dynamics in the specifíc erisís of terminal care

situations. Barton (I977 ) described the role changes that

occurred in families with a dying member. He identified is-
sues of independence and dependence that created stress for

those involved. Differences ín family members' perceptions

of a situation contributed to conflict, âs interactions be-

tween members were out of sinc "

Gyulay (1975) studied survívors of children who had died

from caneer. She observed that rarely, íf ever, were pa*

rents in the same stage of gríef. Fathers were ofÈen pushed

out of participation in care and later expressed guíIto

frustration and anger at not partícipating.
The fiterature described the changes ín family roles im-

posed by the í}lness of one member" "The inabílity of one or

more membe¡:s to fulfill their obligatíons to the group re-

quires reassignment of role tasks to others, who, temporari-
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ly at least, perform not only their o!{n duties, but the inc-
apable individual's duties as welI" (Coe , !970, p. 101 ) .

The complementary roles of family as care givers may be

suitabre for a period of time. However, the assumption of

added roles can place an additional strain on family mem-

bers, who, are dealing with fears of the future and anxie-

ties in relation to the phases of the ilrness (carrson,

Jackson, & Reader, 1967 i Callahan, 1966). Family members

asked to take on a role as a decision maker may find this
difficult íf the role is new to them. There may also be in-
dividuals in the family who normally furfilr decision making

rores and lose the role in the course of the interactions.
It is important to study the relatively unexamined family
dynamics invorved in terminat care decisions. The interac-
tions, patterns, and communications are complex and unchart-
ed. The communications related to decisions is particurarly
significant to the functioning of families in these situ-
ations.

OF FAMILY MEMBERS

A number of studies describe Èhe general impact of termi-
nar cancer on the healLh of family members. Lefebvre (r978)

cited changes in appetite, sexual activity and sleep in fam-

ilies where a parent had terminal cancer. Degrange (r982)

noted the differences in healÈh between widows who had been

prepared for the death of a spouse and those who had not

HEALTH72
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been prepared. Kutscher (1973) also reported t,hat various

illnesses are more frequent among survivors than in matched

eomparíson groups. One researcher found that sometimes be-

reavement leads to serious somatic and psychological symp-

toms during the next year or two (parkes, 1970). l{eisman

(1962) observed that not only are so-caIled psychosomatic

illnesses very common in survivors, but the onset of various

unquestionably organic diseases can be traced to such psy-

chosocial events as bereavement, depression, despair.

Gyulay (1975) found that the siblings of the terminally
ill child often developed the same symptoms as the il]
chiId, even to the point of side-effects from the chemother-

apy, The literature índicates that the health of the family

members who have experienced the death of a member ís af-
fected. The significance of the stresses of the decision

making process within the terminal care experience has not

been studied in relatíon to the impact on family health.

2.8 HEÀITH AS ENERGY USE_

The discussíon in the Iiterature related to the health of

survivors guÍded the literature review into readings of de-

scríptions and definitions of health" Many of the descríp-

tions of health talked of it as a dynamic process involving

adapt,ation to sítuatíonal and developmental stresses (Ðunn,

1959; Bruhn , 1977) " A number of reeenL writings on health

and illness deseribed the coneept, energy, âs sígnificant to
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werl-being. At a purery objective, scientific lever Krebs

(I979) explains energy as necessary for building up and

maintaining living structures and for every activity associ-
aled with Iife, such as movement, growth, secreÈion or the

synthesis of body cell materials incruding hormones and en-

zymes. The Literature on biofeedback training postulates a

connection between physiological and bio-electrical events

and the process of positive psychological control (I.rickram-

erabera, I976¡ Shapiro, 1979).

Kreiger (L979) is one of the nurses pioneering a techni-
que of healing known as therapeutic touch. The technique

described as an act of hearing thaÈ is akin to the ancient
practice of raying-on hands, has been demonstrated as a use-

fur adjunct to orthodox nursing. Basic to therapeutic touch

is the concept that the human body has an excess of energy.

Studies indicate that the transfer of energy that is pre-

sumed to occur in the process appears to be done physiologi-
cally by a kind of electron transfer resonance. EEG monitor-
ing during this process shows a predominant rapid
synchronous beta in Krieger's EEG which is interpreted as

the physiological energy transfer of therapeutic touch. Àl-
though this work is preliminary in investigation, and has

not been subjected to extensive experimental trials, there
does appear to be evidence of an energy related component to
heaLth.
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The rationale for the effect of psychological stress on

energy comes from the knowledge that stimulation of the sym-

pathetic nervous syst,em, äs during emoLional excitement, in-

creases cellular act.ivity by the release of the hormone epi-

nephrine, which acts directly to cause glyeogenolysis and an

increased basal meÈabolic rate (Krause & Mahan , i-979).

Krause and Mahan (tglg) found that during highly emotion-

al states, the physical activity of restlessness, muscle

tension and aggravated motion of the body resulted in energy

expenditure. Energy is defíned as the rea]ízed state of po-

LentialiLies, the capacity of acting, operat,ing or producing

an effect (school of Nursing, University of Manitoba, 1979).

Decision making, a process that involves movement toward a

goal ís then an energy utílizing process. The decision mak*

ing process may have occnrred the vray that families prefer-

red. In contrast, families may have felt obstructed in par-

t,ieipating in decisions or felt pressured to parÈieipate.

Maddi (fg6g) described any degree and kind of diserepaney

between expectations, thoughts, and percept.ions as a source

of emotional discomfort. Therefore, discrepancies in deci-

sion making preferences may be emotionally stressful" Ac-

cording to Selye (1965), when the stress state occurs, there

is an íncreased energy demand. Any incongruence in the deci-

sion making process is reasoned to involve more energy use,

How t,hen does this energy involving proeess relate to the

health of an individual or family? The interaction of all
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famiry members brings many sources of energy and energy ex-

changes to the situation. How is energy used in t.hese inter-
actions? who rnakes the decisions and what effect does this
energy involving process have on individuals in the famiry

and the family as a unit? That Man is an energy unit is not

debated, but rather the specific nature of rhe unit of ener-
gy remains to be defined (nyrne & Thompson, 1973). The con-

cept of energy is an abstraction and as such cannot be pin-
pointed in concrete terms. Àn understanding of the v¡ay that
energy is utilized within man, the ways energy is replen-
ished and the energy exchanges that occur in physiorogical
and psychological processes is as yet, incomplete. Energy

is a concept that is theoreticarry supported from the knowl-

edge of the function of adenosine triphosphate in the human

body, cellular activity, metabolic life processes, human ac-
tivity, cyclical biorogicar changes and observations of rife
and death. Therefore, energy can be considered to be an im-

pricit mediating variable that relates the work of decision
making to the notion, health.

2.9 CONCLUSION

The review of literature indicated that armost alr of the
research was descriptive, involving participant, and non-

participant observation as werl as intervÍewing approaches.

The methodological difficurties of studies related to rife-
death decisions incrude the ethicar considerations of study-
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ing individuals in a process that is stressful and deeply

personaÌ" Questions also arise as to the accessibility of

information that is stress-Iaden, retrospective, and to a

Iarge extent, êD internal process or a process difficult to

observe or articulate. After a review of these studies, it
appeared that at this time not enough has been learned about

decision making related to life-death decisions to move be-

yond the descriptive stage of research. It also appears

that in spite of the'methodological problems inherent in

this type of study, âh understandíng of this problem could

be furthered in an ethieally sensitive manner"



Chapter I I I

RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1 TNTROÐUCTION

The target population was identified as families riving
in Manitoba. In view of the lack of research rerated to
families' perceptions of the effects of involvement in ter-
minar care decisions, the study was at the descriptive revet
of inquiry. The purpose of the study was to describe fami-
lies' perceptions of their preferred and actual invorvement

in terminal care decisions and perceptions of the effects of
the degree of congruence between these two variables. The

impact of the congruence $¡as considered at the time of the

decision making process and at an ínterval after the death

of the terminally i11 famity member.

The major variable in this study $ras the congruence be-

tween preferred and acLuar invorvement in decision making. A

second varíable of importance was the environment in which

the decision making occurred. GLaser and strauss' (1969)

research in this area had indicated that where a person dies
is significant in terms of who ís invorved and who controls
the decisions related to the care of the patient. How this
decision was arrived at by those involved, vras also part of
the question addressed in this study. Therefore, this vari-

29
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an appropriate way of accessing the range

sought.

3"2 SUBJECTS

3.2 " I Target Populat i on

The target population vlas identified as families living
in Manitoba who had experienced the death of a family member

due to cancer in the past twelve months. The majority of

families were interviewed between four and six months aft,er

the patient's death (Àppendix A). The literature relateC to

Èhe length of bereavement time varies. Manifest signs of be-

reavement disappear in a matter of months, but occult be-

reavement can continue throughout the remainder of life
(t{eisman, I979). The literature does indicate, however, that

the work of resolvíng a }oss of a person takes a year or

more and as the individual moves through the grieving pro-

cess, a more realistic memory of events and attributes of

the ]ost person occurs (Engel, 1964; Lindemann , 1944) .

Theref ore, t,he decision as to the time of the interviews

seemed appropriate based upon the available 1iterature".,,1.i,

The families were those in which there was a surviving

spouse in all but one case. The rationale for selecting fam-

i1íes with a surviving spouse came from the literature re-

lated to t,he effect.s of íllness and death on a survivíng

spouse (Shubín, 1978; Grolniek, I972; Degraog€, 1982) " The

marital relatÍonship has been described as particularly seR-
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sitive to the ross of one partner. This dyad is a system

that reflects the response of a process in a family and pro-
vided a structural definition of the probable interaction
between the surviving members and the deceased.

3.2,2 The Sample

The study subjects were selected through a theoretical,
nonprobability purposive sampling technique. The most impor-

tant aspect of this type of sampring is that "the events or

instances recorded attempt to cover the range of the phenom-

enon so that the resurting concepts are as rich - full of
meaning - as can be" (Diers, 1979, p. 1I0). In this study,

sample selection vras based upon the nature of the setting
where the individual died. This variabl-e provided an indica-
tor for judging variation in the congruence famiries experi-
enced between their preferred and actuar participation in
care decisions.

Families whose rerative died at home vrere presumed to
have had input into that decision. The home setting physi-
cally limits interference from health professionars and ar-
lows more contror for familíes in care pranning and deci-
sions. It was considered likery that those famiries who

preferred more conLrol in decisions wourd select this set-
ting for their irr famiry member. This group vras arso

thought to be high in congruence between preferred and actu-
al participation.
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In instances where the pat.ient died on a general medica]

ward in an acute care hospital, there would be more input

from health care providers and more instítutional control

over the process of dying" Therefore, families whose iIl
family member died on such a ward were considered possibfy

Iess involved in decision naking, which could have been

congruent v¡ith their pref erred involvement as welI. T t !.¡as

also likely that there would be families who preferred ac-

tive participaÈion in decision making and whose relative
died on an acute general ward where they had little input

into decisions. This data provided an important deseríption

of the factors in that setting that contríbuted to congru-

ence and the effects of this on families.

Sb. Boniface General Hospital was selected as the insti-
tution to facil-itate sample selection because it has the

only palliative care program in Winnipeg. The program pro-

vided families with resources, support and faci]íties to

care for the patient either at home or in the hospítal. The

ptrilosophy oi the program allows a participatory approach to

care decisions, one of the program's objectives is "to in-
voLve the patient and family in treatment planning and deci-

sion makíng so as to maximize independence and self-respect"
(pa11íative Care Program, St. Boniface General HospitaI,

1982). Therefore, the opportunity for the índívidual to die

at home with support from this program was an effeetive way

of obtaining a sample of families who theoretically would

have a fair degree of control over terminal care decisions.
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The final study sample included ten families or sixLy

jndividuars. The ages of the individuars interviewed ranged

from thirteen to seventy years. (summary of ages and sex

distribution - Àppendix B). The famiries varied in ethnic
background and religious affiliations (Appendices c and D).

Àrthough the sample could not be said to be representative
of a larger population, ít was interesting to note that the

sample incruded families with a range of demographic charac-

teristics.
Of the families invited to participate, only one family

refused. This was an elderly btind widow who said she pre-
ferred not to discuss her husband's illness. Àrr other fami-
lies contacted readily agreed to be interviewed and two men-

tioned that it "might actually be good to talk about it".
The extent to which the interviews incruded a number of

family members depended upon the surviving spouse conÈacted.

In two cases the spouse felt that they were the main person

invorved and therefore, should be interviewed alone. In two

famiries the spouse felt certain others wourd others wourd

not be herpful participants to the interview which they re-
lated to family confrict between the spouse and other mem-

bers. rn one case, a significant famiry member lived a dis-
tance away so that the interview courd not include that
person. In arr other instances, spouses identified and in-
vited those individuars to participate that they recognized

as signficantly involved in the decision making process.
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3.3 DATÀ COLLECTION TECHNIQUE

The data collection technique included: (a) an open-end-

€d, semi- structured, face-to-face interview, and (b) field
notes" The interview was tape reeorded to permit as accurate

as possible a recall of the information obtained. The face-

to-face ínterview is appropriate in obtaining dat,a that is
sensitive or personal (Polit & Hungler, 1978), open-ended

questions allowed subjects to respond in their own words"

This method permitted an opportunity to obtain ínformation

that was not pre-conceived by the researcher and generated

rich data"

The drafted intervíew guíde (Appendix E), was pre-tested

with two families known to the researcher. The rationale for

this choice was to capitalize on the nature of the relation-
ship between the familíes and the int,erviewer to obtain

feedback from respondents regardíng their feelings and reac-

tions to the instrument, âs the respondents would know the

researeher, The sensítive nature of the study necessitated

rigorous attention to the instrument so that useful data

could be obtained with regard for the feelings of the sub-

jects 
"

One pre-test was conducted in the home of t.he family and

was Èape- recorded. The second pre-test was conducted at the

University of Manitobao Sehool of Nursing and was video-

taped" The family member interviewed agreed to Lhe proeedure

but admitted afterward that. they felt rather Rervous and
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serf-conscious in the situation. The room was arso described

as rather cold and clinical-. Both tapes were reviewed and it
was judged that the visual quality of the second pre-test
was not significantly more herpful to continue the inter-
views in this way. The non-verbal gestures captured on visu-
ai tape were minimal. It hras decided that the interactional
and non- verbal components of the interviews could be cap-

tured accurately through field notes and that inÈerviews in
the more "natural" home environment were more important to
the validity of the data. Therefore, it was decided to con-

duct the interviews in the homes of the famiries using a
tape-recorded interview technique.

Fierd notes v¡ere made immediatery folrowing the interview
to capture the non-verbal behavior observed during the in-
terview. Field notes alrow observers a means of synthesizing
and understanding the data that might not otherwise be

achieved with onry recorded verbal information (potit & Hun-

gler , 1978).

Information related to demographic factors (age, sex, ffiâ-

rital status) were obtained through avairabre records at the

time of sample serection wherever possibre, The inforrnatÍon
was otherwise obtained at the time of interview through a

quick sketch of the family tree. This included names, ages,

some occupations and marital relationships of family mem-

bers. This provided an informal and personal vray of quickly
obtaining a demographic "picture" of the family.
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3,4 DATÀ ANALYSIS TECHNTOUE

Content anatysis was the method of data analysis used.

uThis method is objective, systematic and useful for han-

dting qualitative descriptions of communication" (potit &

Hungler, Ì978, p. 379)" Categories for classifying the con-

tent were not pre-conceived, but emerged Lhrough the analy-

sis of the interviews" In a factor-searching study, data

analysis goes on concurrently with data collection and pro-

cessing until categories evolve which encompass all the data

(Diers, 1979). As data analysis occurred, prelíminary con-

cepts and themes surfaced that vrere focused upon in subse-

quent interviews" IR this wây, concepts and categories were

enriched, verifíed or not supported.

Interviews and field notes were reviewed and themes were

identified and noted in the margins of the recorded data.

The unit of coRtent that captured a theme ldas sometimes a

word, paragraph, sentence or incídent" Therefore, analysis

of contenb did not focus oR the length of a unit.
The interviews were traRscribed and reviewed in detail to

identify phrases, examples and descriptions that reflected

themes. From this analysis, six categories were identified
that captured six main themes in the data" These categories

were 3

1. Ðeeision eontrol: which referred to the conLrol ovcr

decisions defined by who had the majority of deeísion

authority and the setting wÍthin which this decisíon

making occurred,
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2. Information: used as a basis for terminal care deci-
sions.

3. The Meaning of the Sítuation: based upon the fami-

lies' interpretations of information and their expe-

riences.

4. Patterns and Characteristics of FamiIy Interaction
related to terminal care decisions.

5. Planning for Death: which involved events, experienc-

ês, and decisions related to preparing for the pa-

t ient' s death.

6. Effects of the Terminal Care Process on Survivors:
The effects were described in response to two proper-

ties. The first being the effects of the congruence

families perceived between their preferred and actual
decision control. The second way in which effects of

the terminal care process were described were in re-
lation to the loss of the family member.

Each category encompassed a group of properties and char-

acteristics related to the experiences described by fami-

Iies. The properties under each category reflected varia-
tions in the qualities of the themes. ïfhenever possible,

the names of the categories and properties were the phrases

used by the participants in the study. For example, the

property defined as "Hope" was taken simply from repeated

descriptions of this factor by familíes. The data was coded

in the margin using phrases or notes that captured the mean-
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ing of the incident. At the end of all of the data collec-

t ion the coding vras reviewed in total and inc idents and

pieces of data were compared and analyzed to identify common

themes, or categories that described the data most thorough-

Iy. The goal in this type of data analysis is to provide as

accurate as possible a description of the data that leaves

very few unexplained exceptions and which accounts for the

majority of bhe variabily in the field being studied (oegner

et â1. , 1981 ) .

The interviews were coded first by the researcher and

were independently reviewed by the researeh advisor. eatego-

ries and properties were then diseussed and compared to

achieve consensus. Any íncidents which v¡ere noL sufficiently
elear examples of the particular category or properLy were

either discarded or reclassified. The categories and proper-

ties were then formally defined to clarify the intent of the

category name and to ensure that data "fit" appropriately

into the theoretical framework, Defining the categories and

properties was also helpful in confirming and re-vrorking the

organization of properties and categories. Unlike quantita-

t,ive analysis, the constant comparative method is not de-

signed to guarentee that two analysts working independently

with the same data will achieve the same results (Degner et

âI",1981)" Rather, the purpose of this type of study is to

describe accurately and comprehensívely the range and depth

of data obtained"
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3.5 VALIDITY AND RELIABILTTY

The purpose of the study was to describe the parts of the

problem. Therefore, the study !{as a factor-searching one.

The concerns about validiLy and reliability in this type of

study are different than for sLudies at other levels of in-
quiry (Diers, 1979). In this type of study, formal instru-
ments such as questionnaires or psychological tests are of-
ten not used. Therefore, the usual tests of reriabirity and

validity used in quantitative research do not apply (Graser

s. strauss, 1967). rn qualitative research such as this, the

purpose of the study is to generate theory, not to prove it.
Therefore, reliability and varidity are concerned with the

thoroughness and range of data obtained and the credibility
of the theoretical framework that arises from the data anal-
ysis process.

Internal varidity of the interview process was addressed

by obtaining face validity of the interview schedule from

nursing experts. This vras done by asking nurse researchers

if the interview schedure wourd, in their opinion access the

concepts that the investigator wished to study" The inter-
view schedule was deveroped after a review of the riterature
and was employed after a study of sound interviewing techni-
ques. A pre-test of the interview schedule also allowed the

interviewer to identify whether or not respondents were able

to articulate the information sought.
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External validity refers to the extent to whích the meth-

od of data collection provides data compatible wíth other

relevant evidence. This type of valídity ís considered in

the discussion of the theoretícal framework that emerged in

the context of related researeh fíndings in the liLerature"

Components of the theoretical framework were documented in

the Iiterature. However, other research findings had not de-

scribed the components of the theoretical framework in to-
tal, or in this particular way.

À discussion of validity in this type of research must

address Lhe four requisite propert.ies of qualitative re-

search described by Glaser and Strauss (1967). The first re-

quisite property is that the theoretical framework must

closely fit the substantive area in which it will be used.

Second, it musÈ be readily understandable by laymen con-

cerned with Lhe area. Third, it musL be sufficíently general

to be applicable to a multitude of diverse daily situatíons

within the substantíve area, not to just a specific type of

situation" Fourth, it¡musL allow the user partial control

over the structure and process of daily situatíons as they

change through tíme,

The integrated theoretical framework, the density of data

obtaíned, and the effort to maximize the range of data col-
lected usíng a theoreÈical sampling technique support the

validity of the study" The final validity test will be the

extenL to whict¡ the theoretieal framework is a useful guide
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for clinicians and researchers in the substantive area of

terminal care.

The issue of reliability in this type of study is con-

cerned with the reriability of the sources of data and of

the recorder. That is, the sources of data shourd werl rep-
resent the developing concepts and the researcher shourd be

able to record aII the data obtained (Diers, l-g79l.

The researcher attempted to address these concerns in a

number of ways. It is berieved that the reliability of the

study was increased by obtaining data from more than one

family member. This prevented generalizing to alr family
members on the basis of one member's response. It also de-

creased the problem of recall of events that would have been

more significant if only one person was interviewed.

In terms of the reliability of the recorder, only one

person, the researcher, l¡as involved in the data collection.
Therefore I a relatively consistent approach was used in in-
terviewing fami lies. The interviews were tape-recorded

which províded a reliable method of retrieving the informa-

tíon. The researcher also used refrectíve statements to en-

sure the accuracy of hearing statements made by partici-
pants. In this wây, families could agree or disagree with
t,he refrected statements of the interviewer, which wourd

clarify and confirm the statements.

The researcher observed that participants did try to make

data more accessible to the interviewer in some cases. par-
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ticipanLs would explain their reasoning behind a decision or

their responses to a decision because they knew this data

vras of interest to the researcher. Therefore, the proeess

of data collection may have sensitized some participants to

the issues discussed. The degree to whieh this affected the

reliability of the data is unknown"

3.6 PROTECTION OF RIGHTS OF SUBJECTS

The prolection of individual rights in the research was

addressed by obtaining informed consenL to participate in

the study" This was obtained by providing the subjecLs wíth

a consent form outlining: (a) ttre purpose of the study, (b)

the voluntary nature of participation, (c) assurance of con-

fidentía1ity, (d) the acceptability of withdrawing from the

study at any time, and (e) the availability of the results

to respondents if they so desired (Appendix F).

The element of concern was the issue of the degree of

rísk to subjects as a result of participation. "Risk" can be

considered as t,he possibility of psychological injury as

well as physical and social- injury that may occur as a re-

sult of participation (Díers, 1978)" The psychological rísk
factor was explored in discussions with collegues, The lit-
erature was also reviewed with this element in mind" It was

believed that the degree of risk was considerably less that

the value of the knowledge that míght be obtained from sueh

a study for the benefit of families and patients in simílar
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situations. The subjects were assured in writing that the

tape-recordings would be reviewed by the researcher and ad-

visors on1y. Àfter the study was completed these tapes were

destroyed. Pseudonyms were used in reporting incidents from

the interviews.

3.7 LTMITATIONS OF THE STUÐY

The study v¡as limited in that the findings cannot be gen-

eralized to a larger population" This is true of purposive

sampres and is acceptable if findings are not interpreted as

representatíve of the target population (wilriamson, 1gg1).

The sample size was of a sufficient size to generate rich
data because of the deliberate theoreticar sampling. It was

expected that the numbers of families that represented high

and 1ow congruence participators would be imbaranced. The

investigator accepted this at the outset, âs the intent was

not to correLate or compare groups, but to access the range

and depth of data within the various contexts. It was arso

acknowledged that while selting may not be the best indica-
tor variable of congruence available, it appeared to be a
theoretically sound and accessible indicator for selecting
families who had experienced a range of degree of congruence

between preferred and actuar participation in decision mak-

ing.

The varidity and reliabitity of the data were dependent

upon the accessibility of this type of personal information
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from the respondents. Therefore, the interviewing skills
employed r{ere a key element in determining the richness of

data obtained" The theoretical framework presented within

Lhe f indings based on t,he consLant comparat íve f orm of data

analysis is one vray of describing the terminal care decision

making experiences of families. The researcher is confident

that the theoretical framework is thorough and accurately

describes the actual experiences described by families. Some

hypotheses emerged about the relationship of these catego-

ries, properties, and characteristics of the theoretica]

framework" These remain to be researched and tested further.

3 "8 SUMMARY

A theoretical framework that deseribed families' percep*

tions of their involvement in terminal care decisions was

formulated. This was done on the basis of collect.ion and

"analysis of intervíews and fíeld notes obtained from in-

depth interviews of families who had experieneed the death

of a family member withín the past year. DaLa were collected

from famities who had experienced the death of a family mem-

ber at home and from families whose famíly member had died

on an acute medical ward of a general hospítal. Data were

analyzed using a method of content analysis called eonstant

eomparative analysis" ThÍs method is appropríate for analyz-

ing qualitative data and resulted ín a descriptíve theoreti-

eal framework whieh eneompassed the experiences families de-

se r i bed,



Chapter IV

THE FINDINGS - DECISION CONTROL

4.1 INTRODUCTION

contror over decisíons emerged as an important issue in
the terminar care experience reported by families. Decision

control v¡as the power over choices made relat,ed to the care

of the terminally irr person. The decisions were those that
Èhe family vras aware of from the time of the occurrence of
the patient's first symptoms untir his/her death. The con-

trol over these decisions varied according t.o who was in-
volved in the process. Three types of decision control vrere

identified: (a) medically controlled decisions, (b) family
controrled decisions, and (c) nursing conLrorred decisions.
The determination of. who was invorved in the decisions was

associated with the location in which the care primariry oc-

curred. The settings within which decisions most commonry

oceurred were the hospitar and the patient's home. There

vrere also decisions about when and why the patient would

move from one setting to another. The notion of power and

authority was identified as significant to contror of deci-
sions. This use of povrer $ras evident in the methods that in-
dividuals in these situations used to gain or maintain con-

trol over decisions.

45
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4.2 MEDICALLY CONTROTLED DECISIONS

MedicaIIy controlled decisions were those decisions re-

lated to the care of the terminally ilf person that were

made by the physician or team of physieians. The control of

decisions by physicians was more evident when the patient

was in the hospital or was frequently admitted to hospital

for treatment and care. For example, one family member de-

scribed the patient's passive rol"e in decision making once

she was admitted to hospital: "once she v¡as in the hospital

she never refused, "

MedicalIy controlled decisions were more common when re-

sults of laboratory tests and knowledge of available medícal

interventions were important to the decision. Physicians had

control as they were expected to order tests and interpret

results to provide the background rationale for their deeí-

sions. Families were trusting of the physician's judgments

in these instanees and relied on their decisions and conclu-

síons.

Daughter* [.TeIl she went in f or weeks
tests, x-rays and sbuff. Ànd then the
ing what to do. They had someone loo
below (at her uterus) and see if the
êd, the breast cancer and 'the lower
and they wanted to know so much befo
aIly did anything" So they sent her h
home a couple of weeks"..

and weeks of
were decid-
at her down

v
k
y tdere relat-
part cancer,

re they actu-
ome, She was

lnterviewer Àfter they'd done all the tesLs, be-
fore t.hey made a decision?

Daughter- Yes. Then she went back in to have the
actual hysterectomy"

Interviewer- Who made that decisions, do you know?
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Husband The
hysterectomy.

doctor said she needed a

Ðecisions to initiate treatment interventions and to dis-
continue treatments vtere also medically controlled. Families
in these situations accepted medical decisions to initiate
or discontinue treatmenLs as these decisions vJere often
based upon the physician's opinion as to whether or not the

íntervention would help.

Interviewer- Who decided that she would have the
operation?

Husband- Dr.M. or Dr.V. And
cation, the needles, what
for cancer?

they cut her off medi-
do you call the needles

I nterviev¡er- Chemotherapy?

Husband- Yes.

Interviewer- Ðid she have chemotherapy too?

Husband - Oh yês, sure.
year, then she had needles
month. Then they cut her
operation. They said it v¡as
dles anymore.

Families also described situations

She had pills for one
for two years, once a

off in 1981, after the
no use giving her nee-

made by physicians

decision or líttIe
been made.

when families had

awareness that a

where decisions were

no preparation for the

decision had already

Husband - So we thought in our own mind that she
would be going through more tests and examinations
and discussions about other treatments and so on.But when vre sat down with the doctor he just
walked in and said "so you've got Èhe bad news,
we've got your surgery scheduled for tomorrow. i'
That was all nevrs and a surprise to us,

I- That decision had been made before you even
knew it.
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Husband Yes. So vre had no t ime really to
consider other things. AL that time the questions
we had of the doctor he just simply explained at
that point. As far as they vrere concerned the best
move was to have the surgery as quickly as possi-
ble. And r guess faced wíth limited information wc
had to agree fairly quickly" So that went ahead
the next day.

Most medically dominated decisions occurred at t,he begin-

ning of the illness episode. Families described the time

from the patient's first symptoms until the beginning medi-

ca1 intervention as a phase during which they were often

shocked by the diagnosis and were quite passive in partici-
pation in early decisions"

I- And who made the decision about that?

R- About the chemotherapy? hrel1, wê
with Dr.w. in the hospital. He told
going to do and we agreed with it.
I- There was no guestiorì. o 

"

R- No question.

talked it over
us what he was

The passive role
perienced as being

eisíons3

of the patient

caught up in a

and family

fast moving

was often ex-

series of de-

Husband - Then the
complete series of
really picked up"

decÍded he'd bett.er do a
and this is where it was

doctor
x- rays

I- On the x-ray?

H- Yes" So he immediately scheduled, as soon as he
got the results of the x-rays, he scheduled a
meeting for her with a surgeon, He'd lined up the
surgeon already and the surgeon said, this was in
Àugust Row, srÏ rIl give you Len days to get Lhings
ín order o "last minute chíldren's clothes for
school and things like that, t,hen he put her in
hospi taf 

"
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The time available to rnake decisions
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also affected how

intervention. This

life-death decisions

're taking her in for emer-
is fluid around the heart.
k me a little bit because I
to occur at all, like that

t whatever was going on that

discussion ensued about a plan or

most apparent in situations where

a phone call that they
gency surgery for th
And that kind of shoo
wasn't prepared for it
and I didn't think tha
day was that severe.

to be made. These were described as emergency decisions,
physicians were dominant in these decisions.
Husband-I phoned Dr.X. to teIl him what was going
oD, and he asked me if he should come over and I
said that would be a good thing. So he came over
within three quarters of an houi and ended up tak-
ing her to thð hospital in an ambulance, wñich I
thought was primarily a precaution, but as it
turned out, what v¡as happening was that she had a
fluid build up around the heart and her heart had
no room to beat, which is totally new to me. I
didn't know that that could happen, let alone what
it all meant. When they got her to the hospitat
she was having quite abit of trouble breathing,
they were calling doctors to come and take a look
at her. And I had to take wedding pictures at a
wedding that night. So I left her about three or-
clock to go and take these pictures. At six I geÈ

Physicians were dominant in

ments such as chemotherapy and

have surgery and plans to have

these areas families said that
inf ormat ion base to make t,hese

lied on physicians to direct
illness, families sometimes

decisions related to treat-
radiotherapy, decisions to

tests and referrals. In

they often did not have the

re-

n the

the se

Somedecisions as they l"earned

families did regret not being more

related to these treatments:

decisions and therefore,
these choices. Later i

took a more active role in

more about the t,reatments.

active in the decisions
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I - Would
di f ferent
that were

you
kind

made?

ou would
nvolvement

say
of Y

1

have preferred a
in any decisions

thing" and were willing to go along with any treatment

gave some glimmer of hope even when t.he side effects of

R- I guess probably right at the start, if we were
more ínformed as to what all went on. Ànd proba*
bly, she had a fair bit of radiation treatment
through the whole thing and it, seemed to us that
the radiation did more good than the chemotherapy
treaLment. And so we would have probably liked to
have more discussion about. one or the other or the
dif f erent uses and so on. Now v¡e certainly did un-
derstand that radiation $¡as more of a localized
treatment. But in her case everytime they used it
it seemed to work for what its purpose vtas. So we
thought it could have been used more or sooner.

Another area of medical dominance in decisions involved

decisions to pursue experimental treatments. Tn these in-

stances, families remember feeling desperate to "try any-

that

such

treatment were seen as extreme.

Husband- What happened was she v¡as involved with
this experimental program, Dr.X. the oncologíst
said that t,hey understood what was the problem
with those 202 that didn't survive the Lreatment.
And deeided that she seemed to be in good health,
Her blood count vras good. And she was a strong
person, noL big physically but she had good endur-
anee " Anyway, he thought that she woufd be a good
candidate, she appeared to be in good shape" So he
put her in ttris program and she had the treatment
oncg 

"

Physicíans vrere also involved in decisions to pursue in-

Èerventions intended for palliative purposes. These deci-

sions were seen by the family as important and conveyed a

sense that the physícían cared about the patient"

I- And who arranged that last bout of radiation?

Husband - As a matter of fact ít was Ðr.4. bhis
Lime"
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Sister- For comfort, for pain.

Husband- }lell they were really pleased with the
response of the tumor in the shoulder area. So
what Dr.A. did, was he arranged sort of a confer-
ence with himself and Dr.B. and Ðr.C. and I think
Dr.A. vras the one who suggested that they do radi-
ation, but that's not his f ield and realJ.y had to
be the others that made the decision, but it was
sort of his initiation.
Sister- They were hoping to shrink the tumor that
Tas pressing on.her kidney, because that was caus-
ing so much pain on the nerve that ran down the
leg.

Ànother theme that emerged related to physician control
of decisions vras the outcome of those decisions and whether

or not families perceived caring from the physician. In

some cases decisions were seen as bad decisions in that the

outcome vras detrimental to the patient. In one case, the

surviving spouse described the decision for the patient to
have a gastrostomy tube as primarily the doctor's decision.
Both he and his wife knew very littte about the procedure so

they accepted the decision to proceed quite passively. Lat-
€F, there vrere complications and the surviving husband stat-
ed that "X didn't think it was worth it. She would have been

better to stay on the nasal tube." However, the physician

was described as very caríng and supportive and no blame v¡as

directed at the physician for what the family considered a

"bad decision".

On the other hand, there were situations described where

the physician vras angrily blamed for the negative outcomes

of medically controlled decisions. The blame was often stat-
ed with the comment that the doctor did not care.
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Husband- Now what bugs me is that t,here's not one
doctor who has the courtesy of phoning me and say-
ing, look, w€ made a mistake, we're sorry, it
wasn't done on purpose" They could at least apolo-
gize and say we said it was local- and it vtasn't,.
Do you think the doctors would do that? No. And
that is something. If I ever see one of them I'1]
tell them right off the bat. That they won't get
away with!

I- Thatts importanL, for doctors and nurses to ac-
knowledge that they fell badly about what hap-
pened.

H- That part makes me feel really bad. They could
have said "we made a mistake and we apologize." I
would have said, "I know doctor, You did your
best " 

t'

I- There was a lack of caring you felt?

H- On their part? Vlell at that point I wondered.
Are they just there for the business or are they
there to experiment and once the person's gone,
what do they do, just forget it? It's pretty hard'

Tn summary, medically controlled decision making was the

most frequently identifíed form of decision making when the

patíenL spent the majority of time in hospital and when de-

císions were based more on technical or scient.ific medical

knowledge" In these ínstances families surrendered control

to physíeians and relíed heavily on their advice and judg-

meRLs 
"

4"3 FAMILY CONTROLLED DECISTONS

Fami Iy

the care

familyo

coRtrolled deeisions were those choiees

of the t.erminally i11 person that were

related to
made by the

and familyor by the family and patient. The patient
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had more control when the patient was mainly at home for the

duration of the terminal illness process. The decision about

whether to be cared for at home or in the hospital was a

pivotal decision to the control over care choices that fol-
rowed. For example, one daughter recalled her father's feel-
ings about his decision to be cared for at home: "He prefer-
red to be at home where he had more control of the

decisions, what he want,ed."

There were also situations that involved decisions about

when and why to move from one setting to another. In these

decisions, carled "transitionar decisions", famiries and pa-

tients had the most control. In some cases families and pa-

tients made decisions to move from home to hospitar because

of the urgency of their symptoms and the perceived need for
some sort of medical intervention. The mosl frequently cited
reason f or going to the hospital v¡as pain.

Sister - She went in once more, she was in the
first week of June,I think.
I- For pain control again?

Husband - Yes.

I- T¡lho made that decision, f or her to go back?

Sister - !,fell she did, because the pain v¡as so
bad. She wanted it...
Husband - reassessed.

There were also transitionar decisions that invor.ved

movement from the hospital to home. These decisions were

often related to the patient and/or family's decision to re-
ject or discontinue a form of medical treatment.
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Husband - So we had a chat with Dr.A. He said,"v¡e
decided that we shall try chemotherapy." And rny
wife saidr"no". And Dr.A. said to her "what are
you going to do?" She said, "I'rì going back home
and I want to die at home, I'm not going to die at
this hospital. "

The decision of the patient and/or family about when to

seek medicaL attention was a very

bhe entire terminal care experience

a possible effect on the outcome of

Husband Àetually it started
I guess, when she had a lump

significant decision in
and was viewed as having

the disease.

about ten years ago
on her breast that

she never went to see about. She refused to go to
see a doctor, Do matter what we said.

Daughter- I phoned doctors - they said ,"we can't
drag her in here, if shc doesn't want to come,"
And, I guess in May her stomach became swollen,
she had been.,,

I- May of ?

D - 1982 She'd been in pain I imagine for years,
not alot, but well, she's very stubborn. But in
May her stomach was swollen so badly that she went
to the doctor. Then the doctor put her in the hos-
pital. IÈ was a]} rea1ly fast and really sudden.

Family controlled decisions were evident when it came to

ehoices about the form of treatment to fo}low, Families re-

ported having to decide whether or not to pursue traditional
types of medical treatment or to try unconventional forms of

intervent ion.

Husband - we had friends that were giving us alot
of encouragemenL to pursue the natural methods of
treatment and the Mexico excursion and alI those
t.hings, whieh really tended to complicabe rnatters
a great deal and make you do alot of thinking and
questioning and wondering, And also, wê talked
things over with Dr.X. and so on,and made our own
dee ision that, we have as much faith in Dr"X. as rre
would in any other method" And we felt he was as
knowledgeable about the state of the art as any-
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body that there was. So our decision was thaL
whatever we did, we'd have to believe in. I thinkit was a joint f eeling that Dr.X. vras as good as
vre could find. The pressure that we goL frõm some
other people to pursue other forms of treatment we
never really followed up. AIso, after the follow-
ing up that we did, we õame to the conclusion thatto follow any other method required tremendous
discipline on the part of the patient. And in
terms of diet, eating things you never wanted to
g?t before, Jane vras not a person to become very
4ig"iplined or regimented to ãnything. So I thin-kjointly we decided that although tñat may be aroute that is accessible and may turn out somedayto be an acceptable treatment, at the time, thã
knowledge available said that these other methods
were not Lhe approach to f ollow" So !ùe stuck with
medical methods.

In other cases families sought alternative treatment when

they did not berieve in the proposed conventional medical

plan or when they were given no hope by the physicians in-
volved.

Husband -So the doctors finally decided around
September that they should operate. Ànd Helen
says, "f don't want to have an operation." Well,
I said, I'You don't have to it's yóur decision. " So
in the meantime I got in touch witt¡ a man who had
cancer, bone cancer, who had had aII the treat-
ments, cobalt treatments. But they had to stop the
treatments because he vras so burnt. He was ábout
to die. But he said I'm going to try something. He
went down to Tiajuana. The clinic thaL uses simply
a diet and juice exLracted from plants. ioü
wouldn't believe that the man had canòer. So when
my_wife saw him I said "do you want to go there
and try it?u She said "yes," so I bought the tick-
ets and made all the arrangements to go down.

The family and patient arso exercised contror in deci-
sions about whether or not to seek arternate medical opin-
ions and in some cases whether or not to change physicians.
one surviving daughter described how the family made the de-

cision to change doctors and the difficulty in doing so:
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R- I t was here in Winnipeg. Right avlay vre wanted
our doctor off the case immediately, when we saw
what was happening. And he made iL very difficulL
for us. And other doctors are reluctant to take on
other patients. t¡e went through about seventy-two
hours, my Dad was in the ABC hospÍtal. Nobody
wanted to put theír hands on him because we got
Dr. X. off the case"

Therefore, in terms of medical treatment decisions, fami-

the form of treatment and

the patíent. Their control

after that was usually con-

Iies exerted control by choosing

Lhe physician that would care for

over medical treatment decisions

siderably less.

Another area that families exerted control over, con-

was to be informed about the

example, young children and

protected from information

cerned decisions related to who

diagnosis and prognosis. For

older parents vrere frequently

about the disease. There were often a series of related de-

cisions about how to tell families about the illness and in

what stages the information should be given" Usually news

about the disease was given in parts and gradual explana-

tions were offered"

Husband-The surgery v¡as the 19th and she was home
on the 24th. At Lhat tíme of year trying to break
the news to people that youore faced with this is
kind of a difficult task because we didn't want to
ruin anybodyos Christmas. Particularly, we were
concerned with Anne's mother because she had lost
her husband a few years earlier which was four
years at the time. So we kept it from her 'ti} the
very last, which may or may not have been a good
idea, but that vras our ehoie e.

some cases decisions to withhotdIn

den ial

informatíon

For example,

i nvolved

one hus-of the truth to family members.



band described the interaction
daughter after she had learned of

leukemia:

I- So vras it
Home care?
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between himself and his

her mother's diagnosis of

Husband- The oldest daughter went with a girl-
friend and to the doctor and she asked him, rwhat
is my mother's problem?" He said "leukemia." She
came home with her girlfriend and she said to me
"do you know that mother has leukemia?" I
said, "the doctor doesn't know what he's talkingabout. These doctors don't know." The reason thatI did that vras so that she would learn step-by-
step. Not just boom (claps hands) Iike that.

There were also instances where decisions were made by

the family to withhold information from the patient:
I- Did anybody else know at this point that there
were cancer cells in the stomach or v¡ere you the
only one in the family?

Husband - One daughter knew who was with me, be-
cause she was with with me when I questioned Dr.X.
I said to her, rrnot a word of this to your mother
and not a word to the others. It's no use getting
everyone more worried."

Families were arso dominant in decisions related to care

at home. These decisions incruded which famiry members

wourd participate in the care, who wourd move in with the

patient to herp, and decisions to obtain home care assis-
tance 

"

your decision that you would have

Husband-I knew if she came home she
our bed because you can't raise her
So I said you need a hospital bed.
the Home Care would supply it,
everything we needed. They vrere very

couldn't use
feet or head.
And I thought

they supplied
good.

Often, decisions about whether or not the patient woul-d

resources and agebe at home or not depended on the physical



of the family. For example, one seventy year-old

willing to look after her husband at home with

care if there were hospit,alization periods for
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widow was

help from

her hus-home

band

more

son

den,

to give her some respite,

Wife I couldn't keep him home all
cause I had two heart att.acks and it.
for me. When T'd get too tired and he
ing good, I'd send him back to the
awhi Ie.

the time be-
was too much
wasn't feel-
hospital for

The decision to care for the patient at home also re*

flected the families' awareness of the community resources

available to them. In some cases, families knew home care

was available and were quick to contact them for assisLance.

These families !¡ere also able to indicate to home care when

they needed additional help as the patient's condition !{ors-

ened. The available supports within the family also facili-

tated the decision to care for the patient at home' In fami-

lies with many support ive family members nearby, the

experience v¡as described quite positively.

Daughter -WeIl the Home eare made it very easy for
us" They provided people five days a week. Week-
ends I would be there alot with Nancy. Weekends
someone from the family would fly in. There was
always someone here helping. Just for moral sup-
port which I really needed at that point,.

In other families decisions about organizing

were more difficult and families described the

exhaust ing " As one ol"der w idow recal led:

t,hat lives in Al-berta and a daughter that

care at home

situation as

ttI tve got a

l" ives in Vi r:
so they couldn't help, I was pretty much on my own"'
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In families where the surviving spouse !,ras order there
were often fewer family supports and the care r{as described

as very dernanding. The siblings of order families vrere al-so

older and had irlness probrems of their own. In these fami-
lies, care became the responsibirity of the elderry spouse

ano in some cases the children, if they lived nearby.

other decisions controlled by patients and families con-

cerned choices about the patient's activities at home, his
ability to work, and his or her participation in sociar and

family activitíes. one common decision made by famiries vras

whether or not to travel. This decision often involved ro-
gistics of organizing pain medication, wheerchairs, places

to stay and access to medical attention if necessary. prob-

lems sometimes occurred when these decisions were not crear-
ry planned and changes in the patient's condition occurred,

For examplel

Husband - When we went to Saskatoon, she seemed at
that time okay , w€ started with 100m1. prescrip-
tions and at - thaÈ time vre vrere gerring þrãã¿;ip-tions of three liters at a Lime, which was quite a
massive amount. It turned out that that wasn't
touching the pain. It r.ras not too bad at first
though", So we went and had been there a couple of
days and then the pain really started to escáIate.
We had been given the name of an oncologist in
Saskatoon by õr.X. and we were to call him-if any
problems arose. And we did. He got the particulars
f rom her, what she vras taking and suggésted we go
down to lhe Saskatoon University ttospital and they
went ahead and tried to give her a shot of Mor:
phine and that didn't really help. I guess the
nelt day we were going to be heading home and we'd
driven down there. What we did is we tried to ar-
range a flig
to get" a f1i
kids by car
Lynn to the

hr
ghr
and
ai

for her to come home. We $rere able
that afternoon. So I left with the
an uncle and aunt arranged to take

rport. Meanwhile, I had phoned a
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sister and she was going to be here aÈ the airport.
and she took Lynn straight to the hospit.al.

It was apparent that t.hese famiLies had much decision

rnaking responsibility" They needed to understand the pa-

tient's condition, how to access Lhe health care system and

be familiar with treatment and medication particulars. The

resourcefu'Iness and effective problem- solving behavior of

families was especially notable.

In summary, the family controlled decisions occurred more of-

ten when the patient's care took plaee at home. The types of de-

cisions families had control over related Èo the organization of

home care, the general type of treatment to pursue, control of

information given within the family and decisions to do with

transitions from one setting to another"

4.4 NURSING CONTROLLED ÐECISTONS

Nursing controlled deeisions were those choices relaLed

Lo the care of the terminally iII person that were made by

t,he nurse " Fami I ies descr ibed the role of the nurse in care

decisions more ofÈen when the patient vtas cared for at home.

In these families, ít was the visiting nurses that were de-

scribed as mosL actively beíng involved in the terminal care

Brocess. These nurses were described as very supportive and

eentral to the care given at home, buL theír input into de-

eísions took the form of "suggestions" rather than deci*

sions" The home visitíng nurse was seen as an informatíon



provider and a resource to families in
decisions. Nurses rarely acted as the

seLves. The only time that the nurse

decision maker was when a decision Ì,¡as

patient from home to the hospitaL when

ration in the patient's condition.
Husband-She got so that she couldn't even stand onher feet. That was the 18th of March. I just
couldn'È get her up, I had to lift her onto thechair to get her to the bathroom. So I called the
nurse and she came and checked her tegs and shedidn't have anything in her 1egs at atl]
I- No feeling?

H-.N9 feeling,no. So the nurse told me to get an
arnbulance and take her to the hospi tal . ( iears )
And let's see..I got her in that aiternoon. She
was fine at night.and in the morning she'd gone
into a coma (tears).

I- So then the decision was
nurse to go to the hospital?

really made by the

H- Yes Lhat's right, y€s.

I- And it turned out to be a good decision?

H- Oh yes.

In instances where the nurse made the decision to trans-
fer the patient to the hospitar the families were erderry
couples who were quite passive when Ít came to control over

decisions. In these instances there had been no prior dis-
cussion between the family and nurse as to where the patient
wourd prefer to die. In such situations, the surviving
spouse was relieved that the decision to go to the hospital
had been made by the nurse.
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their control over

decision maker them-

was described as the

made to transfer the

there was a deterio-



Nursing controlled decisions were very infrequent.

ever, the information and support given by the nurse

family gave them help in making their own decisions"
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How-

to the

4.5 POI^IER AND AUTHORITY

Power and authority v¡ere identified as the means of con-

trol that individuals used to affect decisions. Different

techniques v¡ere used to maintaÍn or gain control over termi-

nal care decisions. The amount of power and authority avail-
able to participants in the interaction also varied.

Familíes believed that physicíans had lhe most formal

power in the situation. The physician's knowledge about the

disease gave him a greater measure of authority over medical

intervention decisions" Physicians were also viewed as hav-

ing more status and were described as using the power asso-

ciated with this higher status to influence decisions. One

way ín whieh physieians used their po?rer to effect decisions

beeame apparent when families wanted to try unconventional

forms of caneer treament.

Husband* Dr"A. phoned to remind my wife that she
was going to have an operation" She said "no, I'm
not going thru with the operation." He starbed,
you know, puttíng the pressure on. And well let's
faee it, he said, "Iook you can go to Tiajuana íf
you want to, but íf something happens, we won't
come running" Sure as doctors we'11 try and take
care of you but don'L expect, wê woR't go out of
our way if you want to go down to Tiajuana for
this stupíd díet treabmeRt""

If physieians did not agree with the belief system of the

families or díd not support the family's decisions they were

described as becoming angry with the family.
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H- She $¡as frustrated about the doctors not be-
cause she had cancer. She took that very calm.
But about the decisions, about the doctors foreing
her and telling her she was stupid, that's exactly
the word they used.

In one instance a family had taken the patient to Texas

for a treatment not recognized by the traditionat medical

associations. The conflict between physician and family
about this decision resulted in the family changing doctors.
Thís vras one type of power that the family could exercise if
they choose.

I was there with my
come back from his ho
He knew my mother had
before. And his comm
worth it? How much
thought to myself. You
cal there I couldn't t
if this is the way he'
to us, we had to find
knew there were just a
have somebody compass
talk, would listen,
would sây, how much di

Dad and his oncologist had
Iiday and he came up to me.just passed away a few days
ent Èo me v¡as "Well was it
did it cost you?" Well, I
animal! I just got hysteri-

alk with him. And we decided
s going to treat us, and be

somebody else. Because v¡e
few months left, w€ had to

ionate, somebody who would
empathize! Not someone who
d it cost, vÍas it worth it!!

As this incident illustrat.ed, families sometimes

physician's use of power over decision making

caring. In contrast, the physician's authority was

sometimes seen as a confirming and supportive factor when

the physician reinforced a family's decision. one daughter

had more or less made the decision with the patient that he

should not go to a nursing home but shourd remain at home.

She related her need for physician support for this deci-
sion:

I called Dr.X. and I said, "My father is acceptedat the nursing home and he doesn't want to go andI don't think he should because he's deteriorated

per-

asaceived a

lack of
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physically." And Dr.X. had just seen him a week or
two before. And he said, "WeIl, the decision is
your Dad's and your's. If he doesn't want to he
shouldn't go." So he made us feel very good and he
said,"we'11 keep up the home care." He was very
very supportive.

Frustration was often described by families when they

could not affect decisions or actions related to decisions.

In one instance there was a delay of sixteen days from the

time a lump in the patient's breast was discovered until the

biopsy was actually performed" The husband described his

frustration and efforLs he made t.o act on this decision:

Dr"X. decided he should have a biopsy on t,he other
breast to make sure in fact that t,hat was cancer,
a malignancy" And it took something like sixteen
days for arrangements for the biopsy" When they
díd it and the doctor that did it forgot to ade-
quately identify the sample to the tested for es-
trogen receptors which was the primary reason for
wanting to do it. So two days later they had to
redo the biopsy again and get it senL for estrogen
receptors, So thab was actually the fourth atÈempt
in her case.

I- fourth biopsy she'd been through...

Husband - Yes, for the sâme purpose. Actually the
first time it was overlooked" But it was the thírd
conscious attempt to do the biopsy for that pur*
pose. So ít became quíte frustrating and that
whole time of trying to get her into the hospital
to have the biopsy was very very frustrating be-
cause we would phone to admitting and they would
sãy , no we don ' t have anythí ng scheduled. I{e ' d
sêy, we were told we were supposed to be there. In
f act, one time we v¡ere told she þras to go in
Thursday night for the biopsy Frida
just as a precaution I phoned at t
Thursday to see if it was okay to
they said, wê had no record of her
so I phoned to t,he doctor who was
the surgery, when I got hold of hi
was I supposed to do that, that' s r
You know that was virtually intoler
in t,he end I don't think we'd have
hadn't phoned admitLing three or f

v
h

morning. end
ree o'cfock on
bring her and

admission " And
supposed to do

m he said, "Ohight I forgoL""
able. Ànd eveR
got her in if I
our more times
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to explain the
admitting who
you want to get
He vlas a!'¡ay on
We sure didn't
the biopsy was
fuIl weeks.

situatíon. And in the end it was
contacted the doctor and said, do
this person in? That wasn't Dr.X.

holiday, it was Dr.Z. or something.
I i ke thi s guy too much. And f inalJ.y
done February 16th, which was three

Families also felt powerless when it came to the bureauc-

that rules and regula-racy

tions had on care decisions:

Husband - The frustrating part about that ward of
the hospital was that they couldn't do any active
care and so when Dr.X. wanted to do chemotherapy
he had to get her taken out of that ward to añ-
other one somewhere else in the hospital. Which
seemed to me to be awful foolish, in terms of just
moving from one room to another in order to hook
up an intravenous. But anyway, wê lived with that
and I understand there were rules and policies.
But they didn't necessarily make too much sense.

Families arso experienced frustrations related to the

lack of authority that they perceived the nurses to have.

This was described by families who had cared for the patient
at home, where the role of the nurse was more apparent. The

nurse ï¡as the most frequent and most accessible health care

provider for these families. However, while families appre-

ciated the nurse's support, her rack of decision making au-

thority was often problematic for families and derayed

treatment decisions that affected the comfort of the pa-

tient.
Husband- The role of the nurse caused some frus-
trations; 1n that the VON really has no authorityto do anything. She could make no decisions eveñ
though she would know and agree with what we
should do, maybe in relation to medications orgetting oxygen" But she always had to call the
doctor for everyt,hing and that of ten caused delaysfor us in terms of getting answers or equipment õr

of the hospital and the effect
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changes. The nurses seemed to know enough, it's
not that they didn't know enough, they just in ef-
fect had no authority. I could get better and
quicker results by talking to the doctor myself
directly.

One way in which the greater sbatus and authority of

health care providers was experienced by families involved

their fear of "bothering" the physician. Families tried to

made sure that they did noL disturb the physicians too much

and experienced some doubts about decisions whether or not

to call the doctor when there were changes in the patient's

condition, Decisions to cal-1 the physician were sometimes

delayed because famíties díd not want to irritate the physi*

cían if the concern might be seen my him as unimportant,

Husband - I.Ihenever I sensed that she (ttre patient)
was having trouble I would phone Dr.X" and get him
informed as to what I was perceiving beíng prob-
Iems. Then as iÈ turned out everytime I did end up
taking her to the hospítal, or said we've got to
go see Dr.X., or phoned him and said there's some-
thing different happening, that in fact there was.
He and I have talked about if afterwards and I
suppose to some exLent he was trying to make me
feel better about the whole thing too, but I was
quite coneerned that I was bothering him too much"
Ànd he said no, everyt.íme you have it's been a
reason 

"

Another theme related to power and authority over deci-

of communicatíon between health

In instances where communica*

physícian authority was often

síons involved the quality

care providers and familíes"

tíon v¡as described as poor,

interpreted as uncaring"

ister - The plan !{as made for her to have radía-
ion for pain" So she went to see Dr,X. He really
it, a blow to her beeause she went in alot of pain
nd he said "weII you're a young woman" You've got
lot to worry about" You've got a young family"

s
t
h
a
a
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You have to be careful not Lo feel sorryyourself.here." Ànd all this kind of thing!
she was just devaslated. Because it was no

for
And

more

nd of
c ross

made
ogist
this

up
he

and
muc
and
rie
How
hel
rig
tre

health care providers and

kind of put down, rea
v
1

the fact that she was a woman didn
h. She fought back and he made very
made f un of her. It !.ras just a ver

nce. And she never wanted to see
ever, she went through because you
pless. You have no other ï¡ay of
ht help. And he was the one who or
atment.

than the man in the moon. Being arself she was ver aware of this
ly he was comintt

psy
ki

ga
hel

chol-

p too
light of it
y bad

him
are k
gett i
ganiz

the authority and judgment of

the use of power related deci-

expe-
aga1n.
ind of
ng the
ed the

I n contrast , there !{ere many cases where f ami l ies had

good rapport with health care providers. rn these situ-
ations, families relied upon

savl

sion techniques as appropriate and even supportive.

Daughter- The most important thing is to have
someone you can talk to. Dr.W. v¡as the man, Dr.B.
was the man. And we also sav¡ the other side, the
doctor who neglecled him, We could never talk to
him on the phone he would not speak to us. But I
think he was the extreme. So just to find some-
body you can talk to.

Families utilized more oblique forms of power in gaining

control over decísions. For example, they would try and dip-
lomaticalry maneuver decisions in the direction that they
preferred 

"

Husband: Near the end they wanted to move
to Ï{ard A and we diplomatically said we
to stay where we are. So all I said, i
else wants to go, take them f irst. I^fe'II
need space, but we were quite happy with
rng care.

her back
referred
anybody

p
f
go if you
the nurs-

Families varied ín their abilites
care providers.

to obtain response and

Some families becameaction from health



skilled at learning how to

action. The communication

essed, and their clarity in

Wife- I
doe tor s
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physician and obtain

that families poss-

response from health

control over care de-

access the

techn iques

requesting

exertedcare providers

cisions.

h¡ere ways they

Husband - When it came to the doctor, every time
that I absolutely had to get ahold of Dr.X., if I
felt it was very important that I did get ahold of
him, I did get ahold of him and he had time for
me. And quite often, I would try and get ahold of
him and not force the issue at aIl. I would say
I'd like to talk to him íf I can but it's not a
priority. But everytime it r.ras a priority I was
able to get ahold of him"

Other families had less successful physician-farnily in-

teraction and this affected their view of the experience.

Communication vras usually poor in these instances and fami-

Iíes experienced frustration at not being able to coRvey

their preferences and concerns"

Wife I never met his doctor, never did.

lnÈerviewcr- Díd you talk to the doetor on the
phone?

never did that either. I talked wíth the
that worked with him.

I- So you never talked to Dr.X"?

W- No, never. And the nurses when the
they'd phone him and they'd have a
talk to him"

'd come here
ard t. ime to

v
h

Tn eases where the family fett powerless, their relation-

ship wíth the health eare providers !{as very limíted" In

these situations, health care províders were deseribed eol*

leetívely and their individual ídentities were often unknown
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to the family. This occurred more frequentry when the pa-

tient $ras hospitarized and the numbers of health care pro-
viders increased.

I- Was there one main physician involved in this,
who coordinated things?

Husband - Ya, he was the cancer specialist, I for-get his name. IÈ Ì{as his assistañt that t{e always
saw but the other doctor was actually in charge.'

I- But it was his assistant that you talked to
most ?

Daughter - Yes.

Husband - After that it was just the doctor on
duty.

I- So the main people involved would have beenthis doctor who was the assistant to the special-ist. You were ín the background and the dõctor's
were sort_of taking over in terms of directing how
this would go?

Husband - Yes.

Another type of power families used was veto povrer. This
was the authority that families had to $¡ithhold consent for
treatments, refuse admission to hospital, and not attend ap-
pointments and treatments. The use of this polrer usualry
resurted in conflict between hearth care providers and fami-
1íes and sometimes led to obstruction of further care arong

that pathway. This technique was often used as a last resort
by famiries when they fett pressured into a decision or when

they believed their viewpoint was not respected.

The power of nurses was seen as minimar by famiries.
Nurses were described as providers of informaLion and in
this sense facilitated the power of the famiríes to make de-
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císions. Information was seen as the source of much decision

cont rol .

Families relied heavily on the knowledge power of the

nurses they were ín contaet wiLh even though these health

care providers had less final authority. The authority the

nurse did have was seen as validating the care families were

giving the patient at home.

Husband- The nurses, they came and checked up
every so often, health nurses?

I- Public health nurses?

H- Ya, They saíd it was 100% good the vray I took
care of her, the way I'd feed her and everything.

The home visiting nurse was described as having power

over the amount of help families received. At times a lack

of communication resulted in inadequate resources as far as

the family was concerned:

I- Who made the decision to have Home Care?

Husband: We had a visít f rom t.he VON and I guess
she assessed the sítuation and decided that we
needed it.,
I* Had the nurse been coming in from tíme to time?

H- Th"y v¡ere-supposed to have been, They weren't
coming very frequently at all.
Sister- Àt that time they arranged a cleaning
Iady. They said she could have it once very two
weeks 

"

Husband - Somet.híng like that.

S- The lady thaL eame said we should have her
twice or three times a week. (Iaugh)

I- She herself made that assessmeRt.
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S - Ya, but we never did get that. Maybe once a
week eventually, but that was right at the end.

rn summary, the amount of povrer and authority varied
among those invorved in terminar care decisions. partici-
pants used different tactics to direct decisions the way

they preferred and attempted to control the setting within
which decision making would occur.

4.6 SUMMARY

The control over the decision making in terminar. care

situations took three forms: medicarry controlled decisions,
family controlred decisions and nurse controrled decisions.
The kinds of decisions that participants had control over

differed according to their knowledge about the disease,
their formal authority in the health care system, and the

setting within which care took p1ace. physicians were de-

scribed as having the formar authority and contror over de-

cisions because of their medical knowredge base. Nurses had

less formar authority, but did have some power over care de-

cisions as a result of their knowledge of health, illness
and nursing care. Families had more authority when the pa-

tient v¡as at home and quickly lost contror when the patient
was hospitarized. À11 participants used different techniques

to maintain or gain control over decisions. The power that
individuars had in the interaction was not evenly baranced.



Chapt.er V

THE FTNDTNGS INFORMÀTTON ANÐ MEÀNTNG OF THE
SÏ TUÀTI ON

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Information was identified as a very important factor in
the terminal care decision making process. Information in-

cluded the facts acquired about the terminal care situation
through reading, observatíon, discussion or hearsay and did

not necessarily connote validity.
The decision makíng thab occurred depended to an extenL

upon the quantity of information available to participants.

The sourccs of information were also identified as signifi-
cant to the decision efforts. The access to informaLion

also affected Lhe amount and quality of information that v¡as

avaílable" Fartieipants could hold or release information to

others, resulting in imbalances in decision making abíIi-
ties. As welI, the types of informatíon available to partic*
ipants emerged as an important aspecÈ of the terminal care

exper i ence .

72
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5.2 SOURCES OF INFORMÀTION

The primary sources of information were individuars who

were seen as having facts or.knowledge about the disease and

the termina] care process. These persons $¡ere usualty the

family physician, the nurse, the oncologist, and surgeons

involvecl in the care. The extenL to which these individuals
shared their information with the family was described as

important" A willingness among health care providers to
share information was seen as positive and helpfur to fami-
lies in coping with the terminal care experiences and making

decisions.

Husband - WelI, I think that we were quite capableof making the decisions ourselves. We got word
from the doctor. He explained everything--io "",you know, he didn't hold anything back from us.
He $ras real good.

on the other hand, in cases where hearth care providers
did not offer or share information easily, famiries experi-
enced frustration and tension:

Wife - The thing is you just can't ask the doctors
anything at aI1. They're realIy insulting. "you
know what's vrrong with him! ! ,' That's what they'dtell you. We don' t know, i f we v¡ere doctors we
wouldn't have to go to a doctor.

A varuable source of information identifÍed by families
was the nurse. Nursês were often contributors of informa-

tion or clarified and interpreted information so that fami-
Iies could make decisions.

wife- Of course the nurses that would come, the
therapy nurse and other one, Lhe home care nurse
they were good. They'd t,ell me alot, of what vras
golng On 

"
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In int,eracÈions between family and health care provider,

the transfer of information vras sometimes two-directional.
That is, a heaLth care provider who gave information wilI-

ingly also reeeived informat.íon about the patient's condí-

tion from the family. This information tended t,o be detailed

and thorough.

Wife - I
Ieg, they
red sploÈs
and shiny.
know.

told t.he nurses once I didn't }ike his
were all swollen and there were Iittle
on i t . And hi s ankle urere I ight brown
Ànd she said, well if it opens let us

Other sources of information were family members them-

selves, relatíves and friends. ïn these circumstances infor-
mation ranged from scientifie faets obtained about the dis-
ease to hearsay and misínformation. Often one person ín a

family would have the most contact v¡ith the physician and

would be identified by other famíIy members as the source of

family information and acted as the "switchboard" for relay-
íng messages to the physieian.

Husband - My son Joseph had an appointment with
Dr.X" (he has them quite regularly)" So Dr.X, gave
the message to Joseph and he wrote it down. So Jo-
seph then brought the news home to us 

"

Families also relied on relatives or friends who were

health care professionals to help them interpret informat.ion

or clarify facts given them. This ínformal source of infor-
mation was deseribed as important.

There were a number of different doetors at the
lake and when advised of what the eondítion was
they said o'well in a rrray you're lucky because it's
the kind of cane er that can be treated by cutti.ng
out the tumor and putt i ng i t bac k together " 

u'
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rn some instances neighbours and friends gave information
that vras based on their experiences with someone else who

had had the disease. They sometimes reinforced accurate in-
formaLion and in other cases confused famiries. IL vras nota-

bre that families recalled so much of the information that
was offered them. They also praced significance on parts of
the information that were particularly meaningful to them.

Husband - I phoned a woman who works with me, her
husband died of cancer a year before my wife. I
said, "Did it happen that your husband let's say
two or three weeks before he passed away he sLop-
ped suf f ering? " She said, "yes" . I said, "I.lhat wás
t.he cause?" She said, "They told us it's the
nerves that burn up." I said, "that's all I want
to know. t'

This information v¡as helpful to the spouse in interpret-
ing changes in his wife's condition. The family was then

able to proceed with preparations for the patient's death.

Famiries also relied on written documents as sources of
information. These included books, magazines, and pamphlets

they could obtain about aspects of the disease. Written in-
formation v¡as often a way of crarifying or interpreting ver-
bal information given by health care providers.

Husband Then he said, "John, bad news it's very
serious she's very sick. It's acute novr. Before it
!{as chronic. Now it turned to acute." Acute is thefast. It was hard time for me to find out what
acute meant - anylray I f ound it ín a book.

A number of families pursued and investigated treatment

considered unconventional by the established medical associ-
aLions. The sources of information about these treatments

vrere the media, such as television and magazines.
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Daughter-Well we decided that the only thing to
do, was go to Texas. I don't know if you've heard
of Dr.Brazinsky in Texas. There was a whole big
thing on television on hím, alot of Canadians are
going there. On March l-, there !{as an article in
Macleans ma gazine and T remembered it. My brothers
had seen it too.

The sources of information then, ineluded people, written

material and the media. The sources could be used to obtain

facts, clarify information or to help interpret information

families had received from other sources. These sources vrere

pursued to different extents, but al1 families talked of the

value of Èhese sourees of information and the ways they ac-

cessed these sources"

5.3 OUANTITY OF TNFORMATION

The quantity of information referred to the amount of in-
formation or facts related to the terminal situation that

vrere available to families. No family stated that they re-

ceived too much ínformation. Famílies either thought thal
they received inadequate amounts of information or were

pleased with the quantity that they received, which they de-

scribed as quíte complet,e. The importane e of inf ormation vras

evident as families discussed the positive aspects of being

"weIl informed".

T - So the doctors vrere keeping her very inf ormed
and you informed about what was going on?

Husband- lrÏe knew what ylas going on all the tíme.
That was a good thing because there's no use beat-
ing around the bush" What for? Some doctor tell us
some story, you know. l{e dídn't need that.
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In contrast, a rack of information was described as frus-
trating for families. A rack of information often resulted
in confusion for families and sometimes caused needless wor-

ry3

Husband - Then she started to get alot of pain on
her side. And I guess that was four or five days
later when they discovered that $¡as Shingles. Añd
Shingles vre didn't know too much about- and then
Iater they started referring to it as Herpes which
vre knew less abouL, except that Herpes was some-
thing you got when you were bad. So wó didn't know
there was a relationship betv¡een Herpes and Shin-gles and that kind of stuff, nor what that was
about.

The lack of information was described by a number of fam-

iries as being detrimentar to decision making about the pa-

tient's condition and care. In one instance, a lack of in-
formation about the deterioration of the patient's condition
and the negative prognosis resulted in a famiry making a de-

cision to proceed with resuscitation measures. They saw this
IaÈer as a very inappropriate decision, but said that their
lack of information at the time did not permit them to make

an informed decision.

Another !{ay the lack of information affected decisions
!,¡ere at times when the patient's death was imminent and fam-

ilies were not given this information clearry. Derays in
calling other family members to be present at the patient's
death or even decisions to stay with the patient themselves

did not occur, because families reported not being told that
the patient vras dying.

Daughter- My brother said, if I only would have
stayed another week, oF i f they only would have
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told me, he could have arranged, He could have
arranged. Because he could have taken time off to
be here. So he's. 

"

Husband- He's upset.

In some ínstances, the incompleteness of information re*

sulted in confusion and distress for familíes. They might be

told parts of information buc not all the information thaL

they needed to know in order to understand and implement

care decisions, For example, one family described their ex*

perience when the patient underwent a toxic experimenta]

drug Lreatment;

Husband - Methotrexate is the drug that they
were using and it is extremely toxic. What they do
is they have to flush this out of your system. The
problem is the kidneys, it effects the kidneys ap-
parently. Ànd, they give you an antidote that must
be taken in ora] form, tablets, must be taken
every forty-eight hours. And, what they díd is
they fínished her Methotrexate treatment and with-
in a couple of hours they gave her these tablets,
she took three at a tíme and watched for the reac-
tion to it and waited to see if she would gag and
throw up or whatever, whether these things would
stay down. Then they stayed down and they said,
"okay, f ine, here's t,he prescription f or it and
avray you go, " And I thought Lhat was really poor
in a sense of that this is so crueial that she
take Lhese every four hours without fail right
thru the night you know. We had a schedule right
thru the night and I set the alarm and was waking
up every four hours but you know how nervous I was
that she vras, you know, i f that alarm doesn' t go
off. Ànd anyway, she survived that period and we
Ì{ere supposed to at the end of twenty-four hours
and at the end of forty-eight hours she was sup-
posed to go and have a blood test. Ànyway, this
fell on a Saturday and so we went into the hospí-
tal. WelI tbrey donot do the testing at the hospi-
tal where she's being Èreated. It has to be done
at Lhe ABC hospiLal. Then we found out that there
was no one at that hospital on duty that can do
this test.
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Sister- The appointment had all been set up,
were supposed to just go and say your name.
course, you're in a panic if you don't get
blood test. He said you must have Lhis btóod
on Saturday and it vras f or his research. Not
and death.

we
of

thi s
test
life

Husband - We understood it was life and death. we
had to see Lhat this antidote had worked.

The incomprete information that the famiry had about the

reasons for the blood tests and the seriousness of the drug

resulted in much strain for the patient and family.
In another situation, the farniry was given information

about the palriative care ward that provided them with imme-

diate access to a hospitar bed if necessary. The information
that was not given was that the ward was for terminally il1
patients.

Husband - We got a caII from the home care nurse
ong day, saying, if you need it you can come to
this cerÈain ward and nobody told us what it was
and we didn ' t know what i t vras . Other than r,¡e
thought it was a good deal to have access to hos-pital on demand, sort of . But it l¡as a good week
gf ten days of her being there before I finally
figured out what that ward was all about. And wht
in fact she vras there. And nobody had told us uÞ
to that _poinl that things were as severe as they
were and that vras the only reason she could get
there because she was already identified as be-
ing terminal.

The completeness of information was therefore an impor-

tant aspect of the understanding families had about deci-
sions and care. If there were gaps in expranations; confu-
sions or needress vrorry resulted for patients and families
as they tried to piece Logether what was happening to them.

The amount of information available to famiries was very im-
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they had told us less". All families either appreciated

fact that they were informed or regretted not having

information available to them.
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wish

the

more

5.4 CONTROL AND ACCESS TO I NFORMÀTI ON

Families described the regulation of information that oc-

curred by individuals in the terminal care situation as aR

important factor that affected their access to facts. There

appeared then, to be two forces operating when it came to

information sharíng. One was the cont,rol of information by

those with the ínformation and the ways that they limited
release of facLs. The second element lras the techniques and

abilities of others to secure the ínformatíon. Therefore,

the communication and interaction between participants was

central to this issue"

Health care providers were identified most often as con*

trollers of information" The ways that they controlled ín-

formation included the ways they answered questions, the ex*

tent to whieh they offered explanations, the degree to whieh

they would interpret facts and their availability to fami-

1íes. In some insLances health care providers were described

as being evasíve when it came to giving information and an-

swers to questions"

Now the t,híng is that, they told my wif e before the
operation that the cancer was Loeal and they argue
the point that it was strictly local. There was
nothing to fear, after they operate, they take out
the womb, and thaÈ would be it. She'd be okay and
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everything, so I asked Dr.X. "what did you find
out?" He says, "the operation went alright." I
said, I'You know Dr.X. at my age you better tell me
the truth. f'm not the kind of a man you fool
around with. What did you find out? f'm noÈ asking
you if the operation went alright." I got a little
mad. I said, uI want to know what you found while
you were operating! "

Families also encountered a lack of clear information

from hearth care providers when it came to questions about

the prognosis and expected length of time to live:
Husband - It had been a very large tumor and he
said the prognosis v¡as not good. Then I remember
my wi fe asked him what does that mean, how much
time have I got or whatever. And he sort of evaded
the question by saying what the situation is. He
said I 've seen people with lvorse condit ions than
your's and they've carried on for some time, and
I've seen others whose condition is much better
that your's and who went very quickly. That vras
what he said.

The sharing of information health care províders withby

infamilies facilitated a trust this relationship. This

described as important when emergency decisions had to
made and the consent of families was not possible.

Husband- And in terms of some of the other deci-
sions, I think that the doctor kept us fairly well
informed as to what he was planning on doiñg and
so on. And T guess in fact, some of the Lhings at
the end, like when she $ras t.aken for emergency
surgery; that was done without my consent aetual-
Iy, and I don't know whether Anne had signed a
consent form or what. But Dr.X, just felt from
what ere had talked about that I knew that would be
okay anyvray. He was right, it vras okay. I think we
had developed a mutual trust.

Families also controlled
other. In some instances,

access of

one family

was

be

information to each

member had the main

the source of infor-contact with the physician and was then
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mation. The degree to which this person chose to protect

others from the "news" effected the information avaiLable to

other family members. For example, in one particular family

there was a language barrier between the physícian and fami-

ly. The patient's husband understood more nnglish than the

patient; therefore, he was able to keep her from knowing her

diagnosis for the five years that she had leukemia.

Husband - Dr.X" says straight "you have achronic
leukemia, it's not like the movies," he says. Just
like that. But it's very serious. That type of
disease, most of the time five years, maybe a lit-
Lle bít longer. It depends on how fast it go.
Ànyway, I says to the doctor, "it's possible to
hide from her?" He saíd "No, I have to tell her,"
Anyway my wife has the problem to not understand
very weII the language. vühich was just perfect for
me. Because I give you my reasons. Now some Greek,
it is a Greek philosophy to hide to the patient,
they are not strong enough as they are 100%, it is
hard for the personality. So I hide from her.

There was a cultural belief ín this family that the pa-

tient should be protected from the knowledge of her disease,

For this family the decision to not tell the pat.ient the di-
agnosis was seen as the right one"

The extent to whíeh families knew the faets aboub the pa-

tient's terminal illness depended to a large extent on their
ability to ask questions and whether or not they knew what

questions to ask. In some situations, the fact that families

did not ask questions ]eft them very uRa$rare of what to ex-

peet and they felt guilty later that they had not known whaÈ

v¡as going on.

Daughter
are both
tions,

j ust
but

And I don't know if my father and I
too quiet and don't ask enough ques-

we were not a!{are that. she would
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that the cancer vras that bad that she would die.
Right to the end we didn't know that, because, it
ïJas a shock.

In other instances, families Ì{ere very assertive and

clear about the questions they had and the answers they

sought. For example, one patient had lost her ability to

speak. she would write down her questions for the doctor and

the patient's husband wourd deriver the rist of questions

and concerns to the doctor before her appointment with him.

Then, when she aÈtended the appointmenL he was prepared to
ansvrer her questions and all participants felt satisfied
with the interaction and the use of time.

Tn summary, the control and access of information was an

interactional process that involved the communication skilIs
and motives of those invorved. The process was not described

as always clear and smooth and there were a number of ways

in which Lhe movement of information could be affected.

5.5 THE "@g"OF
The information

pants varied in the

families about the

which these f acts v¡ere

given in a direct, "cut

Husband- Everybody
ginning. Dr.X. ,
good man. He told
cooking, you know,

TNFORMATION

that was communicated between partici-
kinds of facts that vrere

terminal care situat,ion and

available to
the ways in

was sometimes

be-
sa
was

and dried" v¡ay that permitted clari-
present,ed. Information

knew what she had from the
he tells it like it is. He'
us, her too. We knew what
how bad it was.

ty for families as to whaL v¡as happening"
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In other situatíons, families described a number of more

subtle ways in which they were told about the diagnosis or

the severity of the disease. These same families said that

they did not know that t,he patient's condition was that

critical.
Ðaughter- Dr.X" came in and he told us why, like
they could put a tube down and suction? Suction
it, because she couldn't clear it anymore, the
fluid in her lungs. And he said there should be no
problem, they could clear it out. And the second
time they told us to leave and she died.

This incídent demonstrated

soothing or gentle could be so

understand what rvas actually
words such as "stabilíze" or

cancer", or the fact that

try", âs ambiguous statements

false hope. One such instance

year old woman who had breast

sís:

how information intended to be

vague that the family did not

occurring. Families described

phrases such as "slow down the

"Èhere were things they could

that gave them hope, sometimes

occurred with a thírty- seven

cancer and extensive metasta-

Husband - I went, down there and spent a few hours
with her as she went through two or three of these
seízures. I had never seen a person seizure be-
fore. And they were quite severe. But then thaÈ
Ied to more braín scans and things like that and
radíation on her head" And she was starting to
lose her hair and then she got confused again"
Ànd at that point it, was about the last week when
Dr"X" had to be away and he had really said at
that point that there vras not.hing more that he
e ould do. l{e could just, hope and wait that she
could settle down and stabilize for awhile, even
in the condition she was in before they could do
anythíng else, Some of the other resident doctors
were trying to tell me that there was no hope.
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The patient died a week later and the husband recarred
how he herd on to Dr.x.'s words at the time, wanting to be-

lieve that there was stirr hope of recovery or at least more

time with the patient. when the patient did die he described

it as a "shock".

Information could arso be given in technicar medical ran-
guage that had little meaning for the family. Families wourd

often not question the information given because they did
not really understand what had been said to them. As a re-
surt, clarification of facts through a two-way diarogue did
not occur. Families wourd go home hoping to find out from

another source what the health care provider meant.

Husband - Our doctor didn't say anything. Just, ,'I
want -you to go and see Dr.X. at the oncologyunit." So that's the first time we heard of that,
we didn't even know what oncology meant at that
t ime. 9le f ound out later on.

The specificity of information given varied. some infor-
mation involved descriptions of the diagnosis, the prognosis

and availability of treatment. This information vras given

usualry by physicians. other types of information included
vtays to care f or the patient, how to obtain home care, the

interpretations of symptoms, and expected side effects of
drugs and treatments. This type of information generarry

came from nurses and friends and reratives in the patient's
support network. Tt was often this detailed type of informa-
tion that r{as described as important to the f amil-ies' abiri-
ty to cope and the day -by-day physical and psychorogicar.

comfort of the patient"
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Husband - You see $¡e had these charts on the wall
and the VON, she used Lo corne every day and check.
And the charts of the medication she had to take
were on the waIl, and i f Lhere vtas something sle
couldn't handl-e vle phoned the VON and she'd come
right away.

The family described this detailed type of information

and guidance as helpful to the daily care of the patient.

Thi s type of inf ormat ion Ì¡¡as espec iatly usef ul when the pa-

tient was cared for in the home. However, the information

available to these familes ranged from detailed advice about

care to general vague

Èion.

comments about the patient's condi-

5.6 SUMMARY

The information exchange that occurred in the terminal

illness process vras described as central to participation in

decision making and affected who controlled decisions. Those

with more information were seen as having more povrer over

the plans and choices made. There vrere a number of sources

of information identified and participants used approaches

to attempt to access facts. The success that families expe-

rienced in obtaining information was described in relation

to the quality of interaction between health care providers

and themselves. The quantity of information available was

often stated as inadequate. AIso, the form in which informa-

tion was given to families vras important and was most useful

when it was specifíc, unambiguous and thorough.
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5.7 THE MEANING OF THE STTUATION

one category of responses that emerged in the research

v¡as the meaning of the situation as perceived by famiries.
This theme was identified as the famiries' interpretations
of the information and experiences. The interpretations re-
sulted from a synthesis and understanoing of the facts, the

significance they praced on the information, and previous

rerated experiences. one element that fell into this theme

and contributed to the meaning of Èhe situation for families
$¡as their own definition of health, ilrness and disease ra-
bels. These personal definitions vrere centrar to their be-

liefs about health and iIIness.

5.7.1 Definitions of Health and IIlness
The definiLions of health and irlness were the character-

istics and boundaries that families used to classify a per-
son's state of well -being or disease. A common Ì,ray that
hearth and illness were described vrere in terms of the ac-
tivity level of the patient and their abirity to function in
their normal rores. For example, one patient had had a rump

in her breast for ten years and she refused to seek medicar

attention. Her family described her as very "healthy" during
those ten years:

Husband - Oh, she was in such good health.
Daughter - She never, brigtrt and early in themorning, never see her sit there and not feel
good. Everyday she'd be on the go. Ànd she'd walk
for miles. She'd walk down and ùake the bus. To me
she didn't seem sick. She seemed very healthy,
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Families also responded to disease symptoms from their
ovrn personal def initions of healt.h and i 1lness. Âs a result,
symptoms h'ere often ignored and medical attention was de-

layed. One component of illness for familíes that related to
whether or not symptoms were seen as serious or illness-re-
Iated was the extent of

patients experienced no

present. In situations where

a decision to seek interven-

pa 1n

pain,

tion vras often delayed.

I- There vras a period of time where there
about a month's delay before you went to the
tor in the first plaee. What was happening
Were you thinking it's nothing, or. . ,

was
doc-

then?

Husband - we discovered it oRe night and went to
sleep and got up the next day and neither one of
us remembered" Then it s¡as about ten days later
when we rediscovered the lump and said "Oh ya, wê
forgot about that", and then it went about another
week when I finally said uDid you make an appoint-
ment with the doctor to see about that lump?" So
that's how ít went. It was a matter of us knowing
it was there and never becoming coRcerned about
it. It wasn't being pushed aside purposely or any-
t.hing " else " I t was just something, you know,
there was no pain, Mary couldn't tell it was there
in any other wây, excepL when T found it - it
wasn't a conscious decision not to go and see the
doct,or. I t ïras just f orgotten, Had it been pain-
ful at all, she'd have gone right away.

In other cases, pâtients would sometimes tolerate incon-

a lengthy timevenience due to symptoms or discornfort over

period before decíding that they v¡ere unhealthy and should

seek medical care "

Daughter- They took scans and then they saw with
the bone scan, it had infíItrated everywhere and
the source was the prostate, whicir, even at the
cancer Ínsitute they told us that it probably
could have been avoided. He probably had the can-
cer for many many years"

T- Ànd he never had any symptoms?
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D- Never any symptorns, welI, maybe he did have
trouble urinating oF, well he used to run to uri-
nate every hour, half hour, but he never com-
pla i ned.

Decisions to seek medical help came usually when, accord-

ing to the families' criteria the patient was i1I. This of-
! Lt- 

- 
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altered. In a number of cases, the patient's bowel function
had become obstructed and hospitalization was necessary.

Symptoms such as extensive weight loss, uterine bleeding,

detected lumps, pêrsistent coughs, and urinary frequency

were not identified as deviations from health and cause for
medical attent,ion. Therefore, the significance of the pa-

tient's and family's definitions of health and illness were

centraL to health care treatment and decisions.

5 "7 .2 React i ons to Facts and Events

Families' responses to informatíon and events in the ter-
minal care experience varied according to their interpreta-
tions of the facts. Often information would be given to
families and the meaning they would attach ro the fact wouLd

be inaccurate. This Ì{as the case in one family when the pa-

tient and spouse were told the findings of the surgery.

Husband It vras about a f ive day wait bef ore we
got the actual words from the surgeon as to what
the actual biopsy was. He said, "fortunately all
the nodes that he'd removed, everyone of them was
infected. "



"the cancer had spread throughout the system".

The family also reacted to and made meaning

ment,s and reactions of others" In one situation

The family inLerpreted this
thinking that the cancer had aIl
the surgeon had also said that

year old patient and spouse had gone

and related the following exchange:

Husband - I remember Barbara
to the family doctor and she
there were already lumps around
I remember being with her and
her and he just sort of shook
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informat.ion as "good news"

been removed, when ín fact

visually he could see that

out of com-

the forty-
physic ian

n
Y]
ou're so young." Right away,
tuation is.

t.o see the

went back next week
pointed out that
the neck area and

the G.P. looked at
his head and said
you know what the

s

The

othe r s

to the

"turning points" or

to the interpretations and responses of

family's interpretations and reactions

Families also aÈtached great meaning to

event,s in the illness episode that

prompted their awareness of the seriousness of the patient's
condition. For example, one family remembered being told the

patient had "three days Lo Live". This prompLed a number of

decisions relat.ed to funeral arrangements and notification
of family members.

sensitivity
affected the

situation.

Husband
in Èhe hos
to live an
ín then, s

The reasons

líve" were not

why the patient

Ànd then, the last Christmas
pital and t.hey only gave her
d she lived a year" But we ha
he came right back.

vrhy the patient was given

c lear t.o the f ami ly . The i r

lived a year after that time

we had her
three days

d everybody

"three days to
understanding of

was also ineom-
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p1ete. However, the statement that was made to them was a

turning point for the family in reeognizing the severity of

the patient's illness and gave them some preparation for her

eventual death.

The reactions to events afso included responses to knowl-
,.-l-- ^E !L^ l-: ^--^-i - 

r 
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in hearing the diagnosis and prognosis. Reactions included

disbelief and words such as "unreal" and "tragedy". These

responses often included descriptions of the incongruence

between the patient's healthy state of being and their per-

sonal characteristics.
Daughter - Dad vras working, he was a1ert, had a
business up until last Christmas time. He vras run-
ning a business and he was actually doing physícal
labour at eíghty-five. I mean he was an amazing
person, this vras a tremendous shock.

The shock and disbelief that families described at the

early stages of the disease when they learned of the diagno-

sis coincided with a passive decision making role for the

family at this point. Later they became more active, but

initially were carried along with the plans and treatment

t.hat Èhe doctor usually initialed. One surviving spouse re-

called his wife's reaction to the diagnosis:

Husband She didn't say much until Robert left.
Then she went hysterical for about five minutes.
She said, "I don't want to die - what can I do?"
She was going sort of mad, Iike she wanted to tear
everything apart. BuÈ then she calmed down.

The reactions to the disease were

that

very important

information

aspects

could beof the experience. It was noted



heard, frisunderstood, or not heard.

stage of the disease seemed to be a

time when significant int.erpretations

red.
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The early díagnostic

particularly crucial
of information occur-

5.7,3 Identif ication of the Situation as Terminal

The meaning of the terminal care experience was especial-

}y evident at the point when the family labelled the disease

and the prognosis of the disease as incurable. Knowledge of

the disease itself or the diagnosis !'¡as not synonymous with

an incurable prognosis. The way in which this information

was given to the family varied. In some cases this message

was given very indirectly. At other times it was given re-

peatedly in different forms or in a forthright and clear

way. The time at which families labelled the patient's dis-

ease course as terrninal did not always coincide with the de-

livery of that message by health care providers" However,

the more directly the message was given, the more clearly

families themselves applied the label of terminally i11 to

the patient.

Daughter- To myself I realized that she !{as going
to die, and I asked the doctor and he said they
can't, they can't give or put a time limit on any-
body's tife. WeIt I didn't wanL a time limit. I
just wanted him to say to me "Your mother is not
well" She isn you know, she is not going to get
better. "

The definition of the situation as terminal did noL aI*
family members " Oftenways occur at the same time for all
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finality of the

of the situation
view of the ap-

cancer. One surviving daughter stated:
dl-- 

- 
LL^---L! 

-l- - - ! - -Ðrre ilever L¡r()ugrrr sne was golng Eo ct1g, sne nao
so much hope and the last week or two she vras
sl ipping in and out of consc iousness. At onepoint, yês as a matter-of-fact, at one point she
said_"1'm dying." We said, "Oh come on l,fa, you're
not dying." She said, "No, f'm dying and I want a
graveside service." So I sort of remembered that,
but I thought she's going to get better, she's notdying. In a year or two but not now. And she al-
Iays said, "with cancer you don't die so fast, you
have to struggle. You suffer and st.ruggle foi a
long time. "

Families also observed the

providers and made

by the families'
that they believed people lived

attitudes and approaches of

interpretations of the seri-

with their definition of care

they might not labe1 the situ-

ousness the patient's condition. I f the behaviors they

observed vrere not consistent
for a terminally i11 person,

aLion as hopeless.

Daughter - To me, in my mind
Iooked after her, they pushed us
after her , I remember that's
then and I have novr. Not that I
to die, but the... and that's an
didn't thínk anything v¡as too se
special attention to her. Just
You know, you feel that, I alwa
somebody was going to die, the
sây, you know give her a little
Y
I
i
t

, it's like they
aside, we'lI look

the feeling I had
knew she was going
other reason why I
riously wrong, Do

another patienÈ.
v
d
s thought that if
octor would maybe
more attention or

ou know, treat her special. But there was noth-ng. Just go to the hospital, doctors would come
n and look at her, they'd say "things are good
oday, things are looking good."
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The family's understanding about whether the patient vras

considered curable or not depended on the meaning families

gave to the medieal treatment interventions" In some cases

the interventions for palliative purposes aecording to

the physicians, families interpreted these aggressive

vrere

buL

treatment efforts as indicators of hope for recovery. For

example, one forty-year old woman had been told that the

bowel cancer had metastasized throughout the abdomen and had

spread to the neck, l1zmph glands and spine. She vras advised

that no chemotherapy was available to her, Her surviving

spouse descríbed the aggressive approach to treatment:

Husband - They didn't know what they could do for
her. The decision v¡as mainly our's and her's that
we Èry the chemotherapy. Then it ended up that the
5FU wasn't working and the doctor recommended t.ry-
ing this experimental drug. And at that time, what
he said is that we haven't run out of things that
we cån try. It almost looked like there were sev-
eral things that he could do, try this, try that,
and maybe eventually we'd hit on something. And
since she didn't have difficulty at all with the
5FU treatment, we fígured, okay let's go ahead and
reaIly purge this thing.

The labelling of this situation as incurable díd not oc-

cur. When the patient did die at home in the night, âD ambu-

lance was called and cardiac resuscitation was attempted for

forty-five minutes. The family described these decisions and

Lhe aggressive care the patient received as excellent.

In contrast, families would attach the labeI "incurableo'

to the disease at the time of the díagnosis" This was usual-

ly a resulL of the informatíon given by the physicían at the

time of diagnosis" In some cases, the labe] of the situation
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as "incurable" was assigned prematurely by patient and/or

family. rn one ease, the patient berieved that cancer auto-
matically meant death. she delayed intervention for a number

of years because she thought that there vras no possibility
of treating her condition.

ñ--.:l:-- -a-^ -1-- -tlrdnlrrres ars() oescrlDeo E,ne J.aDelrrng ot Lne dlsease as

incurabre as a result of their observations of the patient's
symptoms. They sometimes stated the knowredge as "they just
knew", and did not need to be tord specifically by anyone.

For example, ân elderly surviving spouse said that the doc-

tor arways told her that her husband had emphysema, but she

berieved "it must have turned to cancer". she stated, "for
myself, I could see him going down, you know, he wasn't as

good. I knew he was terminal and the doctor, I guess he knew

Èhat he was finished."
The definition of the disease as terminal by families was

a very significant part of their experience. This interpre-
tation of information affected decisions and interactions
between family members. This theme identified the difference
between information and understanding or knowredge of the

situat ion.

5.7 .4 Hope

The fourth property that was identified within this cat-
egory was the notion of hope. Hope referred to the expecta-
tions or anticipations by the family and patient of what
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would happen in the situation, In some inst,ances, hope was

described in terms of the expectations for more time with

the patient, or wishes for a delay in the illness process"

The wish for more time often resulted in an aggressive ap-

proach to treatment. rhis was true in cases where the pa-

tienL was seen by families and health care providers as

young.

Husband - I thought r.¡e could go alot longer, until
about the last week. I had not given up hope un-
ti] the last week, That was kind of it for me. I
felt you know, at least v¡e can get it to stabilize
where it is, and maybe there's some hope of, if we
hang on a month, then maybe we can hang on two
months, three months. . ,

1n some families, the hopefulness they held onto

phys ical
affected

dete r i o-their awareness of symptoms that indicated

ration of the patient:

Husband - hfhat happened was I could see a
deterioration and on the other hand was
hopeful that this was just because of the
tion.

marked
srill

radia-

One family Èook the patient to a cliníc in Texas that

utilized an uneonventional form of treatmenb : a drug made

from urine that vras injected into a vein in the patient's

neck. The patient lras eíghty years old and was diagnosed as

having pancreatic cancer that had infiltrated the 1iver,

stomach and lungs. The reason for seeking alternative treat-
ment vras because the traditional medical practitíoners had

offered "no hope." In contrast, the hope t,hat the unconven-

tional treatment offered was described repeatedly:

I- So then when you went to Texas and she was get-
ting this treatment how was it then for her?
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Daughter - She lived in hope. Her appetite
returned at that time, which was quite amazing and
she was hopef ul and we lrere hopef ul. And we saw
the last two weeks there was no hope because she
started to, jus a total breakdown of everything.
Bu! up to then, he promised her nothing and he
said I've been successful with one person-Iike you
and he's more successful with lung cancer but I'mtold any type of therapy is more successful with
lung cancer. He gave her hope though and this vras
.ia*açs^^! T ¡^^1 ,.^-l^-r..1 L---.! -- --r ----L¿¡¡lyvr Lcrrr L . ¿ !sE¿ u,vl¡ust ! Ltl_ rrdv J.Itg ule L 5uu¡t a per-
son.

Hope vras important in helping patients and families cope

with different stages of the patient's il]ness. At the be-

ginning of the disease process famiries tarked of their
hopes for recovery, and hopes that things would not be as

serious as they turned out. For exarnple, one widower stated
that at the beginning "there was hope that it wasn't going

to be as bad as it was". These feelings were expressed be-

fore the patientrs surgery had been performed, and before

the family knew the definitive diagnosis. The patient, a

forty year old woman died ten months later.
In some instances, hope of recovery or remission left

survivors unprepared for the death of the patient. For exam-

pre, a thirty-seven year ord woman with metastasized cancer

of the coron underwent a very aggressive chemotherapy and

radiation program even though her prognosis had been very

unfavorable. The family interpreted these efforts as hope

for recovery and were shocked when she died.

Another example of the presence of hope occurred in a

family where the husband kept the diagnosis from his wife
for the entire course of the disease" He deseribed his hope



for

the

a cure as a sustaining belief that

lonliness of his knowledge:

Husband - Now the reason I hid
could collapse fast or she cou
years. But I was hoping already I '
ious, but in this case maybe, eh?
well if I talk then she collapse,
talk, maybe we never find somethin
vras hoping. The doctors say f ine
aIl medical reports in magazines,
if something is found vre wiIl f
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helped him cope with

e because
]d go fo
m not too
And then
but if

g to cure
.Iwas
MacIeans,
ind out.

, she
r many
rel i g-
I says

T don't
.Butï
readi ng

Time,
So íf

there is a cure you'1I know" First Èime I thought
ree got five years, $¡e got plenty of time to find
something. There's always hope" The doctors they
make big progress in every respect.

Families also said that they would often

patient,to proceed with treatment for which

expectation of recovery because it was the

offered hope.

I- And so if you make the
you still go ahead with the

decision again, would
chemotherapy?

the only means they've

decide, with the

there was little
only thing that.

an ac-

families

Husband - Oh yes. That's
got. What can you do?

Participation in experimental tríaIs represented

tive approach to the disease and gave patienLs and

hope and a feeling that they were fighting back:

Husband - At her next appointment the doctor said
that there isn't a drug that is effective for this
part,icular variety of cancer. There ís one drug
that has been in use for about twenty years or so,
It's SFU and it isn'L very successful on it at all
but it doesn't really have much in the way of tox-
ic side effects and he did say that he had two pa-
tients ín some ten year span that did seem to re-
spond to this drug. He said Lhere was no harm in
trying that anyway. The doetor hras working in
conjuction with another fellow who actually spe-
cialized in that variety of caneer. We felL that
at least !{e had the best doctors available, Any-
thing that $¡as going on we'd know about. And they
were actively doing research in this area.
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For some families the notion of hope was described more

desparately with a wil]ingness to "try anything" or "grasp

at any possible treatment". A surviving daughLer described

the family's willingness to try anything when her mother vras

given no hope and they "couldn't accept the fact that she

l--l !^ -i r l^--- --l l: - lll¡drJ LL, ÞJ, L (J(,W¡l cf Il(J L¡Ig.

Daughter I "I want to try anything," she'd say.
John (son) would say "this is the place." Ànd she
would sây, "anything, yes I want to go". In fact,
when she found out she had cancer right at the be-
ginning of April, they had to move out of the
house, hy brother said to her, at this point we
thought we should take her to Texas, but he heard
of another doctor, Dr.R. He gives you a diet and
he's cured everybody, arthritis, rheumatism and I
don't know about cancer. WeII, John wanted her to
go on this diet, it was only eating vegetables, no
protein. My mother was willing to try that. About
a week later John came and said, "you know, you've
been on this diet for a week, you're losing a lot
of weight, but you vlere supposed to lose weight
and rid your body of the cancer." This was this
man's theory, which was really so crazy when you
think of it. We were trying anything we could
think of.

The daughter described her brother's hope for the diet
and the family's need to believe in some type of treatment:

Daughter- He hoped maybe the
writing was on the wall, he
1iver, the lungs and probabl
t.hough the ultrasound didn't
doctor said it probably was.

diet, he knew the
knew once it's in the
y the pancreas. A1-
indicate so. But the

I- Did he really believe in this or was he then
Iooking at it for the hope factor?

D- f,Ie all started, wê read his book and we started
to believe in it. But then afterwards, vre saw it
vras r idicul-ous. I guess the diet , wê bel ieved in
it, we $¡ere hoping, vre were trying anything.

I- Really grasping at that point?

D- Grasping, yes.
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It was evident that hope Ì,ras very much apart of the

meaning families gave to the terminal care experience. Hope

v¡as described in relation to how information was perceivedi

how treatment and the illness process were viewed and the

kinds of expectations families he1d.

5.8 SUMMARY

In summary, the category identified as "the meaning of

the situation" was the framework within which many other de-

cisions were made. The theme involved a further step than

símply obtaining or noÈ obtaining information. This category

differentiated between information and knowledge. Knowledge

involved the families'interpretations and synthesis of

facts, observations and prior experiences. Their definitions
of health and illness affected decisions about when to seek

treatment and their knowledge of the severity of the dis-
ease " There were also examples of t,he di f f erent vrays f ami -

lies responded to and interpreted facts, The elarity of

presentation of information was identified as significant to

the potential confusion of families' interpretations.
A third issue emerged separate from the families' knowl-

edge of the diagnosis. This was the families' label of the

disease as incurable. The time at which this label was giv-

en vras not the same f or all participants. As a result, in:

teraetions between participants were affected.



The last concept that was present in this theme

notion of hope. The hope hetd by families affected
that information vras heard and the meaning that
gave to the terminal care experience.
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Chapter VI

THE FINDINGS - PATTERNS ÀND CHARACTERTSTICS OF
FAMILY INTERACTION

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The stuCy indicated that there were identifiable tenden-

cies of behavior between individuals as they interacted

about choíees made in the terminal care situation. These

r¡rere labelled patLerns of family decision interaction and

were evident in three \{ays: (a) one-person decision making

patterns, (b) joint decision making patterns, and (c) myste-

rious or unknown decision making patterns.

Characteristics of these patterns were al"so noted. These

were the qualities of the behavior between individuals as

they made decisions" Four charaeteristics were defined: (a)

decísion makíng conflict, (b) interactions of indeeision,
(c) fortuitous decísions makíng, and (d) planned or organ-

ized decísion making" The ways that the characteristics of

interaction occurred with the different patterns of interac-

tion varíed, and one could not predict the association be-

tween the two"

102
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6.2 PATTERNS

6.2.I One-Person pecision Makir¡g Pattern

This pattern refers to the tendency of the decision mak-

ing to rely on one person in the family. In some instances,

the decision maker was the patient and the family respected
L: ^ l^^- --i ^L^- --r r^-: -r ^-- ñr¡¡¡u (Jr rrer wts¡-¡es ar-ro qecrsLons. 'i'r.-rer-e wcrc nlany examples

also of the patient's control in decision making, especially
the decision of where the patient would die. The family gen-

erally accepted the choice the patient made even though they

often had anxieties about managing the patient's death at
home.

I- So she died at home.

Husband- Yâ, she wanted it that vray. That's what
she wanted.

I- Ànd that's what you wanted too?

Husband - Well, it's what she wanted. It's not
what I wanted, but it's what she wanted.

In some families the one-person decision maker was a

strong family member, sometimes a son or daughter. In these

famiLies the decision maker vras actively invorved in obtain-
ing information, acting as the switchboard operator between

family and physician and was usually not the direct care-
giver. Families reLied on t.his person heaviIy and supported

this decision making pattern with 1ittIe conflict. This pat-

tern was not discussed as the form that decision making

would take. Rather, the stronger decision making person

would assume the role and the others became less active. A
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distinguishing characteristic of this pattern when it vtas

assumed by someone other than lhe patient, vras that the de-

cision maker protected the others, experienced the weight of

responsibility, and often controlled the information availa-

ble to others. For example, one spouse assumed a very strong

decision making role in the care and had frequent direct

contact with the physician. Together they decided that the

patient should go into hospital and stay in hospital. The

patient was not included in this decision and the spouse de-

scribed his intentions in keeping this decision from her:

I- What was your thinking at that poínt?

Husband - Just t,rying to keep everything as calm,
Iike in terms of not telling her?

I - Yes.

H- Just real1y to keep everything as calm and qui-
et as could be. And I didn't want to have Joan be
worrÍed about anything extra at that time. So I
just didn't f ee1 it vras necessary at that time to
tell her that she vras going in and staying in un-
til it gets better.

The interactive element of this patfern vras guite evi-

dent. In families where patients v¡ere more passive, a family

member usually took a stronger decision making role. In fam-

ilies where the patient vras more dominant, f amilies st,ood

back and complied with the patient's decisions. The way

this pattern developed was not discernable. It was not clear

whether the paÈient became passive in response to a more

dominant family member's control, or whether that persoR be-

came more controlling in response to the patient's depen-
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the interaetive quality of

6.2,2 Joint Decision Makinq Pattern
-^.!-r l^-J-.:^- 
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decision making that occurred in a collaborative form within
the family. This was a commonly described form of decision

making.

Husband - And we had both decided when the whole
situation started that as much as possible for as
long as possible we would try and -keep everything
as normal as possible. And especially when it came
to the kids. That would be our number one priority
regardless of what was happening to eitnei one ot
us, vras that we would try and make sure that t,heir
lives vrere as normal as possible. So that vras
something I felt we'd made jointly.

Many families described the !{ays they discussed informa-

tion and alternatives as they arrived at joint decisions

about treatments, daily care, and death related plans.

I- So the doctors and yourself and your wife were
aII participants in the decisions and she had alot
of final say.

Husband - That's right" Or she and I would discuss
ít between us, or my daughter would discuss it and
we'd decide what to do.

Familíes also Lalked of the kind of joint decision making

that occurred as a result of years of knowing each other,

These decisions were not as frequently discussed, and were

stated more in terms of understood preferences. In these

families, decisions vrere assumed rather than negotiated and
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of this pattern vras not

the pattern vras appar-
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there vras a calm assurance that individuals knew what each

other wanted. This s¡as particularly true of elderly couples

who experienced the üerminal illness of one partner. The

years of knowing each other allowed these families to pro-

ceed with many decisions without negotiation or discussion.

One widow remembers the way it vras decided that her husband

would die at home: "It was never reallv discussed, it was

just assumed that he would be here, and I never wanted to

change that. "
The awareness of the patient's preferences in decisions

vras apparent when the patient deteriorated physically and

decisions had to be made on his behalf. Even though they

were not discussed, the decisions represented a mutual un-

derstanding" For example, when decisions were made as to who

would be present when the patient died, families represented

the patient's wishes about this decision. One widow talked

of her knowledge of the patient's preferences about who

should be present on the day that he died: "Well, I know he

wouldn't have wanted the family to come realIy, and yet he

didn't want to say don't, I know he wasn't, well, he had a

great need for a sort of orderly day""

In some families, decision had been made jointly years

ago in preparation for the death of one or the other spouse"

In these situations, famílies were able to make decisions

quite easily because they knew what the patient's preferenc-

es were.
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I- Had your husband made any arrangements or
talked about how he wanted things to be after?
Wife- Yes, well we both had done that a long time
ago. We paid for our plots and funeral and every-
thing. When you're our age you think about thinþs
Iike that. Ànd we didn't know who would go firsÈ,
and to leave the other one with all that to do
wouldn't be very good.

i- It sounds like you had pianned things.
W- Yes. We were prepared and we wanted those
things arranged.

Another older couple had discussed decisions about crema-

tion after death. This represented a planned joint decision.
I- Had your wife made any of those plans herself?
Had you talked through those decisions?

Husband - }le hadn't made any plans but we said we
wanted to be cremated. Immediate cremation, so
that's what happened.

I- That vras a decision you two had made a long
time ago?

H- Yâ, v¡e said that a long time ago. We both said
we wanted to be cremated.

It appeared then, that joint decision making could be ei-
ther negotiated or understood. Families coll-aborated and

discussed alternatives and made numerous decisions using

thís pattern of interaction. The interaction between family
members in these situations v¡as described as supportive.

6.2,3 Mvsterious/Unknown Decision Makinq patterns

The patÈern identified in this category referred to
choices that occurred and affected the family when the fami-

Iy had no knowledge of the source of the decisíon. This pat-
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tern was evident when families described events as simply

"happening" and when questioned about who made t,hose deci-

sion they did not know. They generally supposed decisions

originated with physicians when they vrere unsure of the

source. This pattern of decision making interaction vras most

frequently seen when families rrere asked abour home care ar-
rangements.

Wife - The orderly came just a month before he
died, but the nurses had been coming here for over
a year 

"

I- Did Dr.X. arrange for the nurses to come?

Wife - I don't know" I guess so.

I- l{ho decided that it would be good to have an
orde r 1y ?

Wife - WeII I guess ít's Dr.X.

Often, the home visiting nurse would be described as be-

ing involved but famílies did not always recalI how they ac-

cessed this resource or who "sent the nurse". Their vague-

ness about how home care needs were assessed and how they

obtaíned home care help sometimes resulted in inadequate

services.

I- Did she have Home Care at that point?

Husband - No"

Síster - Not at this point.

Husband - We eventually did get home care, but noL
right at that time. The last ten days or so we
got home care.

Síster She certainly needed it then of course"
IL would have hrelped to have it sooner.

I- Who made the decision to have Home Care?
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Husband - WeII we had a visit from bhe V.O.N. and
I guess she assessed the situation and decided
that we needed ti.
I- Had VON been coming in from time to time?

Husband - They vrere supposed to have been. They
weren't coming very frequently at all.

one family described Lheir distress and confusion when

they found out that the patient was going to be sent home

from the hospital and was to be "taken off all treatment".
The lack of comnunication between family and physician left
the individuars wondering about the source of this decision

and the rationale behind it. The daughter stated: " I don't
know. It struck me at the time. What is going on? Have they

given up, or $ras it mother's decision or what?"

The mysterious or unknown decision making pattern was

ress common than the other two patterns of ínteraction. How-

ever, the effect of this pattern was described as signifi-
cant to the terminal care experience.

There r.rere occassional blends of decision making patterns
within the same famiry. sometimes decisions were made solely
by the spouse. For example, one widow recarred the decision
about where the patient would die: "we always reÈ him decide

what he wanted to do. The only thing I didn't agree with him

about is when he wanted to die at home. I didn't like
that. t'

The same spouse might be less active in the other deci-
sions and a different decision making pattern might be seen

in the same family. However, the decision making pattern
within the family was generalty quite constant.



6.3 CHARÀCTERISTTCS

6.3.1 Decision Makinq Conflict
Conflict in the decision making process referred to

greement in the family about the Èerminal care choices"

conflict v¡as evident in aIl three patterns of decision

ing interaction. In some cases, the decision making

strain when the definítion
unclear and communieation
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di sa-

Thí s

mak-

c ont rol
in con-

in one family,
present at the

in cont inued

of

be-

in

of the one-person decision making pattern resulted

flict and strain among families. For example,

the surviving spouse had decided who would be

time of the patient's death. This resulted

strain for the family.

Wife - I think that my daughter felt badly that
she wasn't here when X died, she had asked if she
could come and we knew that other members of the
family were going Èo be here and I didn't know how
I was going to deal with that, and she felt really
badly that she wasn't here. And BíI1's wife was
here, she $ras very f ond of X but she was af raid to
help; but Ellen felt she should have been here.

Familíes often experíenced

the situation as terminal v¡as

tween family members was sometímes resultedpoor. This

the patientdecisions about visiting that were conflict pro-

ducíng for families¡
Wife- You know I really felt bad. He said, "TelI
Louise to come and see me" (his sister). So I
said, "Okay, I'I1 phone." So I phoned to her. She
was too busy, too busy. Her husband, that's my
brother, he said, "go, you've got only one broth-
êr, that's all you've got in the wor1d." He said,
"Go, take the bus and go"" But she was too busy,
After he died she said, "I'm sorry i dídn't go and
see him"" l{e1l it's too }ate" I told her, it's too
late now"."



One family experienced disagreement

tient would die. The patient wanted to
spouse did not want that to occur:

over where

die at home

the

and
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pa-

the

Wife - He didn't want to go Lo the ho
wanted to die at home. I said it's too
if you die at home, it would be so much
if you, you know...

I- But he really wanted to.
W- Ya. But you never know what kind
they'1I put up when they die. This is
scared of. He was sti11 a strong man.

hespital,
hard on me
di f ferent ,

of a
what

fight
I was

I- It's alot to deal with by yourself . So
told hím you really didn't want that,
agree ?

when
did

you
he

W- Oh yes. What I said went.

conflict also occurred when decisions depended upon the

rength of time families expected the irrness to continue.
This factor affected their willingness to care for the pa-

tient and commit themselves to participate in the care.
Daughter - The
thought my father
sav¡ the magni f icen
he said, " there
hone. " But my Ðad
dopey, but he kept
going home?" And
should go home and
at home. My brot
thought that I wou
because my sister
up unLil then she
to remain in Winni
the whole load was

big decision was, my brother
should be in hospital when he

t care my dad was getting. Ànd
's no vray this could happen at
well at that point my Dad was so
on saying to Dr.X. "r.rhen am I

my sister wanted very badly he
be in his surroundings and die

her felt for everyone's sake, he
ld have to be very much involved
Sandra, which is true, because
didn't know if she even wanted

peg that whole time. So it was,
on my shoulders.

Families also experienced conflict over decisions to be

involved when responsibirities in other relationships were

affected. An example of this type of confrict was t,he mari-
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Lal strain that occurred because of the involvement of one

partner in the care of the patient.

Daughter- Atthough the apartment is a few blocks
av¡ay I had children here to take care of , although
they aren't babíes. Just to make sure that their
needs v¡ere met" Ànd my husband was not too suppor-
tive. He, I guess, well I guess when it's not
your own parents, and he also comes from a family
where there is absolutely no involvement, his
mother died when he was thirteen. He just didn't
understand. To him it was almost cÊaziness. So i
v¡as actually alone.

The conflíct related to decision making took many forms

and

the

Some

€Ft

occurred ín aIl patterns of interaction. The effeets of

conflict also continued after the death of the pat,ient.

families vrere not on good speaking terms with each oth-

one couple v¡as seeking marita] counselling and others

simply continued to feeI "strain" in relationships, The ex-

tent to which these conflicts vrere presenÈ before the termi-

nal- illness episode vras not described. It appeared though,

that the decision making process

within familíes.
brought forward many exam-

ples of conflict

6.3.2 Lnteractions of Indecision

This characteristic of decision making referred to dis-

cussions and considerations ín a family related to matters

that delayed a decision or resulted in no final choice. This

situation often oceurred when there was a joint decísion

making pat.tern in the family" Periods of indecision also

were evident when families felt limited in information and

understanding about the sítuaLion. This occurred again, when
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famiries did not know the time frame of the disease process

and were unsure of the severity of the terminar irlness. An

example of this type of indecision was when there v¡as dis-
cussion about the patient coming home to die. For example,

one surviving daughLer recalled her feelings when she lvas
!^11 L--- 

--¡l-torq r-¡er mOË.RCr v¡as comlRg nome E,O OIe¡

Daughter--Have t!çt -giyçn up or was it X's deci-
sion or what? I didn't like it, but then again, we
didn't know the time frame. Six months? A year?
Ten years? We didn't know. That was the thing that
bothered both Dad and t. They could have-given
us...well, maybe they don't know, I don't know.

I- So you were feeling kind of uncomfortable just
about all the unknowns, if you'd known what you
had to deal with you would have..

Husband - Probably handled it.

]- So if you knerv she was coming homein a month or so or six monthé, you
prepared yourself.

Daughter Yes, I could have taken that time offwork. Stuff like that which we hadn't prepared to
do.

Famiries arso experienced indecision when they ferÈ

caught between the known preferences of the patient and

their contrasting view of his needs. For example, one pa-

tient had particurarly sLated that he wanted to die at home"

The famiry accepted this decísion. However, later when his
condition became v¡orse and he lost consciousness, his
breathing was very rabored and the daughters believed he

needed oxygen. They did not know how to obtain oxygen quick-
Iy in the middre of the night without calring an amburance.

The wish to respect the patient's choice of where he wanted

to die with-
could have
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to die conflicted with their assessment of his comfort

needs. The interaction between family was one of anxiety and

indecision. There was then a delay in finally calling the

ambulance. In retrospect, the family did not like the way

the decision went, but did not know what else to do.

Interactions of indecision were not as frequent a charac-

teristic of family decision making as some of the others.

However, the effect of this type of decision vras often

stressful for families and unfavorable for the patient. Epi-

sodes of indec ision ï¡ere of ten described when the f amily !,tas

missing information with which to base a decision or when

they did not know how to operationalize the different op-

tions.

6,3.3 Fortuitous Decision Mêkinq

This type of decision making occurred when choices were

made within the family that were descríbed as lucky or hap-

pening by ehance. One example of this type of decision in-
Leraction $¡as when the patient b¡as taken home f rom the hos-

pital and died at home. This was preferrable to the family

and patíent, but they had not been prepared for the pa*

tíent's death when it occurred. Therefore, this choice had

not been made eonsciously.

Sister - Yes. It was lucky too that we'd brought
her home. She was getting depressed so vre asked if
she could go home, nobody suggested that she go
home" That was just two weeks before she died. I
felt we were lucky to have her home. She was going
to go home for a weekend and we decided because
she eouldn't have the treatment, she may as well
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stay at home and you can test the urine from home.
That was just a godsend. It just happened thaÈ
way. No one ever said, "if you want her at home
you better take her now or ulhatever r " there was
none of that.

Families also described actions taken and decisions to be

with the patient when they "felt" that something was wrong.

These dee i s ions were not iogicai pianned choices , bui r.rere

stated as an impulse or an intutitive sense that they should

be with the patient.

Daughter - And my Father and I went downstairs to
eat and we went and got a coffee and sat down and
said something's wrong and went ríght back up. And
she was in asphixiation.
Husband - She couldn't breathe. She had an ob-
struction in the throat.

The family could not explain why they had felt the urge

to reLurn to the patient, but were thankful that they had

responded to their intuition. This v¡as seen as a fortuitous
decision. These decisions vrere less common, but certainly
represented an important part of the terminat care experi-
ence for families and were remembered as "decision making

events tt .

6.3.4 Planned/Orqanized Decision Makinq

The choices made r+ithin a family that resutted frorn ar-
rangements and preparation v¡ere classified as planned or or-
ganized decision making. This type of decision making oc-

curred most freguently in a one-person decision making

pattern of family interaction. In these situations, one per-
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son v¡ould plan and direct decisions and arrangements. For

example, one spouse who became the decision maker made the

decisions related to Lhe terminal stage of the patient's

condition and the death related decisions. His knowledge of

the patient's impending death allowed organized decisions.

Husband- It was her last day. And I knew because I
vras f ollowing her so close. As a matter of f act,
around six o'clock, now you were asking me if a
priest !{as involved. The priest used to come. But
that night I told the kids I'm going to go get the
priest. They looked at me as if I didn't know what
was happening. So I wenL to get the priest. He
came at seven and left at eight. Àt half-past nine
she was gone"

The time element also was relevant to the families' abil-
ity to make planned and organized decisions. In instances

where decisions had to be made quickly, families were more

stressed and relied more on physicians for those decisions.

In decision making processes r+here families had time to pre-

pare and plan their choices, more organization took place.

The organization around the decision making process Í{as

described more posítively by families than the chaotic type

of pressured deeision making that families experienced when

they had 1i ttle t ime to cons ider alternat íves. I t v¡as no-

ticeable that when a family had the same decision to make a

second time, the organization and clarity of that decision

nas much more evident. For example, one family experíenced

the death of both their parents due to eancer within six

months of each other. Tn the first instance, the family de-

cíded in favour of heroic resuscitation procedures" They re-
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inappropriate after-
wards. The daughter stated:

Ðaughter - And it was terrible because my mother
vras unconscious when she went there and then she
became conscious suddenly and was yelling, uI'm
dying, 9et me out of here". And they treãted her
Iike, w€ couldn't believe it, what went on. And we
wanted to avoid this with my father.

Later the daughter said her sister made the decision to
not have the health care providers use heroic resuscitation

sister saídprocedures with her father when he died: "My

they had asked if they should take any measures, heroic

measures. And she said, Do, and they said that that was a

good decision."
The importance of having information rel-ated to the deci-

sion v¡as then part of an organized decision making experi-
ence for the family. Families also needed to be able to in-
terpret the inf ormat ion accurateJ.y and had to have some t ime

to make the decision as well, if planned decisions v¡ere to

occur.

6.4 SUMMARY

In summary, three patLerns of behavior were identified
between individuals as they made terminal care decisions.
These patterns were either decisions controlled by one per-

son, or were joint decisions by a number of family members.

The third pattern of decision making involved situtaLions in
which the decision maker !,ras unknown. These patterns could

result in confl-ict within the family or in delays in fínaI
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decisions. The interactions in rel-ation to decisions varied

in terms of organization and planning. The quality of the

interactions about decisions and the decision outcomes were

related to the relevant information available to individu-

als, the meaning that different family members made out of

the facts and their observations and the communication be-

tween participants. There vras a type of decision making Lhat

vlas experienced by families as fortuitous or fated deci-

sions. whíle these were more infreguent types of decisions,

they were ciLed as important by families.



Chapter VI I

THE FINÐTNGS - PLANNING FOR DEATH

7.I TNTRODUCTION

Families identified the death experience and the related

decisions as a very important part of the terminal care pro-

cess. The extent of organization and preparation that fami-

lies had prior to the death of the patient was part of the

experience families described. The actual death of the pa-

tient could be peaceful or disruptive. The timing of the pa-

tient's death vras also described as affecting the families'
preparation for death. The death could occur anywhere along

the illness trajectory. The extent to which this timing vras

expected marked the experience for families. The death

scene itself was a vivid part of the families' memories and

included the decisions and participants involved. One par-

ticularly significant decision in this stage of the experi-
ence !{as defined as the "where to die" decision. The aware-

ness of the patient's impending death influenced the extenL

of preparation that families had. AIso, there vrere a group

of decisions described as death-related decisions that had

to be made at the time of death of the patient. These

aspects together created the vray in whích families planned

for the death of the palient as wetl as the death experience

they remembered.

119
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7.2 PEACEFUL VERSUS DISRUPTIVE DEATH

An important part of the experience described by families

v¡as the way in which the patient died. This included the

family's perceptions of the patienL's suffering at the end,

the speed of death and the maintenance of the patient's díg-

nity in the Last stages of dying and death. These memories

could be summarized as representing either a peaceful death

for the patient or a disruptive death.

Some patients experienced a calm death whereby they grad-

ually lost consciousness and "slipped away". These experi-

ences were Lhe ]east stressful for families and families sar¡¡

these deaths as a gentle release from suffering. The ease of

this type of death was expressed with phrases such as "she

just went peaeefulIy in her sleep", or "he just l-ooked like
he was sleeping", For these families, the patient's death

was not seen as painful or uncomfortable, they expecled the

patient's death when it occurred, and the death did not de-

crease the patient,'s dignity"
In other instances the experience was very different.

Families described in great detail the ways in which the pa-

tient died. Many remained emotionally upset aboul the loss

of dignity and suffering that the patient experienced" These

memories were held by the family with pain and often guilt
t.hat they could not have prevented sueh a diffícult death"

One family recalls the patienÈ's death with mueh regret,

They had made a deeision to have the doctors attempt resus-

citation procedures on the patient,
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Daughter- The big shocks that you have to get away
f rom the bed. And she had oxygen on. It vras awf uI,
awful to see that. Ànd they wouldn't let us go
into the room. f don't know what they were doiñg
and we should have been there. She wasn't uncon-
scious at that time and when we finally went into
the room she was screaming for us and she saw us
and she started to scream "get me out of here, f'm
dying and I don't want to be here" - and very Luc-
c id.

The guilt experienced by the family related to this deci-
sion was described:

I- You made the
sive treatment,
a f te rwa rd?

decision to go ahead wi
to resuscita[e, how di

th aggres-
d you feel

Daughter- WeI1, my brother felt terrible. I wasjust in a state of shock, I couldn't believe she
$ras dead, 'cause to me she looked like, you know,
she was sleeping. And he said that from what he's
read, people when they reach the last stages are
quite peaceful. And then just to look at those
shocks they administered to her were just terri-
ble. He stilI can't forgeL that.

The farnily was not prepared for the patient's death. They

described it as a "shock" and said later that they did not

understand what was happening when they made the decision to
proceed with resuscitation procedures. When the patient's
condition worsened Lhe family caIled the physician and re-
called the following exchange:

Daughter - He said "you have your choice, do
want your mother to go to the hospital or stay
home?" Well I t,hought, what kind of a question
he asking rne? Of course, the hospital. But he
telling me that your mother's dying.

you
at
is

}¡a s

I- He lras saying do you want to go to the hospital
to die and you thought to go for care?

Daughter That's right. And he said,
should die do you want us to take what do
these, radicaÌ treatments, with shocks an
thing?r' I said, "of course!" I got off t

"if she
ou call
every-

v
d
he phone
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and my brother David v¡as there at the time.
said, "he's asking me some stupid question if
want to stay at home with Ma."

ï
we

I- You
t ime?

didn't know what you !{ere deciding at that

D- No,no,no! They asked me this on the phone, do
you want these aggressive measures, I said "of
course!" Like I said to my brother "what is he
asking, she should stay home or go to the hospi-
tal?"

The lack of understanding about the decision made r^¡as af-
fected by the fact that the family had not defined the pa-

tient as dyíng. Their belíefs about the length of time that

a person should survive with cancer influenced their aware-

ness of their mother's impending death. The family believed

that patients did not die quickly from cancer" They expected

a long illness with remissions and exacerbations, For them,

deaLh came too soon along Lhe i]lness trajectory.
In another situation the way in which the person died was

described as very hard for the family, as they felt the pa-

tient's dignity was lost" The family had called an ambulance

and Lhey remember the ehaos and eonflict at the time of the

patient's death.

Daughter We were crying. And they }ifted him
from the bed and he died instantly. They threw him
in the wheelchair. They forced him ín the chair,
and we started to shriek and they said "shut-up
and get out of my way"" And of course, you just
saw him, first of all, he didn't look, the last
breath came out of him and then, with the wheel-
cha i r Èhey took the oxygen and t,hrew i L oR hi s
leg. We couldn't believe it" So they took him down
the el-evator in the wheelchair" He was dead! He
was dead! And then t,hey put him on the stretcher
and bhey just threw t,he. box on his leg, you know
the oxygen box I guess it is. And they were
screaming at us"
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Some of the chaos resulted from things that the family

had no control over. For example, the ambulance stretcher
did not fit into the eLevator, therefore, the ambulance at-
tendants used a wheelchair to carry out the dead patient.
The family also experienced guilt because the patient had

l.: ^ Ã! 1^^-^ mL^ t^-.: I -!^J !^ ^LL-: -\,.as clt- ¡rvu¡E:. r¡¡E J-cr¡ttrJ-J vúcl¡tLe(J L9 9uLdtr¡ (J.ttygE:¡¡ L(J'-'^*l^l !awq¡¡ Lg\r Lv

ease the

oxygen, so they called an ambulance. That decision resulted

in an irreversible trip to the hopsital. The interpersonal

conflict in this situation was perhaps the most controllable
element.The surviving daughter stated:

I said, "could you come and bring some oxygen,
there's somebody dying here. Could you bring some
oxygen to ease his dying." They said to me "Iady,you're crazy, íf we come vre take him to the hospi-
tal. How do you know he's dying?" So I explained
he had terminal cancer and this is just the last
stages of it. "No," they said, "vre can't just give
him oxygen. We've got to take it him to the hospi-
taI." So these fellows came knocking and they
wanted to put my Dad in a wheelchair to take him.
Here he was just choking and gasping and we start-
ed to scream hysterically, "how can you put him in
a wheelchair, he's dying." And they started to
scream, "we can't fit this in the elevator."

patient's breathing but did not know how to obtain

that all-The description of the interaction indicated
participants vrere emotionally upset and caught in

ation that they did not like, but did not know what

a situ-
else to

do. This incident would certainly be described as a disrup-
tive death.

There $¡ere also examples of more peaceful deaths when the

patient's consciousness was gradually decreasing and the pa-

tient's communication with the family $ras affected. In these



circumstances, the patient experienced

and later a physiological death" One

seventy year o1d woman who went into a
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a social death first
example of this s¡as a

coma a month before

she died.

Husband I t rdas peacef uJ- " I t happened in the mid-
dle of the night. She'd been the same for two
weeks, almost two weeks the same. She didn't know
or hear or anything else. She didn't know us at
all. So you couldn't expect anything. You couldn't
know that it was going to happen.

Families described this gradual loss of communication

with the patient as a way for them to prepare themselves for

the patient's death. A surviving husband deseribed his feel-
1 n9S about his wife's death:

At that point I wasnrt sure I was ready to say
there was no hope. The last Monday before she
passed array I came at lunch time to see her and
she was essentially non-responsive to me and her
right eye had kind of popped out of her head a
bit. Her left eye had been like that before on oc-
casions. When I saw the right eye go like that I
knew that vras the last of any hope as far as I v¡as
concerned. There v¡as jusL extra pressure on the
other side of the brain, Up until that time I
think it had only been on one side of the brain"
So that kind of gave me an indiciation that bhere
vJere severe problems.

She didn't respond to me at all Monday untíI
late at night when she finally said that I was
there. And on Tuesday we had a prelty good visit
and Wednesday she was non-responsive, that was the
Iast day her Mom came into visit. Friends of her's
were coming in from Brandon so she came in that
day. I felt really bad about that because all day
she just ]ay there asleep. But at least she was
sleeping peacefully" So, that was a bit of a
blessing, she wasR't in any agony" And she looked
alot betler than she did on Monday, On Monday she
had not looked at aII. We had a reasonably good
visiL Thursday, but Friday whe was non -responsive
again. And õn Saturday -she vras non-respõnsive,
other than I think she recognized that I was there
Saturday.



The way the patient died was something that
the death was disruptive

the

the
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f amí ly
f ami Iyhad no

f ound

control over" If
ir difficulr.

I- That $¡as at the end?

Husband - That was at the very I t vras terr i -
my arms and she

Husband - She was only home for two days. We had
her home lyin on the couch and I was laying beside
her, and I was up all night with her and then in
t.þe morning she started vomiting, she usually
--:--l L----ìr I 

--rvrpeu rret serr y()u Krrow, ano tnls Elme sne olon'E
and I picked her up and there were great gobs of
black stuff, just looked like it didn't go out of
the boLtom it went out of the top. It looked like
she didn't pass it at the bottom at all, you know,
i t was accurnulat i ng and her stomach was li ke a
ba1loon.

end.
inwhen I had her

Disruptive deaths were most often described by famiries
who experienced the death of the patient at home. Al_though

there v¡ere certainly examples of home deaths that vrere seen

as peaceful "good deaths". The patients v¡ho died in hospital
ofLen died h'ithout their families present. Therefore, these

famiries heard of the patient's death through the health
care providers. These deaths vrere either assumed to be

peaceful, or vrere stated by the health care provider in gen*

tle terms such as "passed away" or "slept away in his or her

sIeep". It. seemed then, that when patients died at home, the

family would have a more complete knowledge of the vray in
which the death occurred. If the patient died a disruptive
death in hospital, the famiry might have been protected from

this knowledge.

b1e, espec ially
did rha!.
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7 .3 TIMING

The timing of the patient's death referred to the point

when death occurred along t,he dying trajectory. This was de-

scribed in terms of the family's
and took into

perception of the appropri-

account their view of the

the fact

a v¡ay of

at.e time of death

dying trajectory. One surviving spouse described

the disease for four years asthat the paLient had

giving them time to prepare themselves for her death.

Husband - In terms of our own relationship, her's
and mine, that time lvas very valuable to both of
us despite the suffering. I think we grew alot
closer to each other over the time, whích we would
have missed out on otherwise. And I know it cer-
tainly gave me time to deal with things that I'm
not sure that I could handle if the event had been
sudden.

Families also experienced the patient's death as appro-

priate when they had knowledge of the pending death and when

the patient had expressed a readiness to die.

I- Did you have preparation that the end was com-
ing, did you know?

Husband- Oh yes, she wäs ready for that, she was
hoping f or it, she vras ready to go,

In other families the speed with which the disease pro-

gressed was described as "too fast" and families felt Lhat

the patient's death occurred too soon along the terminal

illness trajectory. One daughter recalled her mother's

deaths "My mother I feel was cheated. It l{as so guiek. But,

that's a very viscious cancer, it's a killer""
In another family the time was also seen as very brief

from the point of diagnosis until the patient's death. One
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surviving spouse described the speed with which the ilrness
progressed: wIt aII went so rapidly though. I mean from the

time the cancer was noticed as a tumor to the time she

passed away was only ten months." In both situations where

the timing of the patient's death was seen as too soonr r€-
i¡^g.l^- ^1..--- -!!^--!^-1 Lr-- - ¡:Ðrr=rÇ¿ Lc.L¿\.rl¡ !J!vuEfJuteÞ were dLLgr¡tpLeu ()t¡ tlte patrgIlE,S wnen

they died.

The timing of the patient's death could be either too

soon or appropriately timed, according to the families.
There vrere no families who fert that the death occurred too

long after their sense of the appropriate time. The element

of time Ìras described a number of ways as significant to the

terminal care experience.

7.4 DEATH SCENE

Descriptions of the "death scene" included the individu-
a1s, the setting, the time, the attitude or mood, the prepa-

ration and the actions taken by the family at the time of

death. These "scenes" were vividly described by famiries and

remained powerfur parts of their memories of the experience.

In families that experienced the death of the patient at
home, one concern that was mentioned was the lack of a "so-
cial script" when the patient died. patients and famiríes
may have wanted the death to occur at home, but once it oc-

curred there was oflen confusion and uncertainty as to what

to do next. As one surviving family stated:
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Daughter A dead person ín the dining room, my
sister-in-Iaw was hysterical no one knew what to
do. WelI wha! do you do when there's somebody in
the dining room that's no longer living?! I mean
there's certain thíngs we wonder if there's social
responsibilities or something you know.

The mood of the scene could be upsetting and chaotic or

i t could be calm and oi gn i f i ed . Thi s atmosphere Ì{as de-

scribed in relation to the preparation families had and

their expectation of the time of death. One family that ex-

perienced confusion and distress at the time of the pa-

tient's death also said: "we Ì{ere a}} standing around

tears, tears pouring down our faces, w€ didn'L know what to

do. t'

Tn f amilies that were welL-prepared f or t,he patient's

death, the atmosphere at the death scene was very different"

One widower recalled his wife's preparation for death: "She

knew r i ght avray when i t v¡as cancer that she ' d pass away r

they wouldn't cure her. She didn't know what time, but she

expected to go" She was prepared to go." In this family, the

death scene included the family members who had been called

in time to come and be with the patient. The death was

peaceful and the family expected it"
The interaction between patient and family at the end was

also a remembered part of t,he death scene, One surviving

spouse deseribed the way he and his wife had a clearing of

their relationship before she died" He staLed: "About two

weeks before she died, she asked me if we had anything to

straighten out, like in our lives together" And I said,'not
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the vray I looked at it' , and f or her there was nolhing ei-
ther. We had a happy life."

A surviving daughter remembered her mother's last words

before she died! "Her eyes were back and I patted and shook

her and I kept calling her name and she said 'It doesn't
L---! I ñL -- -l- - ,-¡-¡üit Ann.' Tr-ren she went rrght back into that staie with her

eyes back and then the doctors came in and told us vre should

l-eave." This interaction was recalled by the daughter with a

carm feering because she believed then that the patient's
death had been peaceful.

Families also recalled the death scene when they didn't
quite know what r.ras happening but f ert the turmoil of others
around them.

I- So you were with her when she passed away?

Daughter - No they told us to leave. The doctor
went in. I could see. I was standing at the door
and all these nurses were running in and out and I
panicked really bad because I knew something had
to be v¡rong. And then the doctor came out and told
us that she'd passed away. ft rvas just....I
couldn't believe it..

There were death scenes in which the surviving family
members were not present, In most instances, families expe-

rienced guilt and regret at not being present at the pa-

bient's death. The decision about whether or not the family
would be with the patient often occurred without rearízíng
that the patient was going to die. sometimes a nurse would

say to the family, "why don't you go home and get some

rest. " Later, i f lhe pat ient díed, the famil ies regretted
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having left. The loss of control over who would be with the

patient when he or she died occurred most often when the pa-

tient died in hospital. À surviving spouse stated:

Then the next morning I phoned at about quarter to
eight and they said, "just a minute, the nurse is
with him. " so then I waiLed and a doctor came on
the phone and said he just died. "Well," I said,
"Why didn'L you call me? No one was with him. He
shouldn't have to die alone like a dog!" I really
regret that I wasn't there.

The presence of the family at the time of death was im-

portant to families when the patient vtas believed to be con-

scious near the time of death. If the patient was not con-

scious, this vJas less of a concern. For example' one

surviving spouse did not f eel badly t,hat he had not been

present when his wife died beeause she was in a coma and he

believed that his presence or absence vtas unknown to her. He

sÈated:

She didn't know us at aII. So you couldn't expect
anything. You couldn't know that it was going to
happen" We could have sat there twenty-four hours
a day, but you wouldn'L know what was going to
happen.

Sometimes, families had fears of what the patient's death

might be Iike. These fears sometimes influenced their deci-

sion of where the patient would die. For example, one elder-

ly lady refused to have her husband die at home because "you

never know what kind of a fight they'Il put up when they

die" she believed. Another patíent had fears that she would

suffocate at the end. It was a relief to the family that her

"breathing was fairly good and she never gasped for air."
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I t seemed then that Lhe prepa rat i on f or death and t,he

timing of Lhe patient's death made a difference to the at-
mosphere and decisions made at the time of death. I.lhire fam-

ilies said they were often totd by nurses or doctors that
the end was near, ot were asked if they knew that death was

-^-:-- 
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until the death actuarly occurred. These famiries thought

they should have been betLer prepared with more specific in-
format i on .

7.5 THE IIWHERE TO DIEII DECISION

The "where to die" decision referred to the processes and

ouLcomes of the choice made by those involved as to where

the person should die. some families did not discuss this
decision, but rather said they knew or understood the pa-

tient's preference and that there was an "understanding" as

to where the patient would die.
Husband - Now with r
whether or not !{e had
at the end; the nurse
that very week, I gue
you discussed this o
Ieast, I was thinking
though we had not di

espect to the question about
discussed where she would be
raised that question with me

ss on Tuesday. She said "have
r thought about it.?u And at
about it at that time, Af-

scussed it because it was I
guess a difficult thing to discuss at that time
beeause wel] first of aII, she wasn't luccid mostof the time and I think in my mind I had decidedthat it vras better that she be at home. I thinkthat's what she wanted.

In cases where the decision was made

pat i ent

when one

was usually the main decision

to die at home, the

maker. For example,

stated, "I'm goingwoman heard her prognosis she
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back home and I want to die at home, I'ñ not going to die at

thi s hospi tal . "

Tn families where the patient died in hospital, the deci-

sion was not really discussed. There was no question raised

as to whether or not to go home. These patients were often

receiving more aggressive therapeutic interventíon. Physi-

c ians !,rere theref ore, more dominant in medically-related de-

cisions and families and patients $¡ere more passive about

taking initiative in directing the care decisions.

The outcomes of the "where to die" decision v¡ere varied.

Some families felt positively that their family member had

died at home. For example, one daughter said, "my father

died the vray he wanted to. He died at home."

Ànother family had experienced confusion and stress when

the patient died at home because they did not know what ac-

tions to take once he died. However, their view of the expe-

rience was sLill very positive;

Daughter- I feel that if people have the ehance to
l"ose someone that they really love in such a nice
way. Peop1e that have to trek to the hospital
every day to see the person getting worse and
worse, I Lhink that if you have the chance to keep
somebody at, home, if that's at all possible, that
is the way to go.

Sometimes the patient's decision to die at home was not

the family's preference. The family would agree though for

the patient's sake, even though they experienced anxieby

about the decision.
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It appeared that the "where to die" decision was only one

deeision that resulted in a number of outcomes for the fami-

ly. The preparation for the decisions and role of the family
in cases wherb the patient died at home were seldom dis-
cussed. The preparation was often vague and the only main

-1- --J _: ---ciee]slori ihat had been maoe was thai the person would oie at
home. Beyond that, families did not know what to do or what

to expect. Therefore, the home deaths provided famiries with
the structural control over the death experience, but gave

them littre preparaction over how to manage t.he outcome of

that decision.

7.6 AWARENESS OF IMPENDING DEATH

An important part of planning for death was the family's
interpretation of the signs and symptoms of the patient that
indicated approaching death. Famiries that knew the signs of

impending death had more time to prepare for the event.

Husband - It was about a week and a half before
she died, all of a sudden, one morning she said
Irm not, suffering anymore. And one girl, Suzanne
says it's a miracle. I know what miracles are, so
I didn't say anything. I went down the basement
and I grabbed the phone and I phoned the doctor
ald I said by-the-way I said what's the explana-
tion for somebody who stops suffering? i.felIl the
docLor says the nerve tips are darnaged so much
that there' s no more connect ion. That' s aII I
want to know I said, and I hung up. But when the
kids saw that their mother had stopped suffering,
they thought she was cured. I tried to explain to
them, I said, "Iook your mother's not cured. Shejust stopped suffering." As a matter of fact, I
said, "when that happens it's a matter of maybe a
week, the most two weeks. "
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to mobilize resources such as a

was a nurse to be present at the

family was also called in time to

was import.ant to the f ami ly. I n

wây, they experienced a death with the patient with

some preparation and control.
In contrast, other families reported not knowing at aIl

the signs that indicated death was imminent"

Sister- Before she died on Friday night she had no
pain. we had no idea what that meant and I really
wish we had" Now that I had an idea what that rep-
resented. we asked her if she was having pain and
she said no, And we cut it down leaps and bounds,
In fact $re stopped medication and bolted iL down
which you shouldn't do and sti}l it made no dif-
ference. She v¡as pain-free, but at least asleep. I
vras a little bit upset wit.h Dr.X. at the end too.
Of course, he wasn't here to see her. But when
the pain dropped like that,.like she had none, wê
were just dropping drugs ríght, left and center,
he wouldn't have said, make a house call or bring
her in or said something. ....
I- to help int.erpret what that meant..

Sister - That's right, it would
what that meant.

help to interpret

The fact that families were unaware of approaching death

and decisions thatmeant Èhat they did not make arrangements

known.they could have had they

I- The only part you say you may have wanted more
preparation or more information was the end?

Husband - Yes. Because it
too unexpecLed, in a vray 

"

s¡as something that was

I- You might have had some decisions
you'd known you had decisions to make,
be, wiro to be here and what kind of
t,ake.

Husband

to make
where

act í on

if
fo
to

Yes.
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S i ster-
weekend 

"

Yes, and Donna (daughter) was avray f or the

Families also had their own

at the lake, her
Donna vJas away

didn't expect it

vrays of knowing that

said they did not need

Husband- Yes, her f ather r¡¡as away
brother was away at another lake,
at another location. In factr w€
right at that Lime.

Ì,ras imminent. These families
told the patient vras dying, they could terr by their own ob-

servations. For example, one man described his wife's ]ast
week:

Husband- That was on the Sunday and on the Satur-
day she passed away. She got worse. I could aI-
ways see, how she always came to the table for
meals you know, and then, Friday morning she came
for breakfast and I cooked her some cream of
wheat, she ate a little bit too, well she ate the
usual. Then, she vras going back to her bed she
said she wouldn't come to the table anymore, it
was real hard, I had to help her. enã Saturday
morning she. didn't come. Friday noon or supper.
Friday morning. That was the last time she caire to
the table. But she ate Friday and she ate Saturday
morning, a little breakfast. And she even ate á
Iittle bit of watermelon on Saturday. At Saturday
noon, around one o'clock she didn't talk anymore.
She talked until one o'clock and at three oiclock
she died.

Sometimes the

death was unspoken

i Iy.

awareness of the

and remembered as

patient's

"intuitive"

death

to be

approaching

by the fam-

Wi f e I could see he was vrorse though, they'd
taken out the tubes intravenous and everything ãndI knew he wasn't good. So I said to him oñ the
Saturday night, I'l-I see you in the morning. Idon't know why I saíd thaÈ. I always went iñ the
afternoon at visiting hours. But he just smiled,like he thought, you may see me, but I won't see
you.
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tient's last hours and his feeling that
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memory of the pa-

the end was near.

Husband She seemed to be having more diffículty,
and I just had a feeling that thare wasn't much
time left. And I said to myself, T think I'11 go
home now and come back early in the morning be-
cause I think she'11 have trouble in the morning.
And so I left at quarter after eleven, and I stop-
ped at the nursing desk, I said, watch Jean close
tonight because she's having more trouble than us-
ua1.

The accounts of these types of knowledge about the pa-

tient's nearing death are sta.ted in retrospect. One wonders

what meaning was attached to those perceptions after, âs op-

posed to before the patient's death. It was interesting

that often the same tamilies stated that they vrere surprised

when the death did occur. These families may have known at

some

thi s

Ievel of awareness that death was approaching, However,

awareness may not have been clear prospectivey as itas

thewas later. In retrospect, with confirmation of the pa-

tienL's death, those "hunches" or "feelings" may have then

become more significant. Regardless of this phenomenon,

most families expressed a wish that they had had a clearer

knowledge of the patient's impending death before it occur-

red 
"
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7.7 DEATH-RELATED DECTSIONS

There were a number of decisions that were necessary

around or after the death of the person. This theme inctuded

those decisions and the processes invorved in arriving at
those choices. one decision that was of ten made, !,ras who

L-wcrþ L(, ue presenE, at Ene tlme or oeaEn. 'I'r¡ls declslon vJas

dependent upon the family's preparation for death. In sudden

death events, this decision v¡as not made. This decision did
resurt in guilt, regret, and at times family strain when fam-

ily members were not notified in time or were not invited to
be present.

Son- When you have to telt your relatives it's
hard. Like I met my uncle and he said, "hovr's your
mom?" and he hadn't been told. What do you do? you
are rigþ! ll the shopping center, you cãn't really
- I told him and he said "hov¡ come you didn'tphone me?" WeIl there was a mix up because we
thought they knew. So they burst out crying in the
middle of the store and Lhat really rnadä a scene.

Ot.her decisions that had to be made related to the death

of the patient were the matters such as what to do with the

deceased person when they died at home. This was an issue of
much confusion and discomfort for families. one exampre of
the rack of preparation in the death system for this type of
death occurred in the following way:

I- Did you have a doctor come then?

Husband- He wouldn't come. We phoned the undertak-er. He said, "I can'L remove her until I have thedoctor's signature. " So I called Dr.X. and hesaidf "you don't need my signature. " I said,
"you're not coming down?" He said, "I don't haveto." So he didn't come.

I - Ànd then what happened?



Husband The took her
place. It was awkward.
Dr.X. on the phone and it
he could have come down
don't have to, I know Èhe
there, "

down to the undertaker
Especially when I had
vras a Monday night and

for sure. He said, "Ilaw. I don't have to be

long "
wi th

law,
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even

I- Did it t,ake a
get here?

long time for the undertaker to

Husband - Oh
thing is they
said r "we can' t

didn't take them
ut up an argument
o that, wê know the
of a doctor. "

ir
p
d

did, the
(shakes h

But the
Theyus.

v¡e remove

did after
head, up-

on the signature

I- But then they finally did?

Husband - But they finally
t,hat, but I meaR it' s a. . .
set )

YI s

Families reported not knowing who to call when the pa-

social procedures in thistient died, they did not know the

situation and often impulsively made decisions to caII ambu-

lances or the police when the patient

though the home death had been decided

died aL home,

upon 
"

at home when sheI- What about at the end, she was
died?

Husband - Ya, well, I knew she rdas dead.

Son- I went and phoned everybody.

I- Did you cal] an ambulance, or a doctor?

Husband - I didn't do anything,

Daughter I cal}ed my aunt and she called the am*
bulance.

Husband - The
Iance was no
those people.
life saving. I

minister came
good anywa
He came
told him

r i ght avray . The ambu-
they caR't do nothíng

with all the stuff for
vras no use.

Y
IRir

andI* So did they come in take her?
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Husband - No. There $¡ere two ambulances here and
the police were here. And the police phoned the
pick-up you know. I knew she was dead. - I closed
her eyes and cleaned her up. And then I layed her
down and then the ambulance checked and the police
came and phoned the van to pick her up.

Son- Everybody $¡as in quite a panic here.

other death related decisions included whether or not to
do an autopsy. This was a difficult decision for famiries
and sometimes there was disagreement related to this deci-
sion.

wi
sa
do
Ia
on

fe-
id,
n't
te.
ee

After he died thettNo, he' s been
know what's wrong

" But my son said,
lse. t'

wanted an autopsy and I
re long enough, if you
ith him by nov¡ it's too
ês, if it can help some-

v
he

t{
UY

I- So they did the autopsy?

Wife - Yes, then I asked my doctor if they
tell you what they found. And he said
would say is he had lung disease and d
heart failure. So what news is that?

have to
aIl they
ied from

The other death related decisions included telJ-ing chil-
dren about the death of a parent and how to do that. rn most

cases

death

parents had prepared their children for the patient's
in some vrays. For example, a young mother tried to

prepâre her children for her death.

Husband I remember she started
kids. Around I guess, January to
made alot of comments to the kid
like, "count on your Dad for thing
do these Lhings, he's good at doi

to prepare the
March or so she

s saying things
s, your Dad can

things.
v¡as try-
hersel f

ng these
And he's doing Lhem for you, not me. "Sheing to, I perõeive, makä distance between
and the kids.

Later the father in the family decided to be more

preparing them for the patient's
direct
death.with the ehildren in
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He stated, "About three weeks before she passed away I
talked to the kids and was trying to teII them that Mommy

would likely noL ever get out of hospital," The decisions

about how to involve and prepare children for the patienL's

death were particularly difficult for the parents. They of-
ten said they didn't know if they vrere doing the right thing

in discussing it with the children, but vrere doing the best

they could to help the children deal with the ]oss.

Decisions also had to be made about funeral arrangements.

In some cases patients themselves had made many of the ar-
rangements and decisions ahead of tíme.

I- And you said your wife made alot of final ar-
rangements herself?

Husband Yê, she made them over a year â9o, when
t.hey told her she had three days. She made ar-
rangements with the Pastor and my brother- in-law,
what she wanted. So when she did pass avray that's
exactly what happened.

The fact that decisíons v¡ere made ahead of time helped

families cope at the time of death" Famí1íes reported that

having some of these decisions already made eased the stress

that they might have experienced if they had to make all the

death-related decisions. 1n other famílies, the surviving

spouse of ten had to make these decisíons" f.Thile they Ì,rere

able to do this, these individuals stated that they realized

Iater how exhausted they were from maintaíníng control and

trying to take care of decisíons and arrangements,
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For f ami I ies where there !{as only an older survivng

spouse, a decision that had to be made involved living ar-
rangements. some widows or widowers chose to move in with
their children. others preferred to maintain their indepen-

dent living arrangements:
r.?it^- aC!^- LL- !------1 ? L^ar Lr-- r J l-i'rj.ie- åtte¡,'trre IUrrerAj. r tOJ.O Er-le KrOS, j.'ITt gOlng
to stay here aLone. Don't ask me to go to your
place. They wanted me to go to live with them. I
said, "No I 'm going to try it aIone. " And I 've
done pretty good. It's been six months.

In some instances, surviving spouses made the choice to
live alone but decided to sell the family home and move into
a smaller home. It appeared then, that the changes experi-
enced by the survivors after the death of the patient could

be numerous. The day-by-day activities and living arrange-

ments of surviving spouses vras a frequentry described part
of their experiences. often decisions to make major changes

in living arrangements v¡ere made at a time of intense grief
and stress.

In summary, the death-related decisions involved specific
issues Lhat famiries had to deal with at a very stressful
time" There were many of these types of decisions to be made

and often they were described as difficult decisions. These

decisions were affected by the ext,ent to which famiries were

prepared for the death of the patient. Families often fert
alone at this time and racked the support of the health care

providers. They often fert health care providers had not

prepared them adequately for some of the decísions that had
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to be made, and sometimes felt abandoned by the health care

network.

7 " I sUl,q,f¡r8Ï

A major theme identified in the study vras the planning that

famiLies Ì{ere able to do in preparation for the patient's

death. The death of the patient was a very clear memory for

families, and the order or chaos at that time was part of

their memories. There v¡ere some parts of the death event

t.hat f amities could not plan f or or control " The mosL sig-
nificant of these vras t,he vray in which the person died, The

patienL's death could be described as either peaceful or

disruptíve and the degree of suffering and dignity of the

person defined the death. The timing of the patienl's death

also affected the family's preparation for the evenL. The

death could occur when the family more or less expected it,

or it occurred much sooner and more suddenly than lhey imag-

ined it would. The setting in whíeh the patient died was a

significant part of the death experience, Familíes and pa-

tient's who chose to have the patient die at home directly
experienced the death scene" This r.¡as described in boEh po-

sitive and negative v¡ays. Families $¡ere appreciative that

the patient died at home as he wished and that he had family

support around him, but sometimes vrere disturbed by a dís-
ruptive home death.
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The extent to which families were prepared for the pa-

tient's death was al-so related to whether or not they v¡ere

able to interpret the physiological signs of impending

death. When families knew what these signs were and could

interpret t.hem, they usually proceeded with planning for
l^^!1- --l --l- 

l--!L 
-^1-!-l 

5--:-!^-- Fl - ìL¡eçrLtl drtu ulcrue (¡edurr-[eJ.dLeL¡ (Iggl:ilo¡tsi. I'ngse oecrsl0ns 1n-

cluded calling family members to be present, talking about

funeral arrangements, and preparing children for the loss of

the parent . I n contrast , when f ami l ies srere unavrare that
death was nearing, these decisions were not made and plan-
ning for death did not occur. Often there $ras more difficul-
ty in reaching family members and in organizing resources to
help the family cope. Ðecisions vrere made after the death of

the patient without there having been as much prior díscus-

sion and the weight of these decisions often fell on the be-

reaved spouse. This part of the terminal care experience

included many decisions and was a very demanding for the

family. It appeared that the health tearn was distant and

non-specific in their support at this stage of the illness.
As a result, families oft,en felt alone and unsure of them-

selves.



Chapter VI I I

THE FINDINGS - EFFECTS
PROCESS ON

OF THE TERMTNAL CARE
SURVTVORS

8.1 TNTRODUCTION

There were outcomes or responses to the terminal care ex-

perience that bereaved familíes perceived. The sources of

the effects were classified into two properties: (a) actual

and preferred decision control congruence and (b) loss of

the f amily member. The ef f ects of both of these \{ere de-

scribed.

8"2 ACTUAL ANDffinñG PREFERRED DECTSTON CONTROL EFFECTS OF

Families v¡ere able to describe the extent to which they

experieneed a "match" between how they ideally would have

liked to be involved in choices made and the extent to which

they vrere acbually involved, There Ì.¡ere di f f erenL types of

eoRgruence and incongruence between preferred and actual de-

cision control-. There were ínstances of incongruence between

the various participants. In some cases there $¡as incongru-

ence between Lhe famíIy and health care provider or patient

and health care provider. There $¡ere also examples of incon-

gruence between patients and families t.hemselves. The ef-

fects of these kinds of congruence were described by fami-

lies 
"

- r44
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8.2.1 Effects of Pat i ent/Fami 1y-Prov i der I ncongruence

The experience classified under this theme referred to
the outcomes the family experienced as a result of disagree-
ment with the health provider as to the patient and/or farni-

ry's role in decision making. Famiries who felt deprived of
l-E^-*^!i^- ^^l l.i^r^-r !-^- L--1!L -^-- ---^--: 

a¿¡¡!v!l¡tc¡Lrv¡¡ cr¡¡L¡ r,¡¿ÐLcr¡rL !tLrl¡t rtgdJ-Lrr L;d¡.9 PL()vIcl€lr!; saw tnerr

decision making role as less actíve than it would have been

if they had known more. The perceived withhording of infor-
mation by health care providers was described as a v¡ay of
limiting their decision making invorvement. This was some-

times incongruent with the famity's preferred invorvement:

I- You really didn't feel too involved in the de-
cisions at alI?
Husband - No.

Ðaughter - Ànd I didn't feel good about that.
I- You would have preferred a different type of
i nvolvement ?

Husband- I would have liked to be in on things,
well i f they'd said vre've got to do thi s well tñen
we could decide.

one surviving spouse described the effect of her rack of
involvement as frustrating and that the effect v¡as on-going:

I- l,lould you say that the doctors made the deci-
sions about your husband's care?

Wife - Yes, for sure.

I- Would you have preferred to be more involved or
is there some way you would have changed that?
Wife Well I wish I had more information. But
they woul-dn' t teI1 you anything "

I- Did that affect you at the time?
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Wife - Oh yês, I
the doctors at the
anything.

was frustrated and
hospital and they

I would
wouldn't

ask
say

I- Is it stíll affecting you in some way?

Wife - WeIl, I don't know.
keep on because it's past,
sti11.

a thing you can't
it frustrates me

It's
but

One family described the effect of the

control over the decisíon to have surgery.

patient's loss of

The patient did

not want surgery but, as the patient's husband described,

"the doctor pushed surgery because my wife really didn't
want, to go through with it." The paín that t.he patient expe-

illness process,rienced was not described as pain from the

but pain related to the operation.

Husband - I used to ask, where does it hurt? She
would say, "Tt's the operatíon that hurts. It's
not the cancer in the lungs." Her breath was get-
ting shorter" Her lungs were filling up with f1u-
id" She saíd, "r 'm not suffering, it's just the
operation that hurts."

The survíving widower described the patient's frustration
about the "doctor forcing her and telling her she was stupíd

because she didn't want to go through the operatioR". He

stated that he belíeved "she never got over that". The anger

expressed by the surviving spouse vras notable in Lhe inter-
view as welI. He described an argument he had with the doc-

tor about the control of this decision.

Husband I had an argumenL with the doetor" l{e
argued about the operation" You see, I went to see
our family doctor. I said, "they won't operate oR
my wife"" He saíd they should. I said, "look doc-
tor you know doctor, caRcer, äs soon as you touch
that with a knife you know what happens." He saíd,o'are you a docLor - what do you know about it?u I
said, "I know enough t,hat I've seen enough people
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getting operated and a few months after they're
gone. I could name you alot of people that I know.
Àt the age of 40-45, just because they went thru
an operation. I don't say they wouldn't have died
anyvray. BuL they rnight have gone a li Ltle f ur-
ther." So I had quite an argument. I said, " we'11
see after the operation doctor, we'1I see."

A family also described the control over the decision to
proceed with chemotherapy as one oÍ incongruence beiween the

surgeon and patient. The patient experienced a delay in ob-

taining chemotherapy because the physician delayed his re-

ferral to a chemotherapist and wrote a letter that did not

recommend that form of treatmenL.

Husband - When it came to the chemotherapy deci-
sion, the surgeon did not recommend that, but v¡e
stiIl wanted to explore that possibility.
discussed it with me and we said "he's a sur
this guy's a chemotherapist, maybe he mig
able to give us some advice." The reason ther
a delay in fact, in getting to see a chemot
pist was that they h'ere reluctant to see he
cause of the medical report that they already
which was not favorable.

She
eon,
tbe

I
h
e was
hera-
r be-
had,

The incongruence between the preferred control
decision and the delay in the eventual decision vras

form of the way in which decisíons vrere affected by

mal authoriLy of physicians. The delay in action

this decision was stressful for the family and

they experienced the progress of the disease.

Two weeks or so later we had a follow-up with the
surgeon and he felt she'd recovered very well from
the surgery. lle asked at that point to have an ap-
pointment made with an oncologist and he did send
over a note to the oncologist asking for an ap-
pointment. We didn't seem to get a response from
there. She went back nexÈ week to the G.P. and
she pointed out that there were already lumps
around the neck area.

over the

a subtle

the for-
related to

patient as
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The lack of power families experienced when it came to

acting on decisions t¡as very frustrating for lhem. Families

perceived physicians as wanting to maintain control over

medical decisions and arrangement,s. Sometímes there were

delays in these arrangements and families would push for

follow-through on the plan. This produced strain between

physician and family. In one case a forty-year old patient

with a fast -developing second breasl tumor waited three

weeks for a biopsy of the tumor. At. one point the patient's

husband attempÈed to take control of the decision:

Husband - It had been three full weeks. One time
I'd said to Lhe doctor that was supposed to do the
biopsy, listen, if it has to be done I'11 take her
to our home town and have it done and we can bring
the sample back with us. But he didn't like that
comment very much.

The effect of this lack of povrer over care decisions was

f rustrating to t,he f amily then, and remained so months lat-
er. This particular surviving spouse vrrote a nine page let-
ter to a media ombudsman beeause of his continued frustra*
tion about this lack of control"

There were no instances when families wished that they

had been less actíve in the decision making role and had

felt pressured by health care providers to be involved. All
cases of incongruence between family and healLh care provid-

er decision control involved a frusLrat.ion on the part of

the family at not being al-lowed a more active decision rnak-

íng role.



8.2,2 Effects of PatienÈ-Family Incon ruence

There were also effects identified when Lhere

greement between family members as to the process

was

of

most common form of incongruence over

family occurred when one person made
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burden for
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she found a
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as stressf ul- f or other f amily members and v¡as a

the lone decision maker. In one family, the pa-

the decision to not seek medical attention aft.er

lump in her breast. The family disagreed with

but could not change the patient's mind. The

effect of this incongruence on the family was expressed as

not take more control.gui).t and regret that they did

Daughter- When she told me she had a lump I felt
it and it vras very small and I told her to 90, I
thought it vras probably just a cyst or it could be
so many different things. And of course, getting
married and moving avray f rom home, well we moved
away from the city, she wasn't complaining, you
didn't hear about it after that. She never got
headaches, nothing. No illness what-so-ever.

I- So she was able to carry on her normal daily
activities?
Daughter - Oh yês, right 'tiL the day she went to
the hospital. She never let on that.."
Husband - anything was bothering her.

I- It must have been hard for you in a
Iiving with her, v¡ondering about it. . . . .

vray though

Husband - It was.

Daughter - It's even harder nov¡ though, thinking,
could we have done something else? Should we have
gone to get help? I always wonder if I should have
gone to the cancer society and told them the situ-
ation, that mom wouldn't go for help. I think I'11
always wonder about that.
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The control over where the person would die also was an

issue of incongruence in some families. one couple had disa-

greed about where the patient would die. The patient wanted

to die at home and his spouse made the decision that he

would go to Èhe hospital at the end. Later, he died alone

and she experienced regret about this part of the experi-

ence.

I- You had wanted to be Lhere when he died?

lrlif e Oh yes, I've thought alot about that. I re-
ally felt bad.

In some instances, the belief in the patient's right to

make the decisions was supported in principle, but the con-

sequences of those decisions $¡ere not always favorable to

the family.

Daughter - !.fe took alot of inf ormation f rom Daddy,
he made alot of the decísions, he was probably as
happy as he could have been with that disease. He
decided he would be at home and we felt that what-
ever he wanted we would support.

Wife - I don't think he ever thought that I was as
good a nurse as T should have been, I know that,
because he told me that" All through my life I
haven't been competent enough for him, so this
situation made it harder. There was always a prop-
er order for everything and I guess I didn't aI-
ways see exactly his order. And it was never that
I wanted to neglect him, it h'as just that I didn't
always do things right.

Another f ami J"y descr ibed an incongruence in the

preferred decision and the decision made jointly
tient's husband and physician.

Husband - She had got to the point where she vras
bit hesitant to go home eveR though she was read
to go home, after three weeks, so I just kind o
insísted on her coming home and so did Dr"A.

patient's
by the pa-

a
v
f
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After discussing this decision again the husband wondered

if the reason for the patient's reluctance to go home was

her fear of fluid filling up in her lungs, âs this had oc-

curred prior to her last hospital admission. The spouse ex-

pressed discomfort at having pushed that decision and at not
L^;^^ lr.l .-^ !^ !L-^ 

--!:--!l- ^--r I l- 'Áiei¡¡g ¡¡i()re se¡¡s1ti.ve co -Lne paEtenE's prererrgo oeciSion

control.
The situations of inter-family decision control incongru-

ence vrere Iess frequent than family-provider incongruence.

It is interesting that in some instances of inter-family de-

cision contror incongruence one family member was described

as more in liason with the health care provider. The effects
of the incongruence were described in terms of regret, guilt
and frustration.

8.2.3 Effects of Pat i ent/Fami Ly-Prov ide r Conqruence

In families where there was congruence between the deci-
sion control that occurred and the preferred degree of con-

trol, the effects were stated as positive or were seen as a
non-issue. In other words, families said that the way they

had input into decisions was the way they wanted to be in-
volved. Therefore, things went smoothly and the effeets of

this were not noticed in any form, Many families were posi-

tive about their involvement in decisions and fett well-in-
formed about the care and plans.
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dominant decision

dec i s ion cont ro1 ,

as joint
This was

lhe

of

famil-ies still valued the information given to them and de-

scribed themselves as being alrare of what was going on. For

example, one farnily described the physician as the main de-

cision maker and they accepted this arrangement.

Husband- And in terms of some of the other deci-
sions, I think that Dr"X. kept us fairly well in-
f omed as to what it was he vras planning on doing
and so on.

Other families sav¡ the decision making control

between themselves and healt.h care providers.

congruent with their preferences as well,

I- Then she started with the pills?

Husband She was taking pi1ls first, Prednisone
and I don't know all the different names. She took
chemotherapy after that through the, in her arms.

I- And who made the decision about that?

Husband The chemotherapy? WelI, wê talked it
over with Dr"x, in the hospital. He told us what
he was going to do and we agreed with it,

When asked about the effects of this coRgruence, famílies

did not identify any outcomes. The effect was a non-issue,

whereby the congruence

not iced,

was such that the experience was not

In another family, there was congruence between how the

terminal- care experience went and the expectatíons the famí-

Iy had of how the experíence would be. The family was not

very aware of the decisions that had to be made, They were

very trusting of the physician and relied on him to direct
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the plan of care and make the decisions. The one decision
that the family was abre to identify v¡as the decision to
bring the patient home for care and let her die at home.

This decision was prompted by the physician and was agreed

upon jointly by the coupre. other decisions seem to have
L^**^-^l ...1 rl-^..r ri ------! -¡¡dy!.,E¡rErJ wr. Lr¡uuL .l¡ty (Jrscussron. 'r'ne Spouse relt rntormed

about the treatment and had good rapport with physicians and

pubric health nurses. The family had a high degree of con-

trol over the rast three years as they cared for the patient
at home. The control was described in terms of the time,
care privacy and individualized experience that the patient
had with the family at home. This was described in a matter-
of-fact but positive way.

I- It sounds like the v¡ay you were involved in her
care was_the v¡ay you wanted to be. Wou1d you havepreferred it fly other way? Would there-be any-thing you would change? -

Husband - WeII, I thought we did it as good as we
coul-d.

The effect of congruence between provider and famiry de-

cision control was an important finding. The fact that the
effects of this congruence were either seen as positive or
were not noticed indicated thaL the family did not experi-
ence additional sLress related to this issue.
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8.2,4 Effects of Family-Patient Cong ruence

The congruence over decisions within the family was re-

membered in a positive way. Many families used phrases such

as uif the patÍent $ras happy, w€ were happy", or "if it's
what he wanted, then it was his decision." The closeness

among family members that came from this congruence was de-

scribed as well.
I - I would like to go back
decision making contro] that
the control you preferred,
family unit noÌ.r in anyway?

l[ife - WeI]- I've certainly
supportive daughter.

the idea that the
had was close to

that affecting the

to
You
1S

been aware of a very

Families also expressed

with the patient's wish of

positive feelings about agreeing

where to die. For example:

made t.he decision to comeï- You
home to

were
di e?

glad she

Husband - Oh yes. She was happy, she wanted to die
in her home, oh defínitely"

In families where there was joint díscussion and deci-

sions were made asa
ofsupport and value thís exchange.

I- So the main decision maker $ras
vras alot of joint discussion.

famíIy, the farnilíes remembered the

David, but there

Ðaughter- That,'s right, but I'd say

I- And would you have preferred a
of decision making in aII of this?

D- No, no I don't think so because
ways talking with my brothers,
phone, always diseussing it" And
vrere aI1 here together and it was
s íon, but Davi<l was the one that
ideas. And without the support of m

don't know what woul-d have happened.

David was.

dífferent kind

David was al-
always on the
one tíme they
a joínt deei-
threw out the
y brotherso I
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The congruence between preferred and actual involvement

in decisions within the famity vras an important part of the

terminal care experience. The effects of this congruence

v¡ere remembered as a good feeling about the care the patient
receivedt a feeling of croseness in the famiry, a sense of
support among famiìy members and a respect ior the patientis
preferred control.

8.3 EFFECTS OF LOSS OF À FAMILY MEMBER

other kind of effects famílies experienced

THE

The

to the

related

scribed

of the

health,

common

their

death of the patient. These were effects
were due

that were

to the general loss experience and vrere not de-

especially as a result of the decision making part
event. There were definite effects on the famílies'

which supported the Literature on the impact of

fatigue as the nostdeath on the bereaved. Families reported

symptom and described the effect of the experience on

energy and sleep patterns.

I- Has the experience effected
anyway or your f amily's healt,h?

your ovrn health in

[.iife- I was so tired, €s
would come home and fal
yet at night I couldn't
home I couldn't sleep. I
ing pills from the docto

cially the last week. I
asleep sitting up. And
leep. And when he was
ad to finally get sleep-

pe
I

s
h

T,

ty
on

Others talked of Èhe fact that they

sleeping after the patient's death

activities with much less sleep.

Husband - I could not sleep very
to bed but T wasn't tired. I'd

!,¡ere having di f f icul-
but were able to carry

welI.
go to

I would
bed usual

oI
I v
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eleven thirty or so and I'd be awake about two or
three o'cIock. And I'd be awake the rest of the
night and this carried oD, a month or so. Yet,
somehow or other, I felt that somehow I vras able
to carry oh, I didn't need that sleep as much.

Families experienced exacerbations of chronic conditions

such as diabetes when they went through the terminal care

experience. Surviving spouses were diagnosed with new con-

ditions as we1I. For example, family members reported being

diagnosed with ulcerative colitis, hypertension, and ulcers.

Families also described symptoms such as heart palpitations,

chesL pain and chest tightness, weíght loss, w€ight gain,

stomach problems, and back pains during and after t.he pa-

tienL's iIlness. A surviving daughLer v¡as experiencíng a

difficult pregnancy and there were fears that she would have

a miscarríage.

These families described emotional health changes as

well. Some talked of the depressions they experienced and

the reliance on al-cohol and sedatives. Af Ler the death of

the patieRt, surviving spouses were reluctant to take on

added responsibilities at work and tried to avoid undue

stress.

Some families experienced anxiety about getting caneer

themselves or fears that their children might "inherit" the

same dísease as the patíent"

Daughter - You see, I have a history of health
problems and tumors Loo, which is very, which T am
very concerned about. I had a pituitary tumor
which was radiated about twelve years ago. I go
for tests every year because it could reoccur. À1-
though it is a benign thing, but I've had that"
And I've also had a change of a mole on my leg
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which was removed and they found
atypical celIs and had to remove
history makes me I guess prone to
worried about this.

there were some
some more. My

cancer, so I am

The children of deceased

changes. One fifteen
patients also experienced health

o1d boy was hospitalized for
told his mother had "three days

in.
was

year

was"nerve problems" when he

to 1ive".

Son - f'm just like my Ðad, keep my feelings
Except when they gave her three days to live I
sick with nerves for three weeks,

I- With nerves?

Son- I wasn't eating, wasn't drinking.
Husband - They couldn't
They took tests.

figure out what it was.

Son - They never
started eating it
eating any soÍid

told me what i t vras. Once I
was okay. For awhile I wasn't

food at aII.
Husband - I had to go see him every night.
I- You were in the hospital?

Son- Yâ, one week for my knee surgery and three
weeks for my nerves.

children experienced a number of "accidents" as well dur-
ing the irlness of their parent. For example, one thirteen
year old girl broke her arm, one girl sprained an ankle, and

a boy tore a cartirage in his knee. other chirdren described

eating problems and symptoms of chest tightness. The emo-

tionar impact on children was described as significant as

we11. ParenÈs talked of crying episodes, fears of being

alone, feelings of guilt and accountability for the pa-

tient's death, and lonliness. One fourteen year old girl
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talked of her fears at nÍght. She stated: "I just get scared

that, I don't know, ít's confusinÇf...It's like all of aj ust

know,sudden everything can change and I don't

Families also experienced changes in

scare mê n 
tt

vI

roles as a result of

thethe death of the patient, Surviving spouses felt

"weight" of responsibility now that they were alone.

Husband - It was hard to deal with alot of things
at first. For example, I had been doing most of
the housekeeping when Margaret had decided to go
back to University. But now I would go and cook a
meal and do the dishes and I found it was very
hard because all of a sudden I didn't have the
back-up" In the past, before if some evening I
said,9ê€ I really don't feel up to it today, Mar-
garet would step in. And now I didn't have that
backup. Ànd it was really bothering me for awhile.

I- l{eightier.
Husband- Yâ, all of a sudden you feel this burden,
gee whí2, I've got to be doíng this all the time
and there is no one who's going to give me any re-
lief in this regard. But then this carried on for
awhile. But eventually you become resigned to it,
it's just part of your normal duties. I don't feel
that v¡ay anymore, but at the time it vras really
bot,her ing me . Gee whiz , here I am stuck h'i th thi s
and I haven't got anyone to do it with me"

The other effects included changes in living arrangements

if a surviving spouse went to live wíth children or changes

ín closeness and activiLies shared by families. Many famí-

lies reported feeling closer to each other"

On the other hand, marital conflict sometimes occurred

during the illness or after the death of Lhe patient"

Daughter - I t ' s ma inly ef f ected my rel-at ionship
with my husband where I feel he did not give the
support he should have. He had to go to a confer-
ence in New York, and it vras the night my Dad died
and he was ready to go and I said my father's d
íng, I can't even come home to be with the ehi
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dren. And if you really think it's important to go
get a babysitter to come and she can sleep over.
And he did. And at eleven o'eloek he made the de-
císion the babysitter should go home and he should
stay home. But I guess he didn't believe my father
vras going to die. But he wasn't very much in-
volved. I said, "look, he's been unconscious for
two days.." So I have tremendous hostility now and
it just has to be worked out I suppose. And that's
the main thing. How else it's changed me, I don't
t-- ^-- + r r ! 

- 
i i r r 

- 
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husband has rea1ly suffered a great deal.

In one family, a surviving spouse felt sad and unfinished

about her relatíonship with her husband because of the prob-

lems in the marriage. She stated at the end of the inter-
view, "Tt will always bother me that I just wasn't right for
that guy. "

In other families the marital relationship between pa-

tient and spouse vras strengthened by the experience. A widow

remembered her husband's words when she cared for him at
home, "he said, you're the best nurse T ever had."

Another widower described his relationship with his wife:

"In terms of our relationship , that time vras very valuable

to both of us despite the suffering. I think we grevr alot
closer to each other over the time, wê would have missed out

on otherwi se. "

The effects of the experience were varied and intense.

There were definite health changes experienced, emotional

stresses and effects upon family relationships.
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8.4 SUMMARY

In summary, the effects of the terminal care experience

on survivors were described from two perspectives: lhe de-

gree of decision control congruence and the response of fam-

ilies to the death of the patient" In the first instance,

incongruence between preferred and actual involvemenL in de-

cision making had more impact on the families. The effects

were stated as guilt, regret and frustration about the deci-

sion making experience.

The effects of eongruence between preferred and actual

decision making involvement v¡ere seen very positively when

there was congruence within the family. Effects of congru-

ence between provider and family h'ere not perceived or ar-

ticulated too specifically by families" Rather, there was a

general feeting Lhat "things had gone as well as could be

expected".

In terms of the effects of the family due to the death of

the patient there were notable health changes, emotional

problems and family interaction changes. These findings sup-

ported the research done on the health effects of the death

experience on the bereaved"



Chapter IX

DT SCUSSTON AND RECOMMENDÀT]ONS

9.1 TNTRODUCTION

The purpose of a theoretical framework is to provide a

basic conceptual scheme that organizes facts in a systematic

way and permits an understanding of events. The theoretical
framework that emerged from the study of families' percep-

tions of their participation in terminal care decisions pro-

vídes a description of this experience. The framework in-
cludes categories and properties which describe the

components of family participation in terminar care deci-
sions.

The study was a factor-searching one designed to utirize
real world data to generate theory. This type of study be-

longs to the "context of discovery" rather than the "context
of verification" (Glaser & strauss, 1968). The resurt of

this type of study is "a bit of theory, in the form of con-

ceptual description or in the form of a set of categories
related to one underlying dimension" (piers, 1979, p. 118).

This research represents a first step, that is, naming and

defining categories and concepts. Hypotheses have resurted

about lhe rerationship of these categories to each other.
The next step of research in this area wourd then be to test

161
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the reliability and validity of the categories developed

(Diers, I979).

The discussion of the theoreticaL framework is intended

to íntegrate and explain the categories developed. The dis-
cussion also integrates the work of other researchers and

relevant literature in the field. The discussion is organ-

ized around the major categories:

1 " Decision Control

2, Information

3, The Meaníng of the Situation

4" Patterns and Characteristics of Family Interaetion

5. Planning for Death

6. Effects of the Terminal Care Process on Survivors

The chapter concludes with a series of recommendations

related to how the theoreLical framework has implications

for the health care delivery system. Suggestions for further
researeh in the area of family deeision making participation
in terminal eare sítuations are ínc1uded.

9 "2 DECTSION CONTROL

Decision control vras an important category that was iden-

tified in t,he study and was central to the terminal care ex-

períence" The literature that describes and defines decision

making was helpful in understanding this category. According

to Schaefer (1971), the nature of deeísíon making is the art
of ehoice following deliberation and judgment" To make a de-
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cision, three conditions musL be fulfilled: freedom, ration-
a1ity, and voluntarity" A person must be free to make a

choice and therefore, have authority over that choice. The

person must also be able to deliberate about alternatives to
arrive at a judgment. Ànd finarry, the individual must make

the ehoice, which is the art of voiition. The extent to
which these three conditions are present in the terminal
care decision making process effects who has control over

the dec isions.

The study found that the most common type of decision
making that occurred was medically controrred decision mak-

ing. This was especiatly true if the decisions depended upon

scientific information and knowledge related to the disease,

interpretations of raboratory results and medicar treatment

options. Physicíans were dominant in decisions most often
when the patient was hospitarized frequentry or for extended

periods of time. Martocchio (1982) also found that the num-

ber of hospital confinement days affected the rores played

by patients, families and health care providers. Health care

providers held more power in the hospital and patients and

famí1ies were expected to conform to the rules of the hospi-

tal. The setting within which care occurred therefore, was

an important factor in determining who had decision contror"
Vertinsky et aI. (I974) also found that once a physician

v¡as contracted for care, the decision process became one in

which the physician's preferences often dominated. one rea-
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son for this was the difference between health care provid-

ers' and families' knowledge about the disease and treat-
ments. Therefore, patients and families were often limited

in their abilities to consider alternatives because they

!{ere unaware of all options and the consequences of the al-
ternatives. The rationality avaílable to patients and fami-

lies in decision participation was then restricted.
Families and patients had more control over decisions if

care was given in the patient's home. The decision Lo move

from the hospital to home settíng was often described as a

"turning point" in Lerms of decision control" A shift in

power over decision making would occur from health care pro-

viders to patient and family when the patient went home.

G}aser and Strauss' (1968) study of the death experience

found that where a person chose to die v¡as important to the

control- over decisions made.

One property of decision control that was ídentified in-
volved power and authority over decisions. All interactors

possessed different bypes of power and used different means

Lo maintain or secure control over the decision making pro-

cess. Physicians clearly held the most formal lega1 auÈhori-

ty. Physicians could withhold information as a r.{ay of main-

taíning eontrol over decisions. withholding information

precluded informed deeisions, and inLerfered with attempts

to reach an informed decision" Oken (1967), in a study of

eancer patients, found that there is a strong and general
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tendency to wiLhhold from a patient the information that he

has cancer. Àlmost ninety percent of the total group sur-
veyed reported that their usual policy is not to tell the

patient he has cancer.

In contrast, in this study there appeared to have been a
-L:A¿ :- !1-- 
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their diagnosis. Physicians generalry told patients and

families that the patient had cancer or named the specífic
diagnosis. However I a continued dialogue about the diagno-

sis, the prognosis, treatment options or a collaborative de-

cision making process did not occur. It wourd seem then,

that while a shift in physicians' willingness to discrose
the cancer diagnosis has occurred, a shift in decision con-

trol is not evident.

Families also experienced the physician's povrer in the

interactions that occurred between them over decisions. They

feared angering the physícian and fert a need to maintain

good rerations with him. this anxiety usuarly resulted in a

more passive, compliant interaction with the physician and

families said they sometimes wenL along with decisions that
they did not rearly tike. Interpersonar conflict over con-

trol could also be seen by families as a lack of caring on

the part of the health care provider and a rack of respect

for the families' beliefs and preferences.

Famiries arso described their lack of power and authori-
ty. This r.ras often discussed in relation to their lack of
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ínformation about the situation. Information and knowledge

were identified as the major source of povrer and authority.

Nurses were described as havíng some povrer and authority

over certain decisions, but mainly functioned by offering

the i r inf ormat ion to the f ami ly, I n thi s vray the nurses gave

away their information quite freely and thereby increased

the decision making power of the family.

9.3 TNFORMÀTTON

Information rdas an important source of power and control

over decision making. Information included facts obtained

through observations, discussions and readings. Health care

providers vrere seen as the primary information source and

controlled the informatíon available Èo patients and fami-

lies. Families also identified the importance of having

enough information. There were no instances where families

felt they had too mueh informaÈion. They related many exam-

ples of how they tried to obtain more knowledge or more com-

plete and detailed informaLion from various sources. A lack

of information conLributed to families' feelings of po!{er-

lessness. Conversely, the more information families had, the

more in conLrol they felt.
The qualíty of eommunication and interaction between fam-

ilies and health care províders was also related to the in-
formation exchange process" When families had good rapport

with health care providers, information exchange occurred
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quite smoothly. rn contrast, when relations between health
care providers and families v¡ere poor, information flow was

obstructed. Martochio (rgaz) found that the interpersonar

exchange between participants in terminar care situations
vras centrar to the quality of information flow. she arso
t^..-l !L-! !,î- --- ,'!(Jullc¡ Lrrar acc;ess Eo ]rìformaEl0n was an lssue ror tamlIlgs

and that if one source vras not seen as easily accessible,
famiries would search out other sources instead. Martocchio

described the anger and frustration families experienced

when information vras not forthcoming. Most interactors be-

lieved that physicians possessed information that vras not

made available Èo anyone else...the immediate search for
further information by patients or family members and other
interactors, could result in direct questioning of the phy-

sician who then may or may not reveal information, restart-
ing the cycle (Martocchio, 1982).

The control of information also depended upon the pa-

tients' and families' abilities to access information. The

exchange v¡as related to the interpersonal rerationships be-

tween particípanls and whether or not famiry members knew

hov¡ to ask questions of health care providers and if, indeed

they knew what questions to ask. The imbarance in po!¡er be-

tween health care providers and families and between physi-
cians and f amiries in particurar, rr¡as a f actor in deterrnin-

ing the communication and concomitant free-flow of

information between these two parties.
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Families often turned to friends or relatives who may or

may noL have formal health training for information and in-

terpretation of facts, Martocchio QgAz) also described how

more frequently, patients and family members turned to nurs-

es or other sources such as other nursíng personneL or other

hospital employees, visitors and other patients" In these

relationships the balance of power and authority was more

even and interpersonal communication less threatening.

Another issue that arose in conjuncÈion with the impor-

tance of ínformation was the notion of trust, Families often

stated that when they laeked information or complete under-

standing of decísions they had to trust the health care pro-

viders to a greater ext.ent . Trust, then, wâs part of dec i-
sion control " In instances where families had more

information and knowledge about a decision they would more

actively participate in the decision. In cases where fami-

lies had Iittte ínformation or understandÍngo decision coR-

trol vras often given to the physieian with a strong measure

of trust" For example, deeísions about surgical interven-

tions were frequently medícally-controlled decisions that

familíes reported trusting to the physicían,

Trust could also be fostered as a result of informatíon

exchange" In situations where health care providers communi-

cated easily with families and families experienced a feel-
íng of being "welf-informed", they reported a high degree of

brust in the health care provider 
"
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InforrnaLion arso varied in the kind and form of facts
available to famiries. Generally, the more direct and com-

plete the information given, the more crearly it vras under-

stood by famiries. Arnbiguous phrases were, on the other
hand, frequently misinterpreted by famiry members. This in-
F^--^r¡^- ! rrrL,rrlÕL¡v¡r [J!e[Jer. Ly wd!r at¡ especlaJ.ry lmporE.anE 11nK to. the

next category that was identified the meaning of the situ-
aLion. rf information vras given in vague, indirect ways,

families were more 1ikeIy to arrive at various meanings of
the situation. confusion and conflicL sometimes occurred be-

tween family members or between health care providers and

family when participants had different understandings of the
circumstances. The study differentiated inforrnation from

knowledge. rnformation involved the acquistion of facts;
whereas knowledge referred to the interpretation and meaning

given to the facts by the different participants.

9.4 THE MEANING OF THE SITUATION

Families could interpret facts presented to them a number

of erays. Tn addition, their interpretations resufted from a

synthesis of their personal belief sysLems, their under-

standing of signs and symptoms, and the degree of hope that
they had in the situation.

This category was important to decision contror. Families
identified personar definitions of heal-th and illness that
affected their interpretions of physical symptoms. The ex-
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tent to which signs of disease fit their personal defini-
tions of illness determined whether or not they made the

initial decisíon to seek medical attention, In some cases,

the symptoms v¡ere not viewed as unhealthry, so treatment de-

cisions were delayed. The outcomes of patients' illnesses

could well have been influenced by this important decision.

It was noted that often the signs that v¡ere ignored or were

not acted upon promptly were signs or symptoms of cancer

frequently advertised by organizatíons such as the Canadian

Cancer Society, This suggests that simply knowing facts is
not sufficient to prompt health seeking behavior. The chain

of "facts-knowledge-health behavior" is complex and health

care providers cannot assume that presentation of informa-

tion wilI necessarily result in health behavior changes"

Another property within this cateory was the reaction of

families and patients to events and facts. Of particular im-

portance to deeision making were the reactions of families

and patienbs ín the early díagnostie stages of the illness.
Families often described the shock and disbelief of hearing

a díagnosis such as "leukemia" or "cancer of the boweL".

They stated Èhat in the early phase of the íIlness they were

frequently "swept along" with the rapíd sequence of deci-

síons made by physicians because they did not realize what

was happening" They reported feeling too numb to question or

discuss alternative choices. Later on in the illness, fami-

lies staterl that they regretted not being more involved in

the early treatment and care decisions,
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weisman (r979) referred to the early state of diagnosis

as the "existential plight stage". This occurred as famil-ies

experienced the shock of hearing the diagnosis. weisman

(1979) describes this stage as approximately the first hun-

dred days. The way in which patients coped in this early
¡taa¡ 

^t!^- - ---l- 
Li ^- ,-- -iÞLcrYE wcrÞ (rrLe¡¡ cl Pei1K reactJ.olt ano oIE.gn lnclLcaEeo no!¡ Eney

would handle the rest of the disease course.

The difference between knowing that the patient had can-

cer and identifying the patient's situation as terminar gras

another property that emerged. Families could identify or

rabel the patient as "terminal" at different times. The

meaning of the situation and decisions made were very much

affected by the recognition and av¡arness of the patient's
approaching death.

Awareness of physical deterioration of the patient was

one way famiries rearized that the patient's condition was

terminal. sometimes families knew this, but their under-

standing of the dying trajectory did not match what actuarly
occurred. Graser and strauss (1968) describe the different
dying trajectories that occur. The degree to which the

health care provider discussed this trajecLory and. inter-
preted signs to the family seemed to be important to the ac-
curacy of the dying trajectory the family imagíned.

weisman (1979) tarks of the importance of psychosocial

staging in herping patíents and families cope with the can-

cer experience" This concept is based upon psychosociar ef-
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fectiveness, spread, cellular differentiation, and so forth.
weisman (L979) identified four psychosocial stages, which

could be considered in conjunctíon with, if not parallel to,

four clinicoanatomical sLages:

1. Existential PIight

2. Mitigation and Accomodation

3. Decline and Deterioration

4" Preterminality and Terminality

It appears that in each of these stages, there is a level

of awareness that patients have about the disease, based

upon what they are told and how they interpret the experi-

ence. Initially, the patient is shocked by the news of the

diagnosis and patients report that they imagine death as a

real possibility an existential plight. The second stage

involves a dissipatíon of stress and a regain of some auton-

omy and sense of stability. The Later stages refer to de-

cline and preparation for death. Weisman (1979) writes of

the differences in patient's awarenesses during these st.ag-

es. He describes different types of awareness that range

from denial to more open forms of awareness contexts. The

interactions between participant.s in these stages are cen-

tral to the understandíng that patients have of their condi-

tion. }lhile Weisman describes these stages with specific

reference to patients rather than families, it would seem

that the general psychosoeiat stages that families experi-

eRce might be similar.
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The lack of knowledge of the terminal quality of the pa-

tient's illness has been deseribed a number of ways. Kubler-

Ross (1969) talks of this as a type of denial. lrteisman

(I979) refers to this as middle knowledge. Middle knowledge

means knowing and not knowing at the same time. Middle
l--^--1-l-- ,l- c^----r --1-- !- _! -r,rltew¿eLlge rs ¡¡()r rC)u¡rq onJ-y J.n very slcK patlenE,s accorolng

to Weisman, but may occur in potential or actual survivors
who cannot believe death is near.

Part of the difficulty for families in identifying the

terminal phase of living-dyíng is that this phase is often
not precise. Rioch (1961) describes this stage as the time

when the dying person begins to withdraw into himself in re-
sponse to internal body signals that teLl him he must now

conserve his energies. Many writers (Glaser & Strauss, 1968;

KubIer-Ross, l97I; GarfieId, 1978) describe the disengage-

ment and separation from the patient by others. This may oc-

cur days, weeks or months before the person dies. It is
partly a gradual separating effort on the part of the pa-

tient and others as a beginning "letting go" phase.

Psychologically, death occurs when the person accepts his
death and regresses into himself (Garfield, 1978). Biologi-
caIIy, death oeeurs when the organism as a human entity no

Ionger exists. There is neither consciousness nor awareness,

such as in the case of irreversible coma. FinaÌIy, physio-

logical death occurs when vital organs such as heart, lungs,

and brain no longer function (Garfield, 1978).
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The importance of these types of death is that they occur

at different times and can generate stress and confusion for

families. It appears that interpreting Lhese different types

of death to families would be helpful to them in understand*

ing the situation.
The notion of hope was another property thaÈ was related

to the families' understanding of the situation. Hope was

described as essential to survival. This property ínvolved

the expectations and anticipations of the family and pa*

tient, These expectations vtere very much part of the meaning

of the terminal care experience. Hope was related to how in-
formation vras heard by families and explanations could be

said to also give families hope.

The hope in experimental trials was often mentioned by

families. In these instances the notion of hope involved a

feeling of actively trying to confront the disease rather

than passively succumbing" These familíes knew that the

prognosis was often very poor, but needed the focus and ac-

tivity associated with the hope in experimental trials.
According to Stotland (1969), hope is a learned response'

augmented by the example of supportive and successful oth"-

ers. weísman (1979) describes hope as an intangible, immea-

sureable, and very real sentíment. He has observed that

most caneer patients do not depend oR hope alone, nor do

they hope exefusively for recovery, extended survival, oF

return to previous ways of life. Hope ís designed to see
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people through adversity, because it is a character trait,
not because it can be strategically generated or discouraged
(weisman , 1979). this literature presents an interesting
conceptualization of hope. Hope is identified as an element

in coping vrith a terminal irrness. It is described as a per-
1:!-- r--.!r ---LL--- rl---- -- !Þ()rlctrr Ly L!dr.L, f atner tnan An InOepenOenE, el.emgnÈ OeVeIOpect

within a particular context. weisman's (r979) descriptions
of hope indicates that the hope cancer patíents have, de-

pends not so much upon goals, but rather upon self-concept.
This observation Ìras also noted in the study. Initiarly the

researcher Listened to the situations described and consid-
ered how hope v¡as described, whether the hope held onto by

families was "realistic" and congruent with the facts pre-

sented by the hearth care providers about the disease prog-

nosis. The researcher's reaction to descriptions of hope

vrere in terms of the accuracy of this quality in relaÈion to
the disease prognosis. A more thoughtful anarysis identifies
hope as important to the kind of person the patient !vas. For

example, comments such as "she vras a fighter", or "she just
couldn't rie down and die", describe the kind of person that
the patient was and the hopef ul trait the patient pos.gessed,

Therefore, the hope evident in aggressive experimental

trails or toxic treatments v¡as an important part of the pa-

tient's serf-image. Most families who chose aggressive

treatment approaches expressed no regret at having pursued

this pathway. It may be important for health care providers
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to look at the role hope plays in a family and to understand

the way in which hope may relate to the self-image of the

patient. For patients with a strong hopef uI traiL, !,tays of

fostering this hope may be central to the digníty the pa-

tients' experience in dealing with the terminal illness" For

others, hope may be a lesser characteristic, and efforts to

foster this or act in support of this trait may be inappro-

priate. There is much more to understand about hope in rela-

tion to patients' and families' terminal care ptights. How-

ever, it appears that hope is an important property that

contributes to the meaning of the experience and the ways in

which families cope.

The decisions families and patients make about the ill-
ness episode are also affected by this characteristic. Nu-

merous decisions occur wíthin this context. What families

believe about health and illness is one aspect of their un-

derstanding. How they reaeb and interpret events is a second

part of the meaning they give to the situation. The ways

that families and patients come to know that the disease is

terminal is an import.ant turning point in their av¡areness of

their circumstances, And lastly, the hopeful sentÍment in

t,he scenario plays a principal part in determining the mean-

ing of the terminal situatíon.
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9.5 PATTERNS AND CHÀRACTERISTTCS OF FÀMILY INTERACTION

The study identified patterns or tendencies of behavior

between family members as they interacted in the decision
makíng process. The patterns were also characterized by cer-
tain qualities of behavior between individuars. These pat-
L ^ -- - - - 

_t __t- _ _Letl¡s ano cnaracEerlsE. lcs r,¡ere relat,ed to the lntormatl0n
that farniries had about the terminal care situation and the

meaning they gave to the experience.

The patterns of family interaction could invorve one per-
son as the primary decision maker or could involve a number

of individuals in the decision making process. The flow of
information ]argery determined the pattern of decísion mak-

ing interactíon. For inst,ance, in families where one person

had the majority of contact with the physician, and was then

the family source of information; the pattern of decision
making tended to invorve that one person. This pattern could
create conflict or strain in the family if other family mem-

bers were affected by the outcomes of the decisions, or if
they wanted more input into the decisions.

Joint decision making patterns were the reast conflict
producing and families generally reported decision making as

a eolLaborative supportive process. This pattern could in-
volve negotiated decision making or an "understood" decision
process. The "understood" joint decisions occurred most of-
ten in families in which the husband and wife had lived to-
gether for a number of years and there was an awareness of
each other's preferences.
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In some instances interactions were described as

interactions of indecision. This decision making character-

istic often occurred in the joint decision makÍng pattern

and resulted in delays in final choices. À lack of informa-

tion was often noticeable during interations of indecision,

À1so, when family members had different interpretations of

the terminal care situation, indecision more frequently oc-

curred.

This characteristic of decision making v¡as also described

by Degner et âI., (fggf) as "waffIing". These reasearchers

identified one way that families coufd participate in waf-

fling by first giving consent t,o treatment and Èhen with-

drawing iL. It was aLso noted that families described inter-
actions of indecision as stressful. The stressful nature of

this characteristic of family decision making interaction
was also identified by Degner et â1., (1981). They found

that waffling was a state of vacillation that could produce

diff iculties for mäny of the participant.s,

Fortuitous decisÍon making was another characteristic de-

scribed by families. These types of decisions were }ess fre-
quent but were seen as very important. The decision was de-

scribed as fortuitous when the dec ision was Lhe r¡ay

families' wouLd have preferred the decision to be íf they

had made the choiee deliberately" In these cases, there had

usually been no díscussion about their preferences or the

disease itself; therefore, when the decision "happened" fam-
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ilies were relieved it had occurred the way they preferred.

In some cases these deeisions could have been prepared for
and planned. It would be important then, for health care

providers to discuss preferences that families may have

about decisions, so that these decisions do not rely on good
Ê^-!-.-- -----a-- rr r rr -ìler Lu¡¡e, ef. c9nvef'seJ.y, tnaE, unl.ucKy' oeclslon5 oo noE oc-

cur. The most important of these decisions seemed to be

where the person would die, and who would be with the person

at the time of death. This was often the most frequently
discussed decision, the effects of which, remained with the

family members after the death of the patient. These deci-
sions also created the most guilt and regret if the deci-
sions were not the vray the patient and family would have

pre fer red.

The last charactert i st ic ident i f ied r,rere planned,/organ-

ized decision making qualities of interaction patterns. This

characteristic occurred most frequently in famities where

the pattern of decision making involved one person. It also
occurred when families described themselves as "we11-in-
formed" and when they fert in contror of terminal care deci-
sions. This form of decision making was expressed very posi-

Eively and gave families a sense of care and order in the

decision making process.
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9.6 PLANNING FOR DEATH

A stage of the terminal care experience that v¡as espe-

cialIy important in terms of family decision making was the

planning for death phase. The preparation and organization

of preferences and decisions at this time !{as particu}arly

stressful and often resulted in the most pronounced after-
ef f ects f or f ami I ies. The extent t.o which f ami l ies were able

to plan for the patient's death depended upon the amount of

information they had, and their knowledge of the fact that

the death was imminent. Death-related decisions, such as fu-

neral- arrangement.s, or who would be caIled aL the t ime of

death, were important to family members. Also, the "where to

die" decision was often central to the family's experience.

An understanding that death was going to occur allowed fami-

Iies to discuss and make this decision. The awareness or la-
belling of the patient as terminal, did not always occur in

families and also díd not always happen at the same time for

all family members. This finding was also described in Mar-

tocchio's (1982) study of terminally i11 patients. She díf-
ferentiated between a patient with a high risk of dying and

a dying patient. Patients were labelled as having a high

risk of dying by virtue of their diagnostic label, guarded

prognosis, or their observable physical deterioration or non

*remitting progressive sympt.omatology" They were labeIled as

dying patients when there was common agreement that deattt

was inevitable within a fairly predictable period of bime

(Martocchio, 1982) 
"
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It, was the label of the patient as "dying" that was most

inconsistently applied. Famiries might know that the patient
had cancer and had been given a poor prognosis. They there-
fore knew that the patient $ras at a high risk of dying. How-

ever, families often did not recognize or know that the pa-
! i -- a ! ,rr.enr was oylng. 'r'ney reporEeo orÈen noE þelng tord that
death was nearing or that the various symptoms indicated
physical deterioration. This factor infruenced the death

scene that occurred as weIl. The scene could be planned and

calm or chaotíc and stressful depending upon the timing of

death and the awareness of the family. There vrere arso ere-
ments that vlere outside of anyone's control. For example,

the patient's death could be described as peaceful or dis-
ruptive. The way the patient died was beyond control. Fami-

lies who chose to have the patient die at home were more

f requentry present at the death scene and !,¡ere more likely
to exper ience a di srupt ive deat,h.

Famiries also felt alone and abandoned by the hearth care

system when patients chose to die at home. The arrangements

such as removal of the patient's body, signing of the death

certificate and availability of health care providers were

loosely arranged and sometimes conflict- producing. There

were often gaps in the organization of procedures to follow
after Lhe death of the patient, and famiLies usually had no

hearth care provider avairabre to them at the time of death

or afterward to support them through these decisions. This
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aspect was the most noticeable gap in the delivery of health

care support to terminally iIt patients.

The numerous decisions made during this stagen the vivid
memories of the death scenes, the significance of the digni-

ty and control that patients had over their own death expe-

riences were all very important events that families de-

scribed. The effects of decisions made within this phase

were the most intense and long-Iasting.

9N SURVIVORS

The terminal care process had profound effects upon fami-

lies. The effects were described as originating from two

sourcess (a) the congruence between preferred and actual de-

cision control and (b) the death of the family member"

The effects of incongruence between preferred and actual

decision control were more noticeable to families than ef-
fects of congruence" This vras particularly true when the

incongruenee oeeurred between healLh care providers and fam-

ilies. Frustratíon, anger and guilt about loss of decision

control were commonly mentioned. These feelings remained

with families to a degree months after the death of the pa-

tient. Families often cited the control and lack of informa-

tion by health care providers as a factor that limited their

deeision involvement. Decisions that were made by health

care providers without respect for the patient's contrasting

wishes often left families with a sense that the health care
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provider "did not care" about the patient. They arso saw the

negative outcomes of these decisíons as very deÈrimental to
the patient. Incongruence between health care providers and

family often brought the family closer together, but ob-

structed communication between health care providers and

fon.il.' Qama{-.i*^^ åL^ ^^-€'ì:-! 'l!^l:- ¡--:ti^- -L---r-^,rq¡¡r¡ÁJ. rv¡¡lsLI¡¡]sÐ L¡¡E t-v¡lllIl-L rtSlJILELl J,¡¡ [aalllJ'J-Ig:i cjI¡aIlgIItg

physicians as a vray of re-structuring the decísion control.
Families also experienced incongruence among themselves

and in particurar between the patient and other family mem-

bers. The effects of this type of incongruence $rere experi-
enced as guilt later and families regretted conflict about

some of the decisions. More frequently though, families
would support the patient's right to have the primary deci-
sion control; therefore, there would be congruence between

preferred and actual decision control. However, these fami-
lies sometimes were not happy with the actuar decisions that
vrere made by the patient or the way in which the decisions
effected them.

The effects of congruence between preferred and actuar
decision conÈror were not noticed as importanL when it oc-

curred between health care providers and families" rt was

rather, a memory of how smoothly matters happened. Congru-

ence within a family was described in positive terms though

and was remembered as a supportive, mutuarity within which

decisions occurred. The family was left with a feering that
they had supported and respected the patient through this
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time. These positive feelings were important parts of the

families' memories.

The effects that vrere described as a result of the loss

of the patient lvere very specif ic and very common. Families

experienced periods of grief and lonIíness, physical healbh

changes, psychological health changes and alterations in en-

ergy leveIs. These findings are certainly congruent wiÈh the

health changes described by numerous researchers in studies

of the bereaved (Lefebvre, 1978; GIick, Weiss, & Parkes,

I974). Parkes Ã972) studied cancer patients and showed how

in some cases, somatic illness follows a psychological

stress, especially a loss or death. Dewi Rees (1972) also

reported that various illnesses are found to be more fre-
quent among survivors than in matehed comparison groups.

Families also reported feeling abandoned by health care

providers once the patient died. Home care resources v¡ere

removed, physícian contact ended, publie health nurses did
not visiL again; and families felt alone" Many families
identified a need for bereavement follow-up or bereavement

groups.

Many described the extreme change in daily activities as

a stress after the patient's death. Often during the illness
episode families had been actively caring for the patient at

home or were busy visitíng at the hospítaI and taking care

of family arrangemenÈs" The picture was one of constant

abívity, movement and responsibility" Àfter the death of the
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patient there v¡as a sudden vaccuum in the daily pattern of

survivors. AII of a sudden the routine that they had been

committed to was gone. They no longer had to get up each

day with plans to go to the hospital or care for the pa-

tient.
mL^ ;"^-- ¡.:J !L^r !I^^-- ^!:11 L^l -^^-^--:r¡¡s ÐL¡J-vJ.vL/rÞ L¡IL¡ Þo.J L¡¡clL L¡tE)¡ ÞL¡IJ. ¡tct(¡ illctlty ¡.eþP()ltþI-

bilities and the weight of these was often felt more direct-
1y when the patient died and they realized that now they

alone were the parent or head of the household. The change

in roles that accompanied the death of the patient v¡as per-

ceived more clearly when the patient died, even though the

role changes may have been gradually occurring during the

course of the illness. The literature on role theory de-

scribes the interactional changes families experience as

roles are altered in response to norrnal developmental and

maturational changes or crisis events. Feldman and Scherz

(1967 ) see the family as operating through roles that shift
and alter during the course of the family's tife. Almost alt
writings in relation to role theory describe the dynamic or

changing quality of a role (Bierstedt, 1963; Coe, 1970). The

pressures experienced by family members and the energy re-
quired by them to take on new roles and new responsibilities
when a family member dies, are significant.

The preparation that families had for the death of the

patient also seemed to be important to their feelings after-
ward. Families who expected the death of the patient at the
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time that it occurred had usually had the opportuníty to say

good-bye to the patient and had, in some cases detached or

prepared themsel-ves for the 1oss. In other instanees, the

death occurred abruptly when the family did not expect ít,
or at a time that Lhe families described as "too soon", The

shock and suddeness of the loss often left these survivors

in more noticeable distress after the death. These survivors
reported more periods of depression, alcohol abuse, sleep

problems, and physical symptoms.

The Iiterature on bereavement sheds some light on these

reactions. weisman (lgZS) indícates that preparation or at

least having an opporÈunity to exchange and express ideas

and feelings may amelíorate some of the painful loss that
will foIlow" Glick, hfeíss, and Parkes Ã974) found that
forewarning of a husband's death helped some widows recover

and find new resources earlier than if the death occurred

suddenly. Weisman (1979) afso postulates Lhat better anticí-
pat.ory resolution may not only reduce prolonged bereavement,

but may eliminate secondary physical and psychological aber-

rance later on" These writings together with the findings of

the study indicate the importance of bereavement preparation

and follow-up" Bereavement is erroneously regarded as a

thoroughly natural phenomenon, hardly a process, that usual-

ly disappears after a time wíthout speeial attention (weis-

man, 1979)" Aceording to Volkan (1970), abnormal grief and

rielayed mourRing are well-recognized manifestations or prob-
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lems in relinquishing a significant other. There appears to

be a definite need for bereavement counselling for survivors

from both preventative and therapeutic perspectives.

Another issue that was identifed in the study related to
bereavement, involves the unresolved problems that existed
L^r,-,^^- rL^ ^^!: ^^! --J t^*: l-. r.r^: ^--- /1ô'rô\ r^..-r !r--!

past regrets, pessimism, and marital problems prior to can-

cer do make a significant difference in coping effective-
ness. Families who experienced marital stress and inÈerper-

sonal conflicts, who may have stayed together partly because

of the illness, expressed guilt and sadness after the death.

This issue is something health care providers could be alert
to and also raises questions about the role of the health

care provider in these situations: Are there vrays of helping

these families work through these problems or reach some

sense of resolution before the patient's deaLh? How do

health care providers assess the family interaction pat-

terns, and how does one identify the conflicts that are more

deep-rooted in a relationship versus those that are illness-
related? And later, âs part of the bereavement phase, how do

health care providers help survivors work through t.hese

feelings of regret, guilt or anger?

The impact of the death of the patient on a family was

mulÈi-faceted and resulted from many aspects of the rela-
tionship. The role of health care providers and nurses in
particular, could be better directed to prevent the compli-

cations of loss experienced by survivors.
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9.8 IMPLTCATTONS FOR HEALTH CARE DELIVERY

The theoretical framework that emerged from the study

ident,if íed a number of weaknesses in the health care deliv-
ery system in meeting the needs of families in t.erminal care

situations. Some of the dífficulties have been identified in

other studies as weIl. Therefore, the implications for

health care delivery that the findings in this study .sug-

gest, are congruent with previous research (Parkes, I972¡
'lieisman , I972¡ Glaser & Strauss, 1968). The problems relate

to the proeess that partÍcipants are involved in during a

terminal illness. There are also outcomes that are unfavora-

ble as a result of difficulties in the drama that unfolds

when a person has a terminal illness, The following recom-

mendations are the most important suggestions that are evi-
denl from the descriptive theoretical framework of the

study,

1" That the type of deeision control preferred by pa-

t ient.s and f ami I ies be ident i f ied by health e are pro*

viders as early on ín the illness episode as possi-

ble 
"

That patients and families be given information about

the illness experíence clearIy, directly, and t,hor-

oughly 
"

That interpretations of information be clarifíed and

diseussed with patients and families to ensure aecu*

racy of message transmission"

2

3



4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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That decisions to be made are identífied and dis-
cussed with patients and families in time for an in-
formed decisions to be made.

That health care providers assess family interaction
patterns and characteristics and identify potentía1
a{. ¡aaoaa ì ^ lLoao .i n{.aranl.i ^^-putçÐpçÐ ¿¡¡ L¡¡gÐg ¿¡¡LgtquLtv¡¡Ð.

That health care providers prepare patients and fami-

lies for decisions thaL need to be made when the pa-

tient. dies at home.

That health care providers facilitate organization

and dignity in the care of the deceased, particularly
when the patient dies at home.

That health care providers help families identify the

dying phase of the illness to permit preparation for
deaÈh.

That health care providers provide bereavement coun-

selling for families who have experienced the death

of a family member.

That health care providers be prepared to be more ac-

tive in the early diagnostic stages of decision mak-

ing with concern for the preferences of the patient

and famíIy and with a willingness to review and ex-

plain information.

That the health status of family member be assessed

and attended to in a preventative and therapeutic

sense duríng and after the illness episode of the pa-

tient.



12" That consumer organizations

about informed consent and the

health care decisions.
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facilitate education

rights of patients ín

9 "9 RECOMMENDÀTTONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1" Research to validate the categories identified in the

theoretical framework of the study utilizing a larger

sample 
"

2. Research to identífy the extent to which patient and

family decision conLrol preferences remain constant

over time, from pre-illness stages through the termi-
nal illness experience.

3. Research to identify the experiences of patients as

well as familíes as they are experiencing the deci-

sion making process in terminal illness situations.
4. A quasi-experimenbal research study to explore the

effects of bereavement counselling and anticipatory
grief eounselling on survivors.

5" A deseríptive study to ídentify the notion, hope, and

the role hope plays in the terminal care experience

of familíes" Particular focus would be on the rela-
tionship of hope to inf ormation, the meaning of t.he

situation and the effects of the termínal care pro-

cess on survívors"

6" Research to develop and refine a tool to assess the

health and functioníng of famí1ies,



7 Research

mult iple
dents to

to further evaluate Lhe reliabitity
respondents as opposed to individual
obtain data.
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of using

respon-



Appendix À

TIME OF INTERVIE}T AF'TER DEÀTHTÀBLE 1

Time
Aft,er Death

(non th s )

0-2

Number of Families
InÈerviewed

N=10

I

1

4

2

2

2-4

4-6

6-8

8-10

r92



Fami ly Family Composition

husband /wife/ chi ldren

husband /wife / chí ldren

husb and /wi f e / grandp arent

husband/wi fe/ child

husband /wife/child

husband /wife/ chlld

husband/wi fe /grandchi ldren

husband/wif e / chl 1dls ister

husband/wife /child

husband/wi fe /chi 1d

N 60

Appendix B

TÀBLE 2

Family - Age and Sex Distribution

Sex Distribution Age Distributlon
M F 1-10 LL-2I 21-30 31-40 41-50 5l-60 60-

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I

2

2

4

3

2

4

2

6

4

3

2

4

2

4

2

2

1

6

3

1

3

2I

2

I

3

1

2

3

2

I

2

2

2

1

1

5

3

2

2

3

1

I

2

2

3

2

2

10

N=10 N=6 N=9 N=3 N=14 N=16 N=2 N=10N=3228N
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Ethnic Background

BriÈish Canadian

German Canadian

French Canadian

Icelandic Canadian

Jewish Canadian

Greek

Dutch

Total

Àppendix

TABLE 3 - ETHNTC

c

BACKGROUND

I'lumber of Families

10

3

1

2

1

1

1

1

t94



Appendix

RETIGIOUS

D

ÀFFI LI ÀTI ONSTÀBLE 4

Re1ígion

Roman CaÈholíc

Protestant

Jewish

No Religion

Total

Number of Farnilies

10

3

5

1

1
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Appendix E

INTERVIEW GUTDE

1. Can you describe your family to me so that we can

talk about your (probes¡ ages, children, etcetera).

Sketch Family Tree

2. Could you teII me some of the background about the

illness and care of X? (probes: the begínning, the

diagnosis, when you found out about X's condition and

how )

3. Now I would like to ask you about the care of X? Your

(husband /wite) died at (home/hospital ) and (frisr/her )

care took place mainly at (home/ hospital)? Could

you tell me what types of decisions had to be made

related to the care of x? (probes; place of care,

pain management, treatments, chemotherapy, ehoice of

doetors or heatth care providers).

4, llho made most of the decisíons related to the care of

x? (probesr doctor, family, patienL, nurse, combina-

tions of people)

5, Were you\involved in the decísions about Lhe care of

x?

6. How did you feel about being involved in the deci-

sions about the eare of X?

196
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Would you have preferred a different type of involve-
ment in the decisions related to the care of X? In

what way?

Would you say that the $ray you were involved in the

decisions related to the care of X is the vray you

'.'^..1¡ L^..^ 
--^C^--^l 

: ! !^ l---wvrJ¿\¡ rro.vE !,t tr:!tt L c'u L L L9 ¡Jg I

Do you feel thaÈ the fact that your actual involve-
ment was (close Eo/ aifferent than) tfre type of in-
volvement you would have preferred affected you in
some way?

Is it still affecting you in some way? How?

Did the involvement in the decisions about the care

of X affect the family in any way? How?

Have you noLiced any changes in your own health dur-
ing or after this experience?

I

o

10.

11.

12.



Appendix F

CONSENT FORM

I, , agree to participate in a study entitled
"Family Decision Making in Terminal Care." It studies fami-

lies' preferences and involvement in care decisions. It is
conducted by Linda Kristjanson, R.N., Master's student at

the School of Nursing, under the direction of Professor Les-

ley Degner, Àssociate Professor, SchooI of Nursing, Uníver:

sity of Manitoba. My participation will involve approximate-

1y one, one-hour interview. My participation is voluntary,

and I realize that the researcher and her advisors Pro-

fessor L. Degner, Professor P. FarrelI, and Professor E"

Adaskin, University of Manitoba. The information I provide

wilI be sLríctly conf idential, because no identifícation
wí1I be assoeiated with bhe information I provide.

S i gnature

Date
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